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Dear Colleague 

 

Staff Side Pay Claim 2022 – Information  

 

I refer to the above and attach for your information a copy of the Staff Side pay claim that 

was lodged on the 16th February. 

 

Also attached are copies of the Public Sector Pay Policy (PSPP) for 2022/23, and the 

Technical Guide for the 2021/22 PSPP. Both documents are referenced in the pay claim and 

should be read alongside the claim letter. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 
 

CALUM STEELE 

General Secretary 

 
 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

Official Side Secretary 

Police Negotiating Board 

Local Government Association 

18 Smith Square  

London  

SW1P 3HZ 
 

By email to:  

 16 February 2022 

Dear  

Police Pay Claim 2022 

I refer to the above and write to advise of the Staff Side’s pay claim for 2022. 

As in previous years the Staff Side has considered annual earnings in Scotland extrapolated 

from the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) data. We have also considered the 

stability and harmony the 31-month pay agreement secured in 2018, delivered, and how this 

stood in stark contrast to the tension and angst that was present throughout the 2021 

negotiations and settlement. Whilst we managed to get an agreement over the line, the 

Official Side should be under no illusion this agreement has delivered anything other than 

antipathy and mistrust from police officers towards the Scottish Government, the Scottish 

Police Authority (SPA), and the Police Service of Scotland (PSoS) itself. We cannot consider 

that this situation is one that the Official Side would find anything other than deeply 

concerning. 

We have noted the Public Sector Pay Policy (PSPP) and the political statement that it should 

act as a reference point for sectors like the police.  

We note the reference to a technical guide being published alongside the PSPP, yet at the 

time of writing such a technical guide has yet to be published. The technical guides for 2020 

and for 2021 are broadly similar. The 2021 guide states;  

2.6 Each public body is expected to submit its staff pay proposals to the Scottish 

Government in sufficient time to ensure that they can implement their pay 

settlement on the date on which it is due (which for the majority of public bodies is 1 

April) …/ 

2.7 Public bodies are expected to engage in early scoping discussions with their 

staff and staff representatives in preparing their staff pay proposals (this includes 

paying progression and using the paybill flexibilities) where appropriate, as part of a 

collaborative and constructive approach to the pay process. 

We observe that both the 2020 and 2021 PSPP technical guides were published after the 

date which the public bodies were expected to have their pay proposals submitted (14th 

and 30th April respectively).  
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There were no “early scoping discussions” with police officers or the Staff Side in preparing 

pay proposals for 2021. The Staff Side sought to engage with the Official Side on police pay 

for 2021 informally in early 2020, and formally by June 2020. Similarly, there were no “early 

scoping discussions” by either the PSoS or the SPA with the representative bodies on the 

Staff Side in respect of pay proposals over the same period. The police budget was set in 

isolation of these requirements. It is notable that the commentary from the PSoS in respect 

of its budget approaches made clear that there was a governmental expectation its budget 

would be set with regard to the PSPP. This clearly makes a mockery of any suggestion 

discussions, even if they had taken place, could have been collaborative, let alone 

constructive. 

Police pay proposals in the police service are a fundamental pre-requisite for the setting of 

any police budget. Policing is a “people heavy” business and police pay comprises the single 

biggest expenditure of the budget accordingly. The police budget has, by law, to be set and 

approved before the commencement of each financial year. It is clear therefore that the 

process for setting the police budget has been done in such a way as to stymie fair and open 

negotiations on police pay with the Staff Side.  

Whilst Staff Side has not seen any technical guide for 2022, we have no reason to consider 

the fundamental expectations laid out in the 2020 and 2021 guides will not be repeated. Like 

in every year since the creation of the Police Service of Scotland, the representative bodies 

on the Staff Side have not been involved in any “early scoping discussions” in respect of our 

future pay settlements (a critical assumption to inform the lawfully required budget). This 

approach suggests that there is no willingness or desire to treat police officers fairly; that 

the Official Side seeks to apply only the fiscal restraints of the PSPP, and that absolutely zero 

regard is paid to the limited industrial rights, and restrictions placed on police officers. Quite 

simply one constituent of the Official Side has a predetermined outcome in mind, and has 

influenced the extraneous factors that could impact on that outcome in such a way as to 

minimise such a probability. This is manifestly unfair and a serious impediment to good faith 

industrial collective bargaining. 

We feel it is important to state that no other sectoral workers, either directly covered by the 

PSPP, or expected to reference it, are prohibited from taking industrial action, from taking 

an active part in politics, or offer the flexibility in work that police officers do. A police officer 

can uniquely be required to work anywhere, at any time, for any duration, and without any 

notice. 

Police officers are not able to be represented at local or national government. Police officers 

face more and greater disruption to their working days, and indeed their non-working days 

than any other worker. Their start and finish times are unpredictable and are often changed 

with little or no notice. They face disruptions to their private and family lives, including 

holidays and significant life events. The restrictions on police officers can extend to directly 

impact on their families. The working hours of police officers are increasing, as are 

workplace stressors. The PSoS shows little evidence of having any practical regard for the 

impact of its workplace demands on officers, or how to reduce them.  

When considering the impact of police demand on the health and safety of its officers, the 

PSoS has consistently demonstrated either an unwillingness or inability to adequately 

address it. It routinely disregards the provisions of workplace regulations designed to 

protect officers from excessive work, and to protect, and deliver rest. 



 

 

The 2021 PSPP technical guide defined pay coherence as;  

the move towards greater consistency in rates of pay for roles with the same job 

weighting in public bodies covered by the Public Sector Pay Policy. Pay coherence can 

also refer to greater standardisation of terms and conditions. The policy expectation 

for public bodies intending to address pay coherence issues is that Scottish 

Government will be the main benchmark both for salary levels and for terms and 

conditions. 

It is patently clear no other workers have the restrictions or flexibilities on their 

employments that police officers do. It is equally clear that the absence of industrial rights 

is a significant curtailment on the human rights of police officers. The absence of these 

factors in seeking to develop consistent rates of pay for roles with the same job weighting, 

and the expectation police officers will be treated the same, is in itself incoherent.  

Police work is complex, difficult, dangerous, and stressful. The burden of individual 

discretion and responsibility upon a constable is much greater than at any other subordinate 

rank. We would welcome any indication from the Scottish Government which of the roles 

within it should act as a benchmark for the role of the constable. 

Staff Side considers these restrictions and realities are exceptional, and merit specific regard 

in any pay settlement. Recent examples (most notably the teaching profession in 2018) 

demonstrated that the threat of, and ability to take, industrial action has a significant impact 

on pay offers and settlements. 

We therefore claim accordingly. Absent any evidence and demonstrable value placed 

on these restrictions and limitations, in any pay award, that a framework be agreed 

to allow police officers (below the chief officer ranks) to take lawful forms of industrial 

action. Such industrial action to include the withdrawal of labour, or police functions, 

where such action does not risk public safety. 

Further, police officers are the only sector where officers are routinely and consistently 

targeted with violence simply for the job they do. The rates of assault and violence against 

police officers is exponentially higher than in any other sector.  The severity of violence 

cannot be mitigated by limited PPE, the provision of which appears to be determined by 

public mood rather than personal need. Police officers comprise the single largest cohort of 

victims of hate crimes. They also work longer hours than the average worker directly covered 

by the PSPP. Even absent specific considerations for the singularly unique demands placed 

upon police officers, it is incoherent to seek to apply a flat cash uplift of identical value to 

police officers on this basis alone. 

The Staff Side believe our longstanding principle of seeking fairness in police pay ought to 

be our guiding principle and restate our view that stability, simplicity, fairness and harmony 

are best achieved by determining annual police pay increases by reference to an agreed 

index.  We find it notable that this is the approach adopted by our parliamentarians. The 

outcome is not subject to any interference and is simply a reflection of general wage trends. 

Crucially this approach also delivers financial certainty as the data is available in advance of 

budget allocations. 

We therefore claim accordingly. Future police pay increases from 2023 onwards 

should be determined by reference to median wage growth in Scotland measured 



 

 

across all workers as provided for by the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 

produced by the Office of National Statistics.  

Against all these factors and with due regard to the PSPP, the Staff Side claim for 2022 is as 

follows; 

1. A 3.4% increase to all pay-points, and for all ranks effective from 1st April 2022. 

 

This pays regard to the PSPP. It is in line with the median wage growth for public 

sector workers in Scotland; is considerably lower than for the median for the whole 

Scottish workforce (a measure we have disregarded this year due to the exceptional 

distorting impact of furlough, and wider pandemic economic consequences); takes 

due account of the prevailing economic conditions whilst acknowledging, and 

compensating accordingly, the singularly unique working conditions, and restrictions 

of police officers when compared to other workers. 

 

2. Other than as at 3 (below) All appropriate allowances to increase in line with the pay 

approach agreed above. 

 

3. Commencing 1st April 2022 on-call payments to increase to £50 per qualifying 

occasion from Monday to Thursday, and to £100 per qualifying occasion on a Friday, 

Saturday or Sunday, and to increase annually thereafter in line with any annual pay 

award plus 5%.  

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect, and 

demonstrably acts in support of the move towards a 35-hour working week by 

actively discouraging the ingrained long hours, and largely unrelenting willingness to 

disrupt rest, culture within the PSoS. In order to move to reducing the working week, 

the PSoS has first of all to be actively discouraged from its continued and unchecked 

extension.  

 

Police officers on call are continually alert to the demands of their roles and are 

unable to fully enjoy their periods of rest. Rest is a critical aspect of disconnecting 

and the mental strain caused by regular excessive hours makes it harder for 

remaining rest to be fully realised. The disturbance to rest is compounded at 

weekends where the ability to fully enjoy time with family is at a premium.  

 

The PSoS has regularly demonstrated that it does not comply with workforce and 

bargaining agreements. The arrangements for on call were agreed by the Police 

Negotiating Board on the 20th January 2011. This agreement obligates the Chief 

Constable to consult, and agree, with the Joint Branch Board (Joint Central 

Committee) such roles that carry any predetermined operational requirement for a 

constable to be available, outside of their normal working hours, in a role designated 

by the chief constable as having an on-call requirement, to attend or undertake duty 

where they must remain continuously and immediately available and fit for work 

when they are scheduled as off duty. 

 

4. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 the plain clothes allowance to apply to the 

Superintending ranks.  

 



 

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which encourages pay settlements to address any pay 

coherence issues. It is incoherent that some police officers legitimately required to 

perform duty in plain clothes for the benefit and confidence of the public, as well as 

personal safety are expected to do so without access to the plain clothes allowance.  

 

5. Commencing on the 1st April 2022, the on-call payments to be reckonable as 

pensionable pay.  

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which encourages pay settlements to address any pay 

coherence issues, and for the reasons laid out at 3 (above) promotes the right to 

disconnect, and demonstrably acts in support of the move towards a 35-hour 

working week by mitigating against a long hours culture, and casual disregard for the 

off duty time of officers. In order to move to reducing the working week, the PSoS has 

first of all to be actively discouraged from its continued and unchecked extension. 

 

The High Court ruled in 2019 (against Mid and West Wales Fire and Rescue Authority) 

that allowances paid to firefighters should be classed as pensionable pay. By their 

very nature on-call duties are determined by the Chief Constable to be essential for 

the maintenance of the police service. This would also remove the potential for legal 

action. 

 

6. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 the removal of points 6, 7, & 10 on the Constables’ 

pay scale with all officers on those pay points at the time moved to the next 

immediate pay point and for their increment date to be amended accordingly.  

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which encourages pay settlements to address any 

clearly evidence equality or pay coherence issues. The exceptional length to the 

Constables’ pay scale compounds the gender pay gap.  

 

7. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 the removal of the entry point on the Inspectors’ 

pay scale with all officers on that pay point at the time moved to the next immediate 

pay point and for their increment date to be amended accordingly.  

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which encourages pay settlements to address any pay 

coherence issues. The Inspectors’ pay scale is the only pay scale (above constable) to 

have 5 pay points; all others, to chief officer rank, have four. 

 

8. Commencing 1st April 2022 and with no reduction in salary, the working week for all 

police officers to reduce to 38 hours; reduce further to 36 hours in 2023, and yet 

further to 35 hours in 2024.  

 

This pays regards to the PSPP which encourages employers to work towards 

standardising to a 35-hour working week. 

 

9. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 all members of the Inspecting ranks be able to 

accrue straight time, time off in lieu for the first 8 hours of additional work, beyond 

40 hours in any week, and thereafter any additional hours of work beyond 48 hours 

will be eligible to be either paid as overtime, or additional time off in lieu, at straight 

time, at the officer’s choice. 



 

 

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect; it also 

addresses clearly evidenced pay coherence issues by ensuring excessive hours are 

not worked for nothing.  

 

Rest is also a critical aspect of disconnecting and the exceptional mental strain caused 

by regular excessive hours makes it harder for remaining rest to be fully realised. 

 

At this time the absence of any compensation for additional hours of work sees 

Inspectors routinely work excessive hours (to and beyond the working time limits set 

by law). A compensatory method which seeks to curtail that is clearly required and 

will discourage exploitation of what is seen as a free policing resource. It will also 

mitigate against the future potential for employment tribunal claims in respect of 

working time breaches being raised. 

 

This also pays regard to the PSPP and acts in support of the move towards a 35-hour 

working week by actively discouraging the ingrained long hours culture in the police 

service. In order to move to reducing the working week, the PSoS has first of all to be 

actively discouraged from its continued and unchecked extension. The PSoS has 

received numerous pieces of independent research on this matter. It has taken no 

demonstrable action in response. 

 

10. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 an evidence gathering exercise in respect of the 

working hours of Superintending Ranks be undertaken (on a similar model to that 

used for the Inspecting Ranks in 2021). Such an exercise to identify the scale of 

additional hours worked by the rank; pays regard to the PSPP which encourages 

employers to work towards standardising to a 35-hour working week, and the right 

to disconnect. 

 

11. Commencing on the 1st April 2022, a member of the Inspecting or Superintending 

ranks required to undertake duty on a rest day, or between the hours of 2300 and 

0700 (having already concluded a tour of duty on that day) to be eligible to an 

allowance of £66 per occasion of disturbance. Such an allowance to increase annually 

thereafter in line with any pay award. 

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect. Rest is a critical 

aspect of disconnecting and the exceptional mental strain caused by regular 

excessive hours makes it harder for outstanding rest to be fully realised.  This also 

recognises the impact of disturbance during normal recognised sleep patterns, and 

the associated impact of disturbance of being required to undertake periods of 

additional duty during periods of rest without due notice.   

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which encourages pay settlements to address any pay 

coherence issues, and which encourages employers to work towards standardising 

to a 35-hour working week. In order to move to reducing the working week, the PSoS 

has first of all to be actively discouraged from its continued and unchecked extension. 

 

At this time, the absence of any compensation for additional hours of work sees such 

officers routinely work excessive hours (to and beyond the working time limits set by 



 

 

law). A compensatory method which seeks to curtail that is clearly required and will 

discourage exploitation of what is perceived as a free policing resource. It will also 

mitigate against the health issues connected with a long hours culture, and the future 

potential for employment tribunal claims in respect of working time breaches being 

raised. It will encourage the reversal of a trend towards longer and longer working 

days and weeks, and drive working hours in the opposite direction, promoting the 

right to disconnect. 

 

12. Commencing on the 1st April 2022, a member of the Inspecting and Superintending 

ranks required to work on a rest day with less than 2 days’ notice to be eligible to an 

allowance of £99 per occasion in addition to their existing entitlement of another rest 

day. Such an allowance to increase annually thereafter in line with any pay award. 

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect. Rest is a critical 

aspect of disconnecting and the exceptional mental strain caused by regular 

excessive hours makes it harder for outstanding rest to be fully realised.  This also 

recognises the impact of disturbance of being required to undertake periods of 

additional duty during periods of rest without due notice and the associated impact 

on family life and caring needs.   

 

A compensatory method which seeks to curtail that is clearly required and will 

discourage exploitation of what is perceived as a free policing resource. It will also 

mitigate against the health issues connected with a long hours culture that has been 

evidenced by separate pieces of academic research, to which the PSoS has taken no 

demonstrable action in response.   

 

13. Commencing on 1st April 2022 any member of the Federated ranks who, having had 

a rest day cancelled, does not have that rest day re-rostered within four days, shall 

be entitled to an additional further rest day on top of the rest day already due.  

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which encourages the addressing of pay coherence 

issues. At this time the PSoS routinely and flagrantly breaches the regulatory 

entitlements of police officers. The PSoS Regulations and associated determinations 

are clear;  

 

where another rest day is granted in accordance with sub-paragraph (ii) {of 

Regulation 18 and annex 8 paragraph 1(a)}, the chief constable must, within 4 

days of notifying the constable of the requirement to do duty on the originally 

rostered rest day, notify the constable of the date of that other rest day.  

 

An additional rest day to motivate compliance with what is already a legal 

requirement should therefore be applied. The “cost” of such a rest day is clearly 

entirely avoidable. 

 

14. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 any rest day required to be re-rostered must be 

re-rostered to a day not later than three months from the original rest day. A failure 

to do so resulting in a compensation payment of a days pay on top of the continued 

requirement to re-roster the day.  

 



 

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect, and encourages 

the addressing of pay coherence issues. Rest is a critical part of disconnecting from 

work. Police officers face exceptional disruption to their rest days and as a 

consequence and it is unreasonable to expect any police officer to have to wait more 

than three months to be able to take advantage of a rest day due for work already 

completed. 

 

15. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 - a rest day that has already been re-rostered but 

is subject to further re-rostering must be compensated by payment at time and a half 

(or an additional rest day and a half at the officer’s choice) on the first occasion it is 

re-rostered; and at double time (or two additional rest days at the officer’s choice) for 

the second or subsequent occasion it is further re-rostered.  

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect. Rest is an 

important part of disconnecting from work. Continual disturbance to a rest debt 

compounds the effects of lack of rest. It reinforces a belief in police officers that their 

ability to take rest is of little consequences and exacerbates work place stressors. 

 

16. Commencing on the 1st April 2022, constables and sergeants who work more than 

20% additional hours of overtime in any day shall have such additional qualifying 

periods of overtime compensated at the next overtime rate up from the one applied 

to hours up to that threshold.  

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect. Police officers 

routinely work excess hours, and often at the end of what are already very long 

working days. Police work is physically and mentally exhausting. Exceptionally long 

working days routinely see daily working limits exceeded and a graduated financial 

impediment to excessive hours will mitigate against this. 

 

This also encourages employers to work towards standardising to a 35-hour working 

week. In order to move to reducing the working week, the PSoS has first of all to be 

actively discouraged from its continued and unchecked extension. 

 

17. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 disturbance to all days during a period of annual 

leave to be compensated as though they were the first two days of disturbance (i.e. 

a days’ pay at double time plus an additional equivalent day in lieu).  

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect and addresses 

any pay coherence issues. Annual leave is a crucial part of a police officer being able 

to disconnect from the mental and physically tasking roles they perform. Any 

disturbance to annual leave seriously erodes an officer’s ability to disconnect. Rather 

than that erosion decreasing with the passage of time as instances of disturbance 

increase, the opposite is true as the annual leave period becomes less and less about 

rest, and more and more about work. Work on all such subsequent days should 

therefore be compensated at the same rate as the first. 

 

18. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 a qualifying period of annual leave to be any single, 

or combination of rest days, public holidays, or annual leave days, where at least one 

day is a day of annual leave.  



 

 

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect.  Annual leave 

is a crucial part of a police officer being able to disconnect from the mental and 

physically tasking roles they perform. Short periods of annual leave can be as 

important as any lengthy holiday. They allow for officers to receive immediate respite 

from policing should they feel they need it, or be able to enjoy family and private 

events with a degree of confidence that time has enhanced protection in terms of 

likelihood for disturbance.  

 

19. Commencing on the 1st April 2022, officers to have an unfettered right to take annual 

leave within their designated leave period. This is separate to any additional annual 

leave an officer applies to take outwith such designated periods. Where an officer 

has a period of scheduled (or approved) leave subject to disruption (or potential 

disruption) the officer shall be entitled to reclaim any cost of cancellation of any 

holiday in full.  

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect.  Annual leave 

is a crucial part of a police officer being able to disconnect from the mental and 

physically tasking roles they perform. The habitual uncertainty placed on officers 

(primarily through court citations) as to whether they will or will not be able to actually 

take their leave at all, or whether the remanence of the leave will have any 

meaningful value, is an exceptional stressor borne by no other profession. The effect 

of this occupational stress has an overwhelming and compounding effect when it 

impacts on officer’s families.  

  

20. Commencing on the 1st April 2022, all periods of duty performed in the higher rank 

to be reckonable for pension purposes. 

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which encourages the addressing of any pay coherence 

issues. It is incoherent (as well as manifestly unfair) that any police officer performing 

duties at a rank above their own, and carrying the associated risk and responsibility, 

is not paid appropriately for doing so on each and every occasion. 

 

21. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 Acting periods of promoted duty to be removed in 

their entirety. Where an officer is not qualified for promotion but is nonetheless 

required to perform duty at the higher rank, any period of duty in the higher rank 

shall only apply for pension purposes and not for pay progression purposes. 

 

This is simply a logical change in light of 20 (above). 

 

22. Commencing on the 1st April 2022 officers with 25 years of service plus, to receive 

one additional week of leave for each completed year of additional service. Such 

leave to be able to accumulate without restriction but when taken must be taken in 

a single block of time. No payment to be due for such leave that has not been taken. 

 

This pays regard to the PSPP which promotes the right to disconnect. Police officers 

are exposed to cumulative stressors and trauma over their policing careers. Despite 

this the departure from the service is itself often traumatic and stressful as the 

uncertainty of the future becomes a reality. Disconnecting successfully from the 



 

 

police service is an essential part of life as a civilian. The armed services invest 

considerably in preparing personnel for life outside the military. The police should do 

the same. The ability to accumulate such leave as described will allow officers options 

to develop new skills, to train, to develop a sense for new opportunities, whilst still 

within the relative safety net of the police family.  

Staff Side is also open to consideration of any issues the Official Side may wish to bring to 

the negotiating table. 

Yours sincerely  

 

Calum Steele  

Staff Side Secretary 

 

cc. –  – PNB Secretariat ( ) 

 
PNB Scotland- Staff Side Secretary, Scottish Police Federation, 5 Woodside Place, Glasgow, G3 7QF 
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Public Sector Pay Policy 2022-23   
 
Foreword by the Cabinet Secretary for Finance and Economy 
 
I am pleased to set out the Scottish Government's Public Sector Pay Policy for 
2022-23. This continues our focus on sustainability, reducing inequalities and 
promoting wellbeing, in an extremely challenging fiscal context. Our commitment 
to tackling poverty is again underlined by specific measures set out to address low 
pay, including the introduction of a Scottish public sector wage floor of £10.50 per 
hour. 
 
This pay policy balances the need to recognise the value of Scotland's public sector 
workforce, as we look to emerge from the pandemic, alongside the continuing 
challenging outlook for public finances. Fair and progressive, the policy places 
specific emphasis on measures to tackle low pay balancing the impact of rising 
living costs and supporting delivery in respect of the National Performance 
Framework. 
 
Accordingly, as well as the new £10.50 wage floor, the policy introduces a 
guaranteed cash uplift of £775 for those earning £25,000 and below. This delivers 
a pay increase of more than three per cent to the lowest earners and represents 
another step on our journey to pay restoration for the lowest paid. The policy also 
delivers a progressive headline pay increase of £700 for those earning over 
£25,000 and up to £40,000, with a £500 pay uplift to those earning over £40,000. 
 
The October 2021 UK Spending Review provided multi-year spending plans 
between 2022-23 through to 2024-25 which gives us more fiscal certainty, albeit 
reducing our overall funding from the UK Government in every year compared 
with 2021-22. I am launching the Scottish Government’s Resource Spending 
Review Framework alongside this pay policy. When the Review itself is published 
in May, it will support the option I have introduced in this policy for employers 
and trade unions in partnership to consider a multi-year approach to pay which 
facilitates the delivery of public service reform.   
 
In response to the pandemic and the commitment to create a greener, fairer and 
more resilient Scotland, the public sector has adopted new ways of working. This 
presents an opportunity for all public sector employers to consider how, where 
and when work is defined and delivered and the impact on the wellbeing of the 
workforce. The pay policy continues to provide the discretion for employers to 
work towards standardising to a 35 hour working week and, in the context of a 
strategic, reform focused approach to pay, the option to explore a four day working 
week. Accordingly we will look to take forward public sector pilots in respect of a 
four day working week, and will set out detail in due course. 
 
The policy also introduces an expectation that employers will have meaningful 
discussions with staff representatives about introducing a Right to Disconnect, 
providing a balance between the opportunities and flexibility offered by 
technology and our new ways of working to support the need for staff to feel able 
to switch off from work. 
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I wish once again to acknowledge the contribution of public sector workers in 
Scotland for their ongoing response to the pandemic and their approach to 
changes in how we work. I value the strong working relationships I have with 
trade unions and employers, and remain committed to building on these as we 
continue our journey towards economic transformation in Scotland. 
 
Kate Forbes MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Finance and Economy 
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PUBLIC SECTOR PAY POLICY FOR 2022-23 
 
Background 
 
The 2022-23 Public Sector Pay Policy sets out the parameters for pay increases 
for staff pay remits and senior appointments and applies to public bodies with 
settlement dates in the year between 1 April 2022 and 31 March 2023 (inclusive). 
 
A full list of public bodies to which this policy applies is available on the Scottish 
Government's Public Sector Pay webpages: www.gov.scot/publicsectorpay. 
 
This policy also acts as a reference point for all major public sector workforce 
groups across Scotland including NHS Scotland, fire-fighters and police officers, 
teachers and further education workers. For local government employees, pay and 
other employment matters are delegated to local authorities. 
 
Strategic Aims 
 
The Scottish Government's Public Sector Pay Policy continues to be based on the 
following principles: 
• To invest in our public sector workforce which delivers top class, person-

centred public services for all, supports employment and the economy, while 
providing for sustainable public finances. 

• To provide a distinctive, progressive pay policy which is fair, affordable, 
sustainable and, delivers value for money in exchange for workforce 
flexibilities. 

• To reflect real life circumstances, protect those on lower incomes, continue the 
journey towards pay restoration for the lowest paid and recognise recruitment 
and retention concerns. 

 
Key Pay Policy Priorities 
 
The Public Sector Pay Policy has consistently been distinctive, fair and 
progressive. The 2022-23 policy has been developed in the context of Scotland’s 
economic recovery as we emerge from the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, and this 
Government’s commitment to create a greener, fairer and more resilient Scotland. 
Ministers recognise the continuing contribution of public sector workers 
throughout the pandemic, as well as the impact of both inflation and the UK Health 
and Social Care Levy on working households.  
 
As the economy continues to recover from the pandemic, and with some sectors 
experiencing labour shortages, Ministers remain committed to maintaining 
employment, delivering wage growth and a fair rate of pay in the public sector. 
These are key levers to aid a fair economic recovery, deliver our national 
outcomes and improve person-centred public service delivery.  Investment in 
Scotland's public services remains a priority, but this needs to be balanced with 
what public sector employers can reasonably afford and provide a fair deal for the 
public sector workforce. 
 

https://www.gov.scot/policies/public-sector-pay/staff-pay-remits/
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Ministers remain committed to tackling earnings inequality, providing extra 
protection to the very lowest paid, and promoting the wellbeing of public sector 
workers. In response to the pandemic and the commitment to create a greener, 
fairer and more resilient Scotland, the public sector has adopted new ways of 
working. This presents an opportunity for all public sector employers to consider 
how, where and when work is defined and delivered and the impact on the 
wellbeing of the workforce.  

There continues to be a legitimate public interest in the pay and conditions of 
senior public appointments in Scotland. The Scottish Government believes that 
there remains a need for the most senior workers in the public sector to take a 
lead in demonstrating restraint in their pay settlements. The pay policy 
parameters for 2022-23 are therefore set in the context of the need for ongoing 
pay restraint for more senior staff to ensure available resources are targeted at 
increases for lower earners. 

Affordability 

The pay policy sets the framework within which bodies can develop effective pay 
settlements that help them reward staff fairly and manage staffing numbers to 
deliver services within constrained budgets. This pay policy sets no metrics 
relating to the overall increase in the pay bill for staff pay remits. Each public 
body covered by the pay policy must ensure that their pay proposals are 
affordable and sustainable within their financial settlement for 2022-23 unless 
they are seeking to draw on the opportunity offered by the wider public service 
reform option included in this policy. In those circumstances, employers must 
demonstrate how their pay proposals align with the Resource Spending Review 
once it is published in May. 

Pay and Public Service Reform 

The 2022-23 pay policy strongly signals pay as an investment in the public sector 
workforce which delivers top class, person-centred public services for all in its 
strategic aims. When the Scottish Government publishes the Resource Spending 
Review in May, this will cover the period to 2026-27. It will give a platform and 
set the conditions for enabling public service reform with a focus on improving 
outcomes for people, places and communities across Scotland. 

This pay policy recognises the challenges that employers can face in responding to 
changes in demand for services and delivering wider workforce reform, including 
consideration of a reduced working week. In order to support employers in 
delivering the strategic aims of the pay policy and wider Government priorities, 
the policy includes the option for employers, in discussion with their trade unions, 
to either: 

• apply the single year 2022-23 pay policy as set out in detail below; or
• take a multiple year approach to pay enabling a more strategic approach to

support achieving public service reform, particularly with reference to
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delivering genuinely joined up, holistic, person-centred services. This allows 
employers to apply increases outwith the set metrics but within an 
overarching framework subject to affordability and sustainability.   

 
This option enables employers to apply pay bill increases outwith the set metrics 
above but within an overarching framework (see Annex A) subject to affordability 
and sustainable public finances.  This includes going beyond the discretion on 
shorter working week, allowable in the 2022-23 metrics, to explore the risks and 
benefits of a four day working week.  
 
Employers seeking to take this optional public service reform approach to pay will 
be required to submit a comprehensive business case. More detail will be available 
in the Technical Guide.  
 
Key Features of 2022-23 Public Sector Pay Policy 
 
The key features of the 2022-23 Public Sector Pay Policy are: 
 
• setting a guaranteed wage floor of £10.50 per hour, going beyond the current 

real Living Wage rate of £9.90; 
• providing a guaranteed cash underpin of £775 for public sector workers who 

earn £25,000 or less; 
• providing a basic pay increase of up to £700 for those public sector workers 

earning between £25,000 to £40,000; 
• provide a cash uplift of £500 for public sector workers earning above £40,000; 

and 
• allowing flexibilities for employers to use up to 0.5 per cent of pay bill savings 

on baseline salaries in 2022 to address clearly evidenced equality or pay 
coherence issues. 

 
In addition, the 2022-23 Public Sector Pay Policy: 
 
• continues to encourage employers to work towards standardising to a 35 hour 

working week; 
• introduces the requirement for employers to have meaningful discussions with 

staff representatives about the Right to Disconnect; 
• retains discretion for individual employers to reach their own decisions about 

pay progression (limited to a maximum of 1.5 per cent for Chief Executives), 
which continues to be outwith the pay policy limits; 

• maintains the suspension of non-consolidated performance related pay 
(bonuses); 

• continues the expectation to deliver a ten per cent reduction in the 
remuneration packages for all new Chief Executive appointments, and; 

• continues a commitment to No Compulsory Redundancy. 
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STAFF PAY REMITS  
 
Pay Metrics 
 
The following sets out details of each of the key pay metrics which apply in 2022-
23. 
 
Support for lower paid staff 
 
The Scottish Government recognises the importance of supporting lower paid staff 
within the public sector. The 2022-23 pay policy introduces a Scottish public 
sector wage floor of £10.50 per hour and provides a guaranteed cash underpin of 
£775 for all staff who earn £25,000 or less.  
 
Pay increases and thresholds 
 
The 2022-23 pay policy provides a basic pay increase of £700 for public sector 
workers who earn between £25,000 and £40,000, and £500 for those earning 
over £40,000.  The Technical Guide will include detail on smoothing arrangements 
around the thresholds to avoid any ’leapfrogging’. 
 
Progression 
 
Nothing in this pay policy is intended to interfere with pay progression 
arrangements for staff in the pay remit, or to constrain discussions between 
employers and staff and / or their representatives on this issue. Decisions taken 
on pay progression should be based on business needs, maintaining headcount and 
affordability. 
 
Wellbeing 
 
The Scottish Government is committed to promoting wellbeing in the workplace 
and a healthy work-life balance. This pay policy provides employers with the 
discretion to consider standardising to a 35 hour working week with the 
expectation any reduction in the working week should not impact negatively on 
productivity and be delivered through normal negotiations as part of a 
progressive and agreed package of measures, including terms and conditions that 
support new ways of working. Employers have the option to explore a four day 
working week in the context of the reform option set out in the 2022-23 pay 
policy. 
 
In line with this Government’s commitment to a healthy work-life balance, this pay 
policy introduces the requirement for all employers to have meaningful 
discussions with staff representatives about the Right to Disconnect for all staff, 
discouraging an ’always on’ culture. More background information about the Right 
to Disconnect will be included in the Technical Guide. 
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Additional flexibility 
 
Beyond those limits set out above, public bodies will be able to use pay bill 
savings of up to 0.5 per cent of baseline salaries in 2022-23 to consider non-
consolidated payments to address cost of living increases. 
 
Non-consolidated performance related pay 
 
All access to non-consolidated pots for payments linked to performance (bonuses) 
continues to be suspended for 2022-23. 
 
 
SENIOR APPOINTMENTS 
 
The pay policy for senior appointments governs the remuneration (salary, pay 
range, annual increase or review, non-consolidated performance payment (bonus) 
and other non-salary rewards, etc.) of: 
 

• Chief Executives of Non-Departmental Public Bodies and Public 
Corporations, etc. 

• NHS Scotland Executive and Senior Management posts. 
 

This pay policy also governs the remuneration (daily fee rates, annual uprates or 
reviews 
and any pension arrangements, etc.) of: 
 

• All public appointments (Chairs and Members) to Scottish public bodies; 
• Non-Executive Directors of the Scottish Government and its Agencies and 

Associated Departments;  
• Chairs and Board Members of NHS Bodies;  
• Appointments to Tribunals, Appeals Boards, Advisory Committees and 

Inquiries; 
• Ad hoc review or working groups, etc. under the auspices of Ministers. 

 
Pay Metrics 
 
The following sets out details of each of the key pay metrics which apply in 
relation to the Pay Policy for Senior Appointments in 2022-23. 
 
Pay increases and thresholds 
 
Up to £500 basic pay increase for all Chief Executive appointments. 
 
The £700 basic pay increase will also apply to the daily fees for Chairs and 
Members of Scottish public bodies and Tribunals for fees up to £154 per day and 
equates to £2.69 per day. The £500 basic pay increase will apply to daily fees 
over £154 and equates to £1.92 per day. 
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Progression 
 
Progression increases for Chief Executives covered by this pay policy are limited 
to a maximum of 1.5 per cent. 
 
Non-consolidated performance related pay 
 
Access to non-consolidated performance related pay (bonuses) is again suspended 
in 2022-23. The policy expectation is that any bonus arrangement in a Chief 
Executive's contract will be removed when an appropriate opportunity arises (on 
new appointment or following a review). 
 
NO COMPULSORY REDUNDANCY 
 
Since 2007, a key strand of Scottish Government policy has been the commitment 
to no compulsory redundancy. The policy has continued in recent years and was 
intended to off-set the impact of significant pay restraint during the years of UK 
Government austerity.  
 
This Government believes the commitment to no compulsory redundancy has 
created the right environment to provide staff with job security while enabling 
employers and their staff representatives to take a range of steps to manage their 
headcount and budgets.  
 
Since becoming the first government in the UK to lift the pay cap, the majority of 
public bodies where this pay policy applies have shown an increase in staffing and 
there has been an increase in the overall workforce across the Scottish public 
sector.   
 
The policy position remains that public bodies should work with their staff 
representatives to negotiate extensions to their no compulsory redundancy 
agreements for 2022-23 where it is practical to do so. Where public bodies are 
seeking to re-structure, particularly as part of a wider reform option, full 
consideration must be given to re-deployment and re-training. 
 
 
EQUALITIES ASSESSMENT 
 
The results from the equality impact assessment of the 2022-23 Public Sector Pay 
Policy are available on the Scottish Government's Public Sector Pay webpages at: 
https://www.gov.scot/policies/public-sector-pay/. 
 
The continued progressive approach proposed in the 2022-23 Public Sector Pay 
Policy helps to reduce overall income inequality. It may also help in positively 
working towards reducing the gender pay gap within the public sector as it should 
increase the overall base levels of pay for those at the lower end where women 
are overly concentrated. This is further supported by the continued restraint 
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applied to higher earners, including senior appointments, where there are higher 
proportions of men. 
 
The application of a wage floor of £10.50 per hour (going beyond the real Living 
Wage) and the £775 cash underpin will positively benefit lower paid staff and in 
particular those with one or more protected characteristic. From the data 
available, there is a higher proportion of women, disabled people, individuals from 
a minority ethnic group, younger employees or a combination of one or more of 
these protected characteristics as well as part-time workers among lower paid 
employees. Therefore the measures proposed in the pay policy protect these 
employees from pay restraint and in many cases provide a positive benefit. 
 
While we are satisfied that the risk of any indirect discrimination, as a result of 
capping the pay for higher earners, can be justified by the overarching aims of the 
pay policy, it will still be necessary for individual employers to ensure that they 
do not introduce or perpetuate any direct or indirect discrimination for individuals 
in their application of the policy. Employers covered by the pay policy are also 
subject to the statutory public sector equality duty, and it is their responsibility to 
ensure their pay systems are fair and non-discriminatory and that they undertake 
an assessment of their pay proposals prior to submitting them to the Scottish 
Government. 
 
The pay policy will set the overarching framework within which public bodies can 
make individual choices on the impact of the policy on their own circumstances. 
Public bodies have the flexibility to draw up their own pay proposals to take into 
account local pay issues such as recruitment and retention, equality and the impact 
of the lower pay measures on other staff. The pay policy actively encourages 
employers to take into account their own staffing profile, local evidence, views of 
staff and unions and equality issues in framing their pay proposals. 
 
Technical guidance 
 
A Technical Guide providing further detail to assist public bodies in the 
preparation of their Staff and Senior Appointment pay remit proposals under this 
policy will be published separately. This will be available on the Scottish 
Government's Public Sector Pay webpages at: www.gov.scot/publicsectorpay. 
 
CONTACTS 
 
Any queries on this policy should be directed to the Scottish Government’s Public 
Sector Pay Policy team by emailing financepaypolicy@gov.scot.  
 
The Scottish Government 
December 2021 
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Annex A 
 
FRAMEWORK FOR PUBLIC SERVICE REFORM APPROACH TO PUBLIC SECTOR PAY 
POLICY: 
 
 
The 2022-23 Public Sector Pay Policy includes the option for employers to take a 
multiple year approach to pay, enabling a more strategic approach to achieving 
public service reform. This must be done in consultation with relevant staff 
representatives and / or trade unions. 
 
This approach allows employers to apply pay uplifts outwith the 2022-23 pay 
policy metrics.  
 
Taking a strategic, multiple year approach to pay: 
 
• will provide more financial certainty for both employers and employees on the 

future pathway of pay; 
• allows employers to work towards standardising to a 35 hour working week 

and to explore the risks and benefits of a four day working week; 
• will help facilitate reform that enables the organisation to realise efficiency 

savings. 
 
The key principles of the 2022-23 pay policy set the overarching framework for 
any public service reform approach to pay. These are:  
 
• To invest in our public sector workforce which delivers top class, person-

centred public services for all, supports employment and the economy, while 
providing for sustainable public finances. 

• To provide a distinctive, progressive pay policy which is fair, affordable, 
sustainable and, delivers value for money in exchange for workforce 
flexibilities. 

• To reflect real life circumstances, protect those on lower incomes, continue the 
journey towards pay restoration for the lowest paid and recognise recruitment 
and retention concerns. 

• A continuing commitment to No Compulsory Redundancy. 
 
Employers seeking to take a public service reform approach to pay will be 
required to submit a business case in line with these overarching principles which 
includes an implementation approach. Business case guidance is included below. 
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Business case guidance 
 
A business case is required for employers (in partnership with trade unions) who 
seek to approach their pay policy through the lens of achieving public service 
reform. Employers should demonstrate a clear link showing how the proposals will 
benefit and improve outcomes for those people using the organisation’s services 
as well as the wellbeing of staff.  
 
 
When submitting a business case employers must demonstrate they have 
considered and met the following overarching principles throughout their 
proposals: 
 
Investment in workforce: proposals must deliver long-term, person-centred 
changes to delivery and demonstrate improvements in productivity. Proposals 
must also demonstrate wellbeing benefits to the workforce.  
 
Sustainable public finances: delivers cost-neutral savings and efficiencies to the 
paybill from early in the lifecycle of the multiple year pay proposals. 
 
Progressive pay policy: demonstrate how proposals are progressive and protect 
those on lower incomes throughout the lifecycle of the proposals. 
 
Wellbeing: demonstrate how wellbeing has been considered. Proposals may 
comprise the consideration of a reduced working week, including a four day week, 
and how this will be achieved within allocated funding.   
 
No Compulsory Redundancy: where restructuring is required to achieve the reform 
approach, business cases must include details of any re-deployment or re-training 
proposals and of how the Severance Policy for Scotland will be used for any 
proposed voluntary exits. 
 
Business cases must also include an Equality Impact Assessment and a detailed 
plan for implementation, including trade union engagement.  
 
 
Further support 
 
Before drafting a business case, employers should engage with Public Sector Pay 
Policy Team, Sponsor Team and relevant Finance Business Partner. The Public 
Sector Pay Policy Team can be contacted on FinancePayPolicy@gov.scot 
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) impact on 2021-22 pay  
 

In recognition of the impact of the on-going COVID-19 health emergency on the public 
sector and to allow employers and trade unions to close off the 2020-21 pay round, the 
Cabinet Secretary for Finance agreed public bodies could carry forward up to 0.5 per cent 
from unused flexibilities in 2020-21 to address inequalities to 2021-22. All proposals to use 
these will be included in the 2021-22 staff pay remit proforma.  
 
The Cabinet Secretary for Finance has decided to apply an interim pay award for 2021-22.  
Public bodies should implement the guaranteed basic pay increases by May salaries where 
possible. Employer discretions on pay remain subject to negotiation which should take place 
as soon as is practicable.  
 
Public bodies can include pay progression and extend their commitment to No Compulsory 
Redundancy as part of the interim award. This matches the approach taken in 2020-21. 
 
Where public bodies have a multi-year deal in place, they are expected to implement the 
pay award they have agreed for 2021-22.  
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1. What is new for 2021-22 
 
What is new in this Technical Guide for 2021-22? 

1.1  The following highlights what is new and where it can be found within this 
document: 
 

Feature Refer to paragraphs 

Pay policy metrics for 2021-22  1.4 to 1.6 

Extension of the flexibilities to include pay coherence  1.4 and 2.46 

Inclusion of the carry forward of the flexibilities from 2020-21 1.4, 3.71 to 3.75 

Inclusion of introduction of the discretion for employers to 
work towards a 35 hour working week 

1.4 and 2.45  

Application of the real Living Wage as an hourly rate  3.25 to 3.26 

Update to the Fair Work section 2.35 to 2.42 

Update to the wellbeing section 2.43 to 2.45 

Inclusion of sections on data protection and data sharing  2.53 to  2.56 

Application of the pay policy for employees just above the 
Lower pay threshold (£25,000) 

1.6, 3.35 to 3.41 

Application of the pay policy for employees just above the 
Intermediate pay threshold (£40,000) 

1.6, 3.46 to 3.52 

 
What are the key features of the Public Sector Pay Policy for 2021-22? 

 
1.2  The Public Sector Pay Policy for 2021-22 was announced in the Budget statement 
on 28 January 2021 with a revision announced on 9 March 2021. It  covers pay settlements 
in 2021-22. The policy sets the parameters for public sector pay increases for the period 
2021-22 for both staff pay and senior appointments within a range of public bodies in 
Scotland and for public appointments not linked to a public body.  
 
1.3  The policy is available on the Scottish Government website at: 

 Scottish Public Sector Pay Policy 2021-22 
 
  
1.4  The key new features of the pay policy in 2021-22 are: 

• Delivering a progressive approach to pay increases by: 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-public-sector-pay-policy-2020-21/
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▪ continuing the requirement for employers to pay staff the real Living Wage, 
now set at £9.50 per hour; 

▪ providing a guaranteed cash underpin of £8001 for those earning a full-time 
equivalent salary of £25,000 or less;  

▪ providing a guaranteed basic pay increase of 2 per cent for those with a full-
time equivalent salary of more than £25,000 and up to £40,000; 

▪ providing a guaranteed basic pay increase of 1 per cent for those with a full-
time equivalent salary of more than £40,000 and up to £80,000; and 

▪ limiting the basic award increase for those earning a full-time equivalent 
salary of £80,000 or more to £800. 

• Providing the flexibility for employers to use up to 0.5 per cent of 2021-22 baseline 
salaries to address inequalities. Employers can also carry forward any unused 
portion of their 0.5 per cent flexibilities from the 2020-21 pay round to provide a 
cumulative total of up to 1 per cent. Public bodies must demonstrate that all such 
proposals can be wholly funded by savings at the point of implementation and in 
future if the proposals result to changes to existing pay and grading structures. The 
inequalities can include: 

▪ affordable and sustainable changes to existing pay and grading structures where 
there is clear evidence of equality or recruitment and retention issues; and 

▪ the introduction of pay coherence as an evidenced inequality (see paragraph 
2.46.) 

• Introducing discretion for individual employers to consider working towards 
standardising to a 35 hour working week if and when it is practical to do so (see 
paragraph 2.45). 

 
1.5  The 2021-22 pay policy also continues: 

• Retaining discretion for individual employers to reach their own decisions about 
pay progression (limited to a maximum of 1.5 per cent for Chief Executives) outwith 
the pay metrics for basic award increases. 

• To encourage the promotion of wellbeing in the workplace and a healthy work-life 
balance.  

• Maintaining the suspension of non-consolidated performance related pay 
(bonuses). 

• The expectation to deliver a 10 per cent reduction in the remuneration packages 
for all new Chief Executive appointments. 

• The commitment to No Compulsory Redundancy. 
 
What are the pay thresholds for 2021-22? 

1.6 The policy continues to target lower earners while restraining increases for higher 
earners to address pay erosion for those facing the greatest detriment and to continue to 
help work towards reducing overall income inequality. The thresholds for 2021-22 are set 

                                                
1 The £800 cash underpin is pro-rated for part-time employees 
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out in the following table and apply to all employees, senior appointments and those who 
are paid a daily fee:  
 

Threshold Coverage 

Lower pay 
threshold 
(£25,000) 

Below the Lower pay threshold: 

All employees with a full-time equivalent salary of £25,000 or less 
prior to applying the 2021-22 pay award.  

Intermediate pay 
threshold 
(£40,000) 

Between the Lower and Intermediate pay thresholds: 

All employees with a full-time equivalent salary of more than 
£25,000 up to £40,000 prior to applying the 2021-22 pay award. 

For public and Ministerial appointments who are paid a daily fee 
this equates to a daily rate of £154 or less per day before any 
uplift. 

Between the Intermediate and Upper pay thresholds: 

All employees with a full-time equivalent salary of more than 
£40,000 up to £80,000 prior to applying the 2021-22 pay award. 

For public and Ministerial appointments who are paid a daily fee 
this equates to a daily rate of more than £154 or up to £307 per 
day before any uplift. 

Upper pay 
threshold 
(£80,000) 

Above the Upper pay threshold: 

All senior appointments and employees with a full-time equivalent 
salary of £80,000 or more prior to applying the 2021-22 pay award. 

For public and Ministerial appointments who are paid a daily fee 
this equates to a daily rate of £307 or more per day before any 
uplift. 
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Where will I find the key policy information in this Technical Guide? 

1.7 The following sign-posts you to the relevant sections in this document on the 
application of the key features of the pay policy: 
 

Feature Staff Chief Executives2 

Chairs, Board 
Members and 

Public 
Appointments 

Application of the real Living 
Wage 3.24 to 3.28 not applicable not applicable 

Application of the guaranteed 
cash underpin of £800 3.29 to 3.30 not applicable not applicable 

Application of the guaranteed 
basic pay increase of 2 per 
cent 

3.31 to 3.41 not applicable 6.10 

Application of the guaranteed 
basic pay increase of 1 per 
cent 

3.42 to 3.52 4.3 6.10 

Application of the limit on 
basic pay increases for high 
earners 

3.53 to 3.56 4.4 6.10 

Paying progression 
3.61 to 3.67 

4.5 to 4.6 
5.3 to 5.42 

not applicable 

The flexibility to use paybill 
savings to address pay 
inequalities 

3.71 to 3.75 not applicable not applicable 

Standardising to a 35 hour 
working week 2.45 2.45 not applicable 

 
 
  

                                                
2 For NHS Scotland Executive and Senior Management posts  
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2. Introduction 
 
Who does the Public Sector Pay Policy apply to? 

2.1 The information in this Technical Guide is for employers in the relevant public 
bodies listed here, although their trade unions and employees may also find it of interest. 
The detail in sections 3 to 6 applies to the following public bodies:  

 

Public body Staff pay remits 
Senior Staff 

Appointments 

Chairs and 
Board Members 

and Public 
Appointments 

The Scottish Government and its 
Associated Departments 

section 3 not applicable section 6 

Agencies section 3 not applicable section 6 

Non-Departmental Public Bodies 
(NDPBs) 

section 3 section 4 section 6 

Public Corporations  section 3 section 4 section 6 

NHS Scotland Executive and 
Senior Management posts 

not applicable 
sections 4  

and 5 
section 6 

Ministerial Appointments not 
covered by any of the 
organisations above. 

not applicable not applicable section 6 

 
A full list of public bodies is available at: National public bodies: directory - gov.scot 
(www.gov.scot) 
 
2.2 The policy also applies to all public appointments under the auspices of the Scottish 
Ministers. This includes, but is not limited to: 

• All public appointments to Non-Departmental Public Bodies (NDPBs) and Public 
Corporations. 

• Non-executive directors of the Scottish Government and its Agencies and 
associated departments.  

• Chairs and board members of Public bodies.  

• Chairs and board members of short life and ad hoc working groups etc.  

• Appointments to Tribunals, Appeal boards, Advisory Committees and Inquiries. 

• Appointments to lead Reviews, Inquiries etc.  

 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/public-sector-pay/staff-pay/public-bodies-covered
https://www.gov.scot/publications/national-public-bodies-directory/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/national-public-bodies-directory/
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2.3 In addition, the policy acts as a benchmark for all major public sector workforce 
groups across Scotland including NHS Scotland3, fire-fighters, police officers, teachers and 
further education workers. For local government employees, pay and other employment 
matters are delegated to local authorities. 
 
What about Senior Civil Servants? 

2.4 The pay policy does not apply to the remuneration of Senior Civil Servants as this 
is a reserved matter and operates within the UK Cabinet Office pay and performance 
management framework. 
 
Role and responsibilities of the public body 

2.5 The public body is responsible for determining the pay and conditions for its staff 
that are appropriate for its business needs and which take account of and comply with the 
Scottish Government’s Public Sector Pay Policy and processes. Where applicable, the public 
body’s Remuneration Committee must be aware of all pay proposals, staff, Chief Executive, 
Chairs and Board Members.   
 
2.6 Each public body is expected to submit its staff pay proposals to the Scottish 
Government in sufficient time to ensure that they can implement their pay settlement on 
the date on which it is due (which for the majority of public bodies is 1 April). Any public 
body unable to do this should discuss with the Finance Pay Policy team at the earliest 
opportunity.  
 
2.7 Public bodies are expected to engage in early scoping discussions with their staff 
and staff representatives in preparing their staff pay proposals (this includes paying 
progression and using the paybill flexibilities) where appropriate, as part of a collaborative 
and constructive approach to the pay process.  
 
2.8 To assist in meeting the above requirement the existing risk-based approach will 
continue to apply for staff pay remits. Each public body will be assigned a rating, based on 
some key indicators, which will determine the approvals process required (see paragraphs 
3.84 to 3.86). 
 
2.9 Public bodies are encouraged to discuss their draft proposals with the Finance Pay 
Policy team before they formally submit their remit proposals. Where appropriate the 
relevant Sponsor team should be included. This will help reduce the time required for 
getting approval to the negotiating remit.  
 

                                                
3 With the exception of NHS Scotland Executive and Senior Management posts in grades A-I which are directly 
subject to the Public Sector Pay Policy 
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Role and responsibilities of the Chief Executive 

2.10 The Chief Executive, as Accountable Officer4, has the responsibility to provide 
assurance that staff pay proposals are in line with pay policy, there are robust performance 
management systems in place to support any progression payments and any projections for 
paybill savings are realistic and will be delivered during the 12 months of the pay remit year.  
 
2.11 The Chief Executive also has the responsibility to confirm that the outturn for the 
previous pay year is in line with the approved remit. If the outturn is submitted before the 
end of pay year the Chief Executive is required to confirm that it is projected to be within 
the approved remit and, in particular, that the assumptions made in respect of paybill 
savings to fund the pay award are still valid and achievable.  

 
2.12 It is therefore assumed all completed proforma providing this confirmation are 
submitted either by or on behalf of the Chief Executive or Accountable Officer on this 
basis.  
 
Role and responsibilities of the Chair / Board 

2.13 The Chair / Board has the responsibility to develop remuneration proposals for 
their Chief Executive on any new or reviewed remuneration package and ensuring Scottish 
Government approval is obtained, through the Sponsor team, prior to advertising, agreeing 
or implementing such proposals.  
 
Role and responsibilities of the Trade Unions 

2.14 It is expected that trade unions and/or staff representatives will want to 
participate in early engagement with their public body as part of a collaborative and 
constructive pay dialogue. However, pay negotiations must not be concluded until the staff 
pay remit has been formally approved. 
 
  

                                                
4 It is noted that in some circumstances the Chief Executive is not the Accountable Officer, in such instances it 
would be either the Chief Executive or the Accountable Officer who would undertake the responsibility to 
provide the necessary assurances required. 
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Role and responsibilities of the Finance Pay Policy team  

2.15 The role of the Finance Pay Policy team is to ensure all pay proposals are in line 
with the Scottish Government’s policy on public sector pay. Before a public body formally 
submits its pay remit or makes an appointment, the team can provide advice. This may be 
on any issue that arises during the scoping discussions between public bodies and their staff 
representatives or in the development of remuneration proposals for Chief Executives or 
public appointments including Chairs and Board Members. The team will help in making 
sure the proforma and any business case required include all of the necessary information. 
  
2.16 The Finance Pay Policy team provides the main interface between public bodies 
and Remuneration Group. It is their role to advise senior officials, Remuneration Group and 
Ministers on all pay and remuneration proposals.  
 
Role and responsibilities of the Remuneration Group  

2.17 The Scottish Government’s Remuneration Group is chaired by a Non-Executive 
Director of the Scottish Government. The Group meets regularly throughout the year and its 
remit includes making sure a consistent approach is taken to approval of pay remits for 
staff, and to remuneration of Chief Executives and public appointments.  
 
2.18 When required, the Remuneration Group will consider pay or remuneration 
proposals and will decide whether or not proposals need to be referred to Ministers. 
  
2.19 Details of current membership of the Remuneration Group, meeting dates and the 
deadlines for papers are set out on the Scottish Government’s Public Sector Pay webpages, 
available at: Remuneration Group 

 
Role and responsibilities of the sponsor team  

2.20 The Sponsor teams are responsible for making sure their public bodies are aware 
of the Scottish Government’s Public Sector Pay Policy and the processes. It is their role to 
advise the Finance Pay Policy team on affordability and of any issues that they need to be 
aware of that may impact on the rating of the pay proposals. 
 
2.21 Sponsor teams are also responsible for considering, along with the Finance Pay 
Policy team, any remuneration proposals for Chief Executives, Chairs, Board Members and 
public appointments (whether or not the public appointment is linked to a public body). If a 
new Chair is appointed to a public body, it is the role of the Sponsor team to inform them of 
the Public Sector Pay Policy and this Technical Guide. In conjunction with the relevant 
Finance Business Partner, Sponsor teams are responsible for considering and confirming the 
affordability and sustainability of remuneration proposals and seeking formal approval for 
the proposals. 
 
2.22 Further detail on the role and responsibilities of the Sponsor team is set out in 
section 7 of this guide. 
 

http://www.gov.scot/policies/public-sector-pay/remuneration-group/
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Role and responsibilities of senior Scottish Government officials  

2.23 Senior officials (Director / Director General / Permanent Secretary). For NDPBs 
and Public Corporations, the Director of the relevant sponsoring Directorate is responsible 
for ensuring good governance within public bodies in respect of the Public Sector Pay Policy 
and the processes and where appropriate approving proposals. The Director for Budget and 
Public Spending is responsible for approving for Finance Pay Policy interests. These senior 
officials will refer proposals to Remuneration Group when they are novel or fall outside of 
Public Sector Pay Policy. 
 
2.24 The relevant Director General will take on this role in relation to Agencies and to 
public appointments not linked to a public body. The Permanent Secretary takes this role for 
Associated Departments, the Scottish Government’s Main bargaining unit and the Scottish 
Government Marine (off-shore) bargaining unit. 
 
Role and responsibilities of the Scottish Government Finance Business Partner 

2.25 The Finance Business Partner5 is responsible for providing comment on the 
affordability of the proposals within agreed budget allocations (taking into account delivery 
of efficiency savings) and on whether the proposals offer value for money. 

 
Role and responsibilities of Scottish Ministers  

2.26 If Ministerial approval is required, the proposals will need to be approved by the 
relevant Portfolio Cabinet Secretary or Minister and the Cabinet Secretary for Finance or 
Finance Minister. Referrals to Ministers must include Remuneration Group advice.  

 
  

                                                
5 If a public body has a Sponsor team within the Scottish Government it will also have a Finance Business 
Partner who provides advice to Sponsor teams on all budgetary matters. 
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How should pay increases be applied to part-time employees? 

2.27 The policy intention is for all increases to be based on an individual’s full-time 
equivalent salary so that part-time employees will receive all increases on a pro-rata basis. 
The reason for this is that it is the most equitable approach and maintains the integrity of 
existing pay and grading structures. This approach provides all staff in the same grade and 
job weight the same proportionate increase ensuring equal pay for like work or work of 
equal value (see paragraphs 3.57 to 3.60 for more detail) 
 
What is required to extend a No Compulsory Redundancy commitment? 

2.28 The statutory definition of "redundancy" encompasses three types of situation: 
business closure, workplace closure, and reduction of workforce. The dismissal of an 
employee will be by reason of redundancy if it is “wholly or mainly attributable to” the 
employer: 

• Ceasing or intending to cease to carry on the business for the purposes of which 
the employee was employed by it (business closure) (section 139(1)(a)(i), ERA 
1996); 

• Ceasing or intending to cease to carry on that business in the place where the 
employee was so employed (workplace closure) (section 139(1)(a)(ii), ERA 1996); or 

• Having a reduced requirement for employees to carry out work of a particular kind 
or to do so at the place where the employee was employed to work (reduced 
requirement for employees) (section 139(1)(b), ERA 1996). 

 
2.29 The intention behind Ministers’ No Compulsory Redundancy commitment is to 
ensure that, in any of the above circumstances, the employer works closely with affected 
staff and their unions, to identify suitable alternative employment opportunities. 
 
2.30 This pay policy continues to support the Scottish Government’s position on No 
Compulsory Redundancy. The Government believes this commitment creates the right 
environment to provide staff with job security while enabling employers and their staff 
representatives to take a range of steps to manage their headcount and budgets to realise 
the necessary savings to deliver efficiencies. Where public bodies are seeking to re-
structure, particularly as a result of the pandemic, full consideration must be given to re-
deployment and re-training. 
 
2.31 The policy position remains that public bodies should work with their staff 
representatives to negotiate extensions to their No Compulsory Redundancy agreements 
where it is practical to do so. For 2021-22, No Compulsory Redundancy is covered by the 
interim pay award. 
 
2.32 The key aim remains for public bodies to manage costs and protect staff numbers 
to deliver the quality of services within constrained budgets. The Scottish Government 
expects all public bodies to comply with this commitment. 
 
2.33 The No Compulsory Redundancy agreement extends to all directly employed staff. 
Public bodies would be expected to look at all appropriate measures to avoid compulsory 
redundancy such as transfer to other areas of work both within the organisation or to 
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another public body (if agreed arrangements are in place); reviews of working practices such 
as reducing overtime; restricting promotions/recruitments; or restricting the use of 
temporary workers or fixed-term appointments, etc. The No Compulsory Redundancy 
agreement does not apply to the termination of a temporary appointment or the end of a 
fixed term contract where staff are recruited for a limited period. 
 
What is the policy position on fair pay and pay inequalities? 

2.34 The Scottish Government recognises the importance of treating people fairly in the 
work place and encourages best practice among its public bodies as set out in the Fair Work 
Framework6. This recognition is embedded in Scotland’s Labour Market Strategy7.  
 
2.35 The Scottish Government’s Fair Work First position will see: 

• appropriate channels for effective voice, such as trade union recognition; 

• investment in workforce development; 

• no inappropriate use of zero hours contracts; 

• action to tackle the gender pay gap and create a more diverse and inclusive 
workplace; and 

• payment of the real Living Wage. 

 
2.36 All employers are encouraged to follow the Scottish Government’s lead and have a 
Fair Work Agreement with their respective trade unions and/or staff representatives. The 
agreement between Scottish Ministers and the recognised civil service unions is available at: 
Scottish Government Fair Work Agreement  
 
2.37 It is important public bodies meet the legal duty placed upon them in Equality Act 
2010 and public bodies are encouraged to work jointly with their trade union(s) in 
undertaking their equal pay reviews. Further information on the Scottish Government's 
duties under the Equality Act 2010 is available at: 
 Outline of Scottish Government's duties under the Equality Act 2010.  
 
2.38 Each public body is required to make sure it has due regard to the legal 
requirements of the Equality Act 2010 (section 149) when considering its pay systems. To 
help public bodies better meet the requirements of the public sector equality duty the 
Scottish Government has introduced regulations in the Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties) 
(Scotland) Regulations 2012 which places a number of requirements on public authorities: 
report on the work being done to mainstream equalities; set outcomes; publish and use 
employee information and to assess the impact of their policies and practices on people 
from with one or more of the protected characteristics listed in the Equality Act 2010. In 
terms of pay proposals, public bodies are expected to have carried out equal pay reviews 
and set out in their business case the results of such reviews and the steps they propose to 
take to address any inequalities they have identified.  
 

                                                
6 https://www.fairworkconvention.scot/the-fair-work-framework/  
7 http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/08/2505 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/fair-work-agreement-between-scottish-ministers-and-the-recognised-civil-service-unions/
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/People/Equality/18507/EQIAtool
https://www.fairworkconvention.scot/the-fair-work-framework/
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/08/2505
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2.39 Where a public body has identified a potential pay inequality they wish to address, 
they will need to provide evidence of the extent of this inequality. A full risk assessment, 
including the likelihood of claims and the extent of potential liability as well as the costs of 
dealing with the issue, should form part of the business case which supports all proposals to 
address inequalities. They will also need to propose ways of tackling this in a cost-effective 
way, subject to affordability constraints and where appropriate the pay policy limits. If it is 
not possible to make the necessary changes within the pay policy limits, the Finance Pay 
Policy team will liaise with the relevant Sponsor team and advise whether the proposals 
should be put to the Remuneration Group and potentially Ministers for their consideration. 
 
2.40 All employers will be required to confirm that they have considered their 
obligations under equalities legislation in developing their pay proposals. Employers will be 
expected to review their pay systems on an annual basis, and ensure they carry out a full 
Equality Impact Assessment of their reward policies and practices in line with the 
recommended time scales. 
 
2.41 The Scottish Government is committed to ensuring pay systems in the public sector 
are fair and non-discriminatory and has published an Equality Impact Assessment in relation 
to the 2021-22 Public Sector Pay Policy, which is available at: 
 Scottish Public Sector Pay Policy - Equality Impact Assessment 
 
2.42 Public bodies are expected to carry out an Equality Impact Assessment of their pay 
proposals for different groups or roles including considering the impact of reward policies 
on equality groups. This should also consider the appropriate length and progression 
journey time for all jobs, in line with equalities legislation. 
 
What is the pay policy position on wellbeing? 

2.43 The Scottish Government is committed to promoting wellbeing of all people living 
in Scotland. Employers are required to actively look at how they can promote wellbeing in 
their workplace to support a positive and healthy work-life balance. Public bodies will be 
expected to outline their wellbeing strategy and identify any changes they propose to 
introduce during 2021-22. 
 
2.44 The Scottish Government has made it clear that, where it is practical to do so, 
homeworking will remain the default position while we continue to respond to the health 
crisis. Many employers have introduced more flexible working practices as part of their 
response to supporting staff. Examples of such practices have included reviewing HR policies 
on caring responsibilities, home-schooling, special leave and sick leave; and extending core 
working hours, (where it is agreed between employee and employer) to enable staff to work 
at times that are more suited to their home environment or domestic situation; ensuring 
that employer obligations in relation to duty of care and health and safety are met; and 
some may have provided regular articles on looking after the mental, emotional and 
physical wellbeing of the individual.   
 
2.45 The 2021-22 pay policy introduces discretion for employers to work towards 
standardising to a 35 hour working week if and when it is practical to do so. This applies to 
all public bodies with an existing working week of more than 35 hours. Consideration of 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-public-sector-pay-policy-2020-21-equalities-impact-assessment/
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reduction in working hours should form part of normal pay negotiations as part of a 
progressive and agreed package of measures including terms and conditions that support 
new ways of working. Where an employer is looking to work towards a 35 hour working 
week they will be required to seek approval from Scottish Government. The business case 
should include a cost/benefit analysis of any reduction in hours to demonstrate that it can 
be delivered within existing resources and there will be no detrimental impact on 
productivity maintaining service delivery. 
 
What is meant by pay coherence? 

2.46 In the context of the pay policy, pay coherence is defined as the move towards 
greater consistency in rates of pay for roles with the same job weighting in public bodies 
covered by the Public Sector Pay Policy. Pay coherence can also refer to greater 
standardisation of terms and conditions. The policy expectation for public bodies intending 
to address pay coherence issues is that Scottish Government will be the main benchmark 
both for salary levels and for terms and conditions.  
 
What does the suspension of non-consolidated performance payments mean? 

2.47 The policy position remains that all non-consolidated performance payments 
(bonuses) remain suspended. This approach allows public bodies to maximise the resources 
available to them to address fair pay issues and pay restoration. The suspension applies to 
all non-consolidated performance payments (normally based on performance in the 
preceding year). 
 
Can a public body submit pay proposals that cover more than one year? 

2.48 This is a matter for public bodies, subject to affordability. There is an expectation 
that public bodies will submit pay proposals which cover one year, given budget allocations 
are for a single year, although this is not a mandatory requirement of the pay policy. The 
pay policy for 2021-22 applies to public bodies with settlement dates for the year between 1 
April 2021 and 31 March 2022 (inclusive). Where a public body wishes to submit pay 
proposals for more than one year they should contact the Finance Pay Policy team and their 
Sponsor team (where applicable) at the earliest opportunity. 
 
2.49 A settlement covering more than one year may provide certainty for employers and 
their staff, help to ensure annual pay awards are paid on time and reduce the administrative 
burden and costs associated with the pay process. It may also provide public bodies with the 
opportunity to take a phased approach to addressing evidenced workforce or structural pay 
issues ensuring affordability and sustainability. It may also help to provide for meaningful 
pay negotiations between employers and staff representatives.  
 
2.50 While it is for the public body to decide how the award may be packaged, taking 
account of their specific circumstances, the total increase must not exceed the equivalent 
annual average of the parameters set in the 2021-22 pay policy and take in to account 
forecast budget allocations. 
 
2.51 If a public body has approval for a multi-year pay settlement, once the award has 
been implemented then the pay settlement cannot be re-opened during the period of the 
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award. This policy position applies regardless of the pay policy put in place during the years 
of the multi-year settlement. 
 
What might happen if the Public Sector Pay Policy is not followed? 

2.52 If any pay awards are implemented or daily fees are introduced without approval, 
or increased beyond that for which approval had been obtained previously, the sponsor 
Director will be required to explain the matter to the Remuneration Group. This could result 
in punitive action being taken by the Scottish Government, such as the recovery of any 
overpayments, the capping of future increases or a governance review of the public body. 
 
Data Protection  

2.53 All personal data collected as part of the pay policy process is handled in 
accordance with the requirements of data protection legislation and in particular the 
principles of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Data Protection Act 
2018 (DPA 2018). Any personal data collected as part of the staff pay remit process is solely 
for the purposes of evaluating the costs of the current pay policy and modelling the impact 
future pay policy. Any information published by the Finance Pay Policy team will ensure 
individuals cannot be identified. 
 
2.54 Individual public bodies are responsible for ensuring they have due regard to their 
obligations under General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) when providing information to 
the Scottish Government as part of the pay policy process. Public bodies are not asked to 
provide names of individual staff members.  
 
2.55 To mitigate the risk of any inadvertent data protection breaches, public bodies are 
requested to identify any information that carries a risk or potential risk of identifying an 
individual staff member. 
 
Data Sharing Agreements - lawful basis for processing 

2.56 In the context of lawful basis for processing in Data Sharing Agreements the pay 
policy has a lawful basis. Most statutory bodies give control of pay to the Scottish 
Government either in their constitution or a memorandum of understanding.  Generally a 
pay policy is necessary to run the Scottish Administration and legal cover for running that 
body is in section 65 of the Scotland Act which allows for the financing of the Scottish 
Administration provided there is budgetary cover in annual budget acts. 
 
When should a public body send in its remit proposals? 

2.57 Scottish Ministers have highlighted the importance they place on individuals being 
paid on or close to their recognised settlement date. To help achieve this, all parties taking 
forward the pay process should endeavour to adhere to the agreed timescales. While paying 
employees on their recognised settlement date is important, we recognise there is due 
process to follow in delivering this which can cause unavoidable delay and would ask that 
public bodies keep the Finance Pay Policy team up-to-date on progress with pay 
negotiations. 
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What information is needed?  

2.58 Public bodies will be issued with the relevant proformas and guidance which set 
out the information they are required to provide to enable them to seek approval for their 
proposals. Public bodies are required to provide information on the costs of applying their 
maximum negotiating remit, their pay and grading structure and staffing profiles as well as 
detail of their non-salary benefits. 
 
2.59 Where remuneration proposals are being developed for new public bodies or for 
public appointments not linked to a public body, Sponsor teams should contact the Finance 
Pay Policy team for advice on what information is required.  
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3. Staff pay remits 
 
Please note this section should be read in conjunction with sections 1 and 2. 
 

Key pay policy priorities and key metrics for staff pay in 2021-22 
 
What are the key metrics that will be used to assess pay remits? 

3.1 The key features of the 2021-22 pay policy are set out in paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5. 
Public bodies are expected to implement the real Living Wage uplift by 1 April 2021 and the 
basic pay increases on the recognised settlement date (which is 1 April for the majority of 
public bodies) and the costs of applying these increases should be included in the pay remit 
which will be assessed on the following: 

• Affordability and sustainability - the financial impact of the pay remit proposals – 
which includes: 

▪ the cost of the basic pay increases  

▪ the cost of paying progression  

▪ any known changes to staffing over the year  

▪ as well as any mandatory changes and/or changes outwith the annual pay award 
(such as an increase in employer’s pension contributions) that may create 
budgetary pressures   

• The use of paybill savings particularly if there are proposals to address inequalities. 
This will include, where relevant, the provision to carry forward any unused 
flexibilities from 2020-21. 

 
What is the limit on the overall increase to the paybill? 

3.2 The aim of the policy is to assist public bodies to reach effective pay settlements 
that help them to reward staff fairly and manage their staffing numbers to deliver services 
within constrained budgets.  
 
3.3 The pay policy does not set any metric relating to the overall increase in paybill. 
Each public body covered by the policy must ensure that their pay proposals are affordable 
within their financial settlement for 2021-22.  
 
3.4 The amount a public body can add to its paybill as a result of its pay proposals will 
be determined by their agreed8 financial settlement. Public bodies will need to include the 
cost of all elements of their proposals to determine the total value of the proposed increase 
in pay and benefits for staff in the organisation. The public body must confirm the total 
value of their pay proposals are affordable within their agreed8 financial settlement. They 
must also demonstrate, particularly where there are proposed changes to existing pay and 
grading structures, that their pay proposals are sustainable and that all savings identified to 
part-fund the proposed award are deliverable. 
 

                                                
8 Where the financial settlement has not yet been agreed, the public body will be required to demonstrate the 
cost of their proposals can be delivered within their provisional financial settlement. 
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3.5 It is a matter for individual public bodies and their staff representatives to make 
decisions on their proposed pay remit and how they will meet the cost within the agreed8 
financial settlement. Employers and their staff representatives should give consideration to 
securing productivity improvements and flexibilities to help them afford pay increases, while 
ensuring public services continue to deliver best value for the public purse. Such decisions 
should take into account the policy requirements, while ensuring that there is no 
detrimental impact to staff and the provision of services. Where there are affordability 
pressures, the public body must contact their sponsor division and Finance Business Partner 
at the earliest opportunity to discuss. 
 
3.6 If a public body is likely to implement its pay award after the recognised settlement 
date an explanation should be provided. Where appropriate this should include 
confirmation that staff and their representatives are aware of any delays to the 
implementation of their pay award. 
 
What are the basic pay increases that a public body can apply?  

3.7 Employers must apply the guaranteed £800 cash underpin for all staff whose 
current full-time equivalent salary is below the Lower pay threshold (£25,000).  For staff 
earning between the Lower and Intermediate pay thresholds (i.e. between £25,000 and 
£40,000) employers must apply the guaranteed 2 per cent pay increase. For all staff earning 
between the Intermediate and Upper pay thresholds (i.e. between £40,000 and £80,000) 
employers must apply the guaranteed 1 per cent pay increase. If a public body proposes to 
award more than this to address evidenced inequalities, the additional cost of applying 
above the levels guaranteed in the pay policy must be met from the 0.5 per cent limit for 
flexibilities (paragraphs 3.71 to 3.75). The only exception being where higher increases are 
required to maintain the integrity of existing pay and grading structures for grades which are 
close to or cross the Lower or Intermediate pay thresholds (see paragraphs 3.35 to 3.41 and 
3.46 to 3.52). 
  
3.8 For staff above the Upper pay threshold (£80,000), the basic pay award increase is 
limited to a maximum of £800. It is the responsibility of each organisation to ensure their 
full paybill costs can be met from within their agreed8 budget provision.  
 
What is the position on applying the pay uplift to individuals where a public body has an 
established policy on pay protection and/or linking pay to performance? 

3.9 If a public body has an established policy on pay protection (sometimes known as 
“red-circled staff”) and/or linking pay to performance, this may be taken into account in 
developing pay proposals, and may be used to determine whether or not an individual is 
entitled to the guaranteed basic pay uplift. Depending upon local arrangements, some staff 
may receive a non-consolidated payment in line with the basic award for other staff in the 
same grade, or for others their pay may be frozen. In all circumstances, the public body 
would be required to set out the details of their relevant remuneration policies and the 
number of staff affected in their business case.  
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Can paybill savings be used to part-fund the pay award? 

3.10 Public bodies can use paybill savings to part fund their proposals but such savings 
should not be used to award pay increases that would otherwise result in the pay proposals 
exceeding the pay policy limits. Savings include those arising from staff turnover (recyclable 
savings), reductions in staffing and the removal of allowances or reductions in overtime.  
 
3.11 In addition, public bodies may use paybill savings to make affordable and 
sustainable changes to their existing pay and grading structures, or changes to existing 
terms and conditions to address evidenced equality issues, or to award higher increases as 
part of identified pay coherence issues. The 2021-22 pay policy allows public bodies to be 
able to use paybill savings of up to 0.5 per cent of baseline salaries to address such 
inequalities. Public bodies will also be able to add to this any unused flexibilities from 2020-
21, potentially taking their total flexibilities to a maximum of 1 per cent. For further detail 
refer to paragraphs 3.71 to 3.75.  
 
3.12 Where a public body proposes to part fund any consolidated increase from an in-
year non-recurring saving they will be required to confirm that future baseline paybills are 
affordable. 
 
3.13 The proposals should include confirmation from the public body that they will 
deliver the specified savings during the period of the proposed remit and that they have 
agreement to carry forward any unused savings, where appropriate. Public bodies should 
provide a risk assessment on their likelihood of achieving the projected savings. The Chief 
Executive/Accountable Officer will be expected to confirm in the outturn proforma that the 
proposed savings were delivered. 
 
What costs must be included in the pay remit? 

3.14 The pay remit costings must include the cost of all9 proposed increases in pay and 
benefits as well as the consequential increases to allowances, overtime rates, employer’s 
pension and National Insurance contributions that directly relate to the pay remit proposals. 
This is the Total Increase for Staff in Post of the proposals and reflects the aggregate value 
of the increases in pay and benefits existing staff will receive. 
 
3.15 The pay remit costings should also include the costs of any changes to existing 
allowance rates10, the buying-out of existing allowances or the introduction of new 
allowances10 that will form part of the negotiations. Changes in overtime rates or proposals 
for new allowances will only be considered where these can be demonstrated to be cost 
neutral. If your proposals include any changes to existing terms and conditions, you will be 
expected to consider the impact on the overall remuneration package particularly in regard 
to delivering the pay policy expectations for the lower paid.  
 

                                                
9 This will include progression (if proposed), the measures for lower paid; basic pay increases; as well as any 
other proposed changes to existing pay and benefits. 
10 Public bodies are reminded that all new allowances must be non-pensionable (unless otherwise required by 
the employer’s occupational pension scheme). If a public body wishes an existing or new allowance to be 
made pensionable this will require separate approval. 
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3.16 Proposals which carry a notional cost (such as, for example, reduction in the 
working week or changes in the qualifying period for annual leave etc.) must also be 
included in the remit proforma. There should be a supporting business case which sets out 
the current arrangements as well as the benefits and the read across for other public 
bodies. The additional benefit for staff will not add an actual cost to the paybill and will 
therefore not impact on the Net Paybill Increase. However, if the proposals result in 
ancillary costs such as additional staffing, overtime or any other staffing costs these costs 
will require to be included in the remit proforma, with confirmation the costs can be met 
within the agreed budget for the period. Such costs are not required to be included within 
the pay policy limits (paragraph 3.68). 
 
3.17 The Scottish Government encourages employers to offer assistance with green 
transport initiatives. Where a public body proposes to introduce such initiatives, the detail 
should be set out in the business case and the associated costs for setting-up and 
maintaining the scheme should be included as well as an indication of the value to staff. 
Such costs are not required to be included within the pay policy limits (paragraph 3.68) 
although the public body is required to provide confirmation the costs can be 
accommodated within the agreed budget for the period.  
 
3.18 Proposals to introduce non-pay rewards such as salary sacrifice schemes also fall 
under this category. As above, the financial proforma should include the administrative 
costs of setting-up and maintaining any such schemes as well as an estimate of the value to 
the individual. Public bodies should provide evidence to support any proposals in their 
business case.  
 
3.19 Salary sacrifice proposals which aim to reduce employees’ pension contributions to 
a public service pension scheme with off-set increases to the employer contribution will not 
be considered acceptable. 
 
3.20 Once these decisions have been taken, to ensure consistency in assessing individual 
proposals, the expectation is that each public body should model the paybill costs of their 
proposed pay award in the following order, taking account of any affordability pressures 
(see paragraph 3.5):  

• progression (if proposed)  

• applying the real Living Wage of £9.50 per hour  

• the guaranteed cash underpin of £800 for staff below the Lower pay threshold 
(£25,000)  

• the guaranteed 2 per cent pay increase for staff earning between the Lower and 
Intermediate pay thresholds (£25,000 to £40,000) 

• the guaranteed 1 per cent pay increase for staff earning between the Intermediate 
and Upper pay thresholds (£40,000 to £80,000) 

• the pay increase for staff earning above the Upper pay threshold (£80,000) 

• proposals to access the additional flexibilities for addressing inequalities 

• associated increases in the costs of overtime and/or allowances 
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Public bodies must also include the employer’s pension and National Insurance 
contributions that result from the increases in pay and benefits that are proposed. 

 
What costs are excluded from the pay remit? 

3.21 Any changes to the baseline paybill such as: mandatory increases to the employer’s 
pension and/or National Insurance contributions; or increases related to ensuring the 
financial health of the pension fund; or any other changes to terms and conditions directly 
outwith the control of the public body are not to be treated as increases within the annual 
pay award. Such costs however, should be included in the baseline paybill as they help 
determine overall affordability. Where the actual costs are not known at the time of 
preparing the remit costings, then an estimate should be provided along with a note of the 
methodology for the calculation. 
 
3.22 The costs of paying the employer’s Apprenticeship Levy should also be noted in the 
pay remit as the cost could have a potential impact on the affordability of the annual pay 
award. 
 
What are the measures to support lower paid staff? 

3.23 Employers covered by the policy are required to: 

• pay at least the real Living Wage of £9.50 per hour 

• ensure all staff below the Lower pay threshold (£25,000) receive the guaranteed 
cash £800 underpin 

Further details are set out in paragraphs 3.25 to 3.30 below. 
 
What is the pay policy position on the real Living Wage? 

3.24 Scottish Ministers support the payment of the real Living Wage across all sectors. 
While not a pay policy requirement, public bodies are encouraged, if they have not already 
done so, to demonstrate their backing of the Scottish Government’s commitment to 
support lower paid staff by becoming Accredited Living Wage employers.  
 
What is the real Living Wage rate and how should it be applied? 

3.25 The pay policy intention is that the employer of every worker whose pay is 
controlled directly by the Scottish Government will be paid at least the real Living Wage 
rate.  For 2021-22 this is set at £9.50 per hour.  
 
3.26 The real Living Wage should be applied as an hourly rate and is expected to be 
implemented from 1 April 2021 at the latest. See paragraphs 3.27 and 3.28 for the position 
for Interns and Modern Apprentices. 
 
How does the pay policy apply to Modern Apprentices? 

3.27 The pay policy supports the Government’s target for Modern Apprentices, 
recognising the importance of providing opportunities for youth training and employment, 
and as such it does not create a barrier to delivering on this. Where a public body takes on a 
Modern Apprentice in a: 
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• Recognised/existing job role - then the public body is expected to pay them the rate 
for that role.  

• Specific training role - they are expected to pay at least the real Living Wage rate of 
£9.50 per hour, unless it is the lowest pay point in the existing pay and grading 
structure, and there is a need to create a differential between established roles and 
the training role. In such circumstances the public body would be expected to pay 
at least the adult National Minimum Wage rate rather than the statutory Youth 
Development or Apprentice rates. Where a public body pays a Modern Apprentice 
at a lower rate than the real Living Wage they would be required to provide details 
of the rates paid. The public body would be required to pay the Modern Apprentice 
the established rate for the job on completion of the agreed training period.  

 
How does the pay policy apply to Interns? 

3.28 The pay policy does not apply directly to interns who are on short-term, 
developmental placements. However, public bodies are encouraged to consider best 
practice when offering an internship, particularly, if they are in a recognised/existing job 
role or specific training role, as set out in paragraph 3.27 for Modern Apprentices. Where it 
is appropriate and where they can afford to do so, employers should pay the real Living 
Wage rate of £9.50 per hour, particularly where the intern is undertaking a job equivalent to 
other staff within the organisation. 
 
How should the guaranteed £800 cash underpin be applied? 

3.29 The policy requires that employers provide a guaranteed £800 cash underpin to all 
staff whose current11 full-time equivalent base salary is below the Lower pay threshold 
(£25,000). The policy expectation is for the guaranteed £800 cash underpin to be applied 
on a pro-rata basis for all part-time employees. Further detail on the application of the pay 
policy for part-time employees is set out in paragraphs 2.27, 3.57 to 3.60. 
 
3.30 The policy position is that the guaranteed £800 cash underpin should be 
consolidated and paid in addition to any progression increase (where eligible). The only 
exceptions to this being, where: 

• A public body has an established policy on pay protection or an established policy 
on linking pay to performance (see paragraph 3.9). 

• An existing pay point is uplifted for the real Living Wage and the increase on the 
pay point is less than £800. In such cases public bodies may seek approval for the 
difference to be awarded as a non-consolidated payment. 

 

                                                
11 For example if an individual’s current salary was £24,750 and their progression increase was 2 per cent 
taking them to £25,245, under the policy, the individual would still be entitled to the £800 cash underpin in 
addition to progression. 
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What is the increase for staff earning between the Lower and Intermediate pay 
thresholds? 

3.31 The pay policy intention is that every worker whose current12 full-time equivalent 
salary is between the Lower and Intermediate pay thresholds (£25,000 and £40,000) should 
receive a guaranteed 2 per cent basic pay increase. The pay policy position is that this 
payment should be in addition to any progression increase (where eligible).  
 
3.32 The pay policy expects public bodies to apply the guaranteed 2 per cent pay 
increase as a consolidated basic pay award. The only exceptions to this being, where a 
public body has an established policy on pay protection or an established policy on linking 
pay to performance (see paragraph 3.9). 
 
Can a public body propose to pay more than 2 per cent to staff earning between the 
Lower and Intermediate pay thresholds? 

3.33 A public body may propose to apply more than the 2 per cent to address evidenced 
equality issues. In such cases, the additional amount above the 2 per cent would normally 
require to be costed from the flexibility allowed in the 2021-22 pay policy (see paragraphs 
3.71 to 3.75). Employers may also propose a “smoothing” increase of more than 2 per cent 
to address any “leapfrogging” or structural issues as a result of the guaranteed cash 
underpin for lower earners (see paragraphs 3.35 to 3.41). 
 
3.34 While public bodies can identify savings to part-fund their pay award (see 
paragraphs 3.10 to 3.13) they cannot use any such savings to make a case to exceed the 
policy limits. 
 
What can a public body do if they have staff whose base pay is currently just above the 
Lower pay threshold? 

3.35 A public body may propose to pay a higher “smoothing” increase to provide an 
overall increase of up to £800 to staff who are currently on a base salary that is just over the 
Lower pay threshold (£25,000) to address any possible “leapfrogging”, and to maintain the 
integrity of their current pay system. The level of increases within a pay range may be 
tapered to mitigate the impact on the pay gap between pay ranges. It will depend upon the 
proposals as to how the costs will be treated within the pay remit, and the following 
paragraphs set out the expected approach for a pay range that crosses, or is just above the 
Lower pay threshold (£25,000).  
 
The application of “smoothing” increases within a pay range which crosses the Lower pay 
threshold  

3.36 It will depend upon the amount above the Lower pay threshold (£25,000) as to how 
the costs will be treated within the pay remit.  
 

                                                
12 For example if an individual’s current salary was £79,000 and their progression increase was 1.5 per cent 
taking them to £80,185, under the policy, the individual would still be entitled to a 1 per cent uplift in addition 
to progression. 
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3.37 If less than half (50 per cent) of the difference, between the pay point and the pay 
range minima, is above the Lower pay threshold (£25,000) then the costs of providing an 
increase up to the £800 cash underpin will be included within the low pay measures. 
Otherwise, the top-up will require to be costed from the paybill flexibilities to address 
inequalities. The same principle would apply to a pay range minima which is just above the 
Lower pay threshold (£25,000). 
 
3.38 Where a public body proposes to apply more than the guaranteed £800 for lower 
paid staff then the additional amount above the £800 would require to be costed from the 
flexibilities allowed in the 2021-22 pay policy to address evidenced equality issues (see 
paragraphs 3.71 to 3.75). 
 
3.39 This is illustrated in the following two examples: 
 
Example 1:  based on maintaining a fixed monetary amount between pay points: 
 

• In this first example the proposal is to apply £800 on all pay points while 
maintaining a £750 differential between pay points.  

• The cost of providing the £295 top-up for all staff on the Min+2 pay point would be 
costed under the low pay measures. This is because only 17 per cent of the 
difference between Min+2 and the Minimum is above the £25,000 Lower pay 
threshold (£250/£1,500).  

• Similarly, the costs for providing the additional £280 top-up for staff on the Min+3 
point would also be costed under the low pay measures as again it meets the 50 
per cent criteria.  

• The cost of providing the £265 top-up for staff on the pay range Maximum would 
require to be costed from the flexibilities to address inequalities. This is because 
more than half (58 per cent) of the difference between Minimum and the 
Maximum is above the £25,000 Lower pay threshold. 
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Current Pay point 
Minimum 
£23,750 

Min+1 
£24,500 

Min+2 
£25,250 

Min+3 
£26,000 

Maximum 
£26,750 

Difference between pay 
point and the minimum 

£0 £750 £1,500 £2,250 £3,000 

Amount above the 
£25,000 Lower pay 
threshold 

£0 £0 £250 £1,000 £1,750 

Percentage of the pay 
range above the 
£25,000 Lower pay 
threshold 

0% 0% 17% 44% 58% 

Additional increase 
above 2% to deliver a 
£800 uplift 

£0 £0 £295 £280 £265 

Proposed Pay point £24,550 £25,300 £26,050 £26,800 £27,550 

 

 
Example 2:  based on maintaining the same percentage between pay points 
 

• In this second example the proposal is to apply additional increases of up to £800 
to maintain the same percentage difference between pay points.  

• The cost of providing the £297 top-up for staff on the Min+2 pay point would be 
costed under the low pay measures. This is because only 14 per cent of the 
difference between Min+2 and the Minimum is above the £25,000 Lower pay 
threshold.  

• The cost for providing the additional £282 top-up for staff on the Min+3 point 
would also be costed under the low pay measures as again it meets the 50 per cent 
criteria.  

• The cost of providing the £265 top-up for staff on the pay range Maximum would 
require to be costed from the flexibilities to address inequalities. This is because 
more than half (58 per cent) of the difference between Minimum and the 
Maximum is above the £25,000 Lower pay threshold. 

• The 3 per cent difference between the current pay points reduces to between 2.90 
per cent and 2.91 per cent following application of the £800 cash underpin. Any 
further adjustments to the pay points which result in applying more than £800 to 
equalise the pay steps would require to be costed under the paybill flexibilities. 
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Current Pay point 
Minimum 
£23,750 

Min+1 
£24,463 

Min+2 
£25,196 

Min+3 
£25,952 

Maximum 
£26,731 

Difference between pay 
point and the minimum 

- £713   £1,446 £2,202 £2,981 

Amount above the 
£25,000 Lower pay 
threshold 

- -   £196 £952 £1,731 

Percentage above the 
£25,000 Lower pay 
threshold 

- - 14% 43% 58% 

Additional increase above 
1% to maintain the same 
percentage difference 
between pay points 

- - £296 £282 £265 

Proposed Pay point £24,550 £25,263 £25,996 £26,752 £27,531 

 
The application of “smoothing” increases for pay ranges which are above the Lower pay 
threshold  

3.40 A public body may propose to pay “smoothing” increases of more than 2 per cent 
on pay points in pay ranges which sit above the Lower pay threshold (£25,000) to address 
any possible “leapfrogging” and/or to maintain the integrity of their current pay systems. 
The level of increases within a pay range may be tapered to mitigate the impact on the pay 
gap between pay ranges. 
 
3.41  In such cases, an overall increase of up to £800 may be made to staff who are 
currently on a pay points that are above the Lower pay threshold (£25,000). The cost of 
applying increases above the 2 per cent basic award will be costed from the flexibilities to 
address inequalities.  
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What is the increase for staff earning between the Intermediate and Upper pay 
thresholds? 

3.42 The pay policy intention is that every worker whose current13 full-time equivalent 
salary is between the Lower and Intermediate pay thresholds (£40,000 and £80,000) should 
receive a guaranteed 1 per cent basic pay increase. The pay policy position is that this 
payment should be in addition to any progression increase (where eligible).  
 

3.43 The pay policy expects public bodies to apply the guaranteed 1 per cent pay 
increase as a consolidated basic pay award. The only exceptions to this being, where a 
public body has an established policy on pay protection or an established policy on linking 
pay to performance (see paragraph 3.9). 
 
Can a public body propose to pay more than 1 per cent to staff earning between the 
Intermediate and Upper pay thresholds? 

3.44 A public body may propose to apply more than the 1 per cent to address evidenced 
equality issues. In such cases, the additional amount above the 1 per cent would normally 
require to be costed from the flexibility allowed in the 2021-22 pay policy (see paragraphs 
3.71 to 3.75). Employers may also propose a “smoothing” increase of more than 1 per cent 
to address any “leapfrogging” or structural issues as a result of the guaranteed cash 
underpin for lower earners (see paragraphs 3.46 to 3.52). 
 
3.45 While public bodies can identify savings to part-fund their pay award (see 
paragraphs 3.10 to 3.13) they cannot use any such savings to make a case to exceed the 
policy limits. 
 
What can a public body do if they have staff whose base pay is currently just above the 
Intermediate pay threshold? 

3.46 A public body may propose to pay a higher “smoothing” increase to provide an 
overall increase of up to 2 per cent to staff who are currently on a base salary that is just 
over the Intermediate pay threshold (£40,000) to address any possible “leapfrogging” and to 
maintain the integrity of their current pay systems. The level of increases within a pay range 
may be tapered to mitigate the impact on the pay gap between pay ranges. It will depend 
upon the proposals as to how the costs will be treated within the pay remit and the 
following paragraphs set out the expected approach for a pay range that crosses or is just 
above the Intermediate pay threshold (£40,000).  
 
The application of “smoothing” increases within a pay range which crosses the 
Intermediate pay threshold  

3.47 It will depend upon the amount above the threshold as to how the costs will be 
treated within the pay remit.  
 

                                                
13 For example if an individual’s current salary was £79,000 and their progression increase was 1.5 per cent 
taking them to £80,185, under the policy, the individual would still be entitled to a 1 per cent uplift in addition 
to progression. 
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3.48 If less than half (50 per cent) of the difference, between the pay point and the pay 
range minima, is above the Intermediate pay threshold (£40,000) then the costs of providing 
an increase of up to 2 per cent will be included within the low pay measures. Otherwise the 
top-up will require to be costed from the paybill flexibilities to address inequalities. The 
same principle would apply to a pay range minima which is just above the Intermediate pay 
threshold (£40,000). 
 
3.49 Where a public body proposes to apply more than the guaranteed 2 per cent for 
staff earning between the Lower and Intermediate pay thresholds (£25,000 to £40,000) then 
the additional amount above the 2 per cent would require to be costed from the flexibilities 
allowed in the 2021-22 pay policy to address evidenced equality issues (see paragraphs 3.71 
to 3.75). 
 
3.50 This is illustrated in the following two examples: 
 
Example 1:  based on maintaining a fixed monetary amount between pay points: 

• In this first example the proposal is to apply 2 per cent on all pay points and to 
maintain a £1,250 differential between all .  

• The cost of providing the £408 top-up for all staff on the Min+3 pay point would be 
costed under the cost of the 2 per cent uplift for staff earning between the Lower 
and Intermediate Thresholds (£25,000-£40,000). This is because only 20 per cent of 
the difference between Min+3 and the Minimum is above the £40,000 
Intermediate pay threshold.  

• Similarly, the costs for providing the additional £420 top-up for staff on the Min+4 
point would also be costed under the 2 per cent uplift for staff earning between the 
Lower and Intermediate Thresholds (£25,000-£40,000) as again it meets the 50 per 
cent criteria.  

• The cost of providing the £433 top-up for staff on the pay range Maximum would 
require to be costed from the flexibilities to address inequalities. This is because 
more than half (52 per cent) of the difference between Minimum and the 
Maximum is above the £40,000 Intermediate pay threshold. 
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Current Pay 
point 

Minimum 
£37,000 

Min+1 
£38,250 

Min+2 
£39,500 

Min+3 
£40,750 

Min+4 
£42,000 

Maximum 
£43,250 

Difference 
between pay 
point and the 
minimum 

£0 £1,250 £2,500 £3,750 £5,000 £6,250 

Amount above 
the £40,000 
Intermediate 
pay threshold 

£0 £0 £0 £750 £2,000 £3,250 

Percentage 
above the 
£40,000 
Intermediate 
pay threshold 

0% 0% 0% 20% 40% 52% 

Additional 
increase above 
1% to deliver a 
2% uplift 

£0 £0 £0 £408 £420 £433 

Proposed Pay 
point 

£37,740 £39,015 £40,290 £41,565 £42,840 £44,115 

 

Example 2:  based on maintaining the same percentage between pay points: 

• In this second example the proposal is to apply additional increases of up to 2 per 
cent to maintain the same 3.2 per cent difference between pay points.  

• The cost of providing the £407 top-up for staff on the Min+3 pay point would be 
costed under the cost of the 2 per cent uplift for staff earning between the Lower 
and Intermediate Thresholds (£25,000-£40,000). This is because only 18 per cent of 
the difference between Min+3 and the Minimum is above the £40,000 
Intermediate pay threshold.  

• Similarly, the costs for providing the additional £420 top-up for staff on the Min+4 
point would also be costed under the 2 per cent uplift for staff earning between the 
Lower and Intermediate Thresholds (£25,000-£40,000) as again it meets the 50 per 
cent criteria.  

• The cost of providing the £433 top-up for staff on the pay range Maximum would 
require to be costed from the flexibilities to address inequalities. This is because 
more than half (52 per cent) of the difference between Minimum and the 
Maximum is above the £40,000 Intermediate pay threshold. 

• The 3.2 per cent difference between the current pay points is unchanged after 
applying the above “smoothing”.  
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Current Pay 
point 

Minimum 
£37,000 

Min+1 
£38,184 

Min+2 
£39,406 

Min+3 
£40,667 

Min+4 
£41,968 

Maximum 
£43,311 

Difference 
between pay 
point and the 
minimum 

£0 £1,184 £2,406 £3,667 £4,968 £6,311 

Amount above 
the £40,000 
Intermediate 
pay threshold 

£0 £0 £0 £667 £1,968 £3,311 

Percentage 
above the 
£40,000 
Intermediate 
pay threshold 

0% 0% 0% 18% 40% 52% 

Additional 
increase above 
1% to deliver a 
2% uplift 

£0 £0 £0 £407 £420 £433 

Proposed Pay 
point 

£37,740 £38,948 £40,194 £41,480 £42,808 £44,177 
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The application of “smoothing” increases for pay ranges which are above the Intermediate 
pay threshold  

3.51 A public body may propose to pay “smoothing” increases of more than 1 per cent 
on pay points in pay ranges which sit above the Intermediate pay threshold (£40,000) to 
address any possible “leapfrogging” and/or to maintain the integrity of their current pay 
systems. The level of increases within a pay range may be tapered to mitigate the impact on 
the pay gap between pay ranges. 
 
3.52  In such cases, an overall increase of up to 2 per cent may be made to staff who are 
currently on a pay points that are above the Intermediate pay threshold (£40,000). The cost 
of applying increases above the 1 per cent basic award will be costed from the flexibilities to 
address inequalities.  
 
What is the increase for staff earning above the Upper pay threshold? 

3.53 The policy limits the basic pay increase for those with a current full-time equivalent 
base salary above the Upper pay threshold (£80,000) to £800.  
 
3.54 The £800 is the limit on the increase in base pay. Where an individual is eligible, 
they may also receive a progression increment in addition to this, if this is proposed for 
other employees. It is noted all proposed increases will be subject to any established policy 
a public body has on pay protection and/or linking pay to performance (see paragraph 3.9). 
 
3.55 In determining the level of increase for those staff earning above the Upper pay 
threshold (£80,000), each public body should take in to account the progressive approach 
set out in this pay policy and what they propose for other staff to ensure that pay 
inequalities are not introduced or exacerbated.  
 
What can a public body do if they have staff whose base pay is currently just above the 
Upper pay threshold? 

3.56 A public body may propose to pay a higher “smoothing” increase of up to 1 per 
cent to staff who are currently on a base salary that is just over the Upper pay threshold 
(£80,000) to address any possible “leapfrogging” and to maintain the integrity of their 
current pay system. If less than half (50 per cent) of the pay range is above the Upper pay 
threshold (£80,000), the cost of applying the 1 per cent can be included within the costs for 
those above the Upper pay threshold. If more than half (50 per cent) of the pay range is 
above the Upper pay threshold (£80,000), the proportion of the cost of applying 1 per cent 
which is above the £800 limit must be included under the costs for the paybill flexibilities. 
See paragraphs 3.35 to 3.41 for an example on the application for staff just above the Lower 
pay threshold.  
 
How should pay increases be applied to part-time employees? 

3.57 The policy intention is for all increases to be based on an individual’s full-time 
equivalent salary so that part-time employees will receive all increases on a pro-rata basis. 
The reason for this, is that it is the most equitable approach and maintains the integrity of 
existing pay and grading structures. This approach provides all staff in the same grade 
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and/or job weight the same proportionate increase, ensuring equal pay for like work or 
work of equal value.   
 
3.58 However, the pay policy provides scope for employers to take their own decisions 
in this regard. It does not prevent individual employers choosing to submit proposals to pay 
the same level of increase to all staff regardless of work-pattern to address their own 
specific circumstances. The additional cost above the pay policy limits would require to be 
met from the paybill flexibilities (paragraphs 3.71 to 3.75) allowed in the pay policy to 
address inequalities.  
 
3.59 If the same consolidated monetary increase was paid to all employees regardless of 
hours worked this could undermine some pay and grading structures. It could also create a 
legacy of a future higher base salary for some individuals solely as a result of part-time 
working, compared within other employees with the same length of time in post but have 
worked full-time. There is also a risk that to pay all staff the same increase regardless of 
hours worked could undermine working relations between employees. 
 
3.60 This may be better illustrated by the following two examples where the full-time 
and part-time equivalent salaries are above and below the Lower and Intermediate 
thresholds based on a full-time working week of 37 hours although the principles would be 
the same for a 35 hour working week. 
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Example 1: based on salaries above and below the Lower pay threshold: 

Employee A: works full-time with a salary of £24,000 
Employee B: works part-time with a take-home salary of £24,000 (based on a full-time 
equivalent salary of £ 35,520) 
Employee C: works full-time with a salary of £35,520 
 

Employee Hours  
Current 
salary 

Current 

Hourly 
rate* 

Increase 
Revised 
Salary 

Revised 
Annual 

Salary FTE 

Revised 
Hourly 
rate* 

A 37 £24,000 £12.43 £800 £24,800 £24,800 £12.84 

B 25 £24,000 £18.39 £800 £24,800 £36,704 £19.00 

C 37 £35,520 £18.39 2% £36,230 £36,230 £18.76 

*Annual salary divided by hours worked and 52.2 weeks per year 

 
In this example, both employee A and employee B have a salary of £24,000 regardless of 
hours worked, however the full-time employee’s (employee A) current hourly rate is £12.43 
compared with the part-time employee (employee B) of £18.39. Therefore, if the part-time 
employee (employee B) were to receive a £800 increase, on the basis that their take-home 
pay was less than £25,000, this would mean that their hourly rate following the pay increase 
would then be higher than their full-time equivalent co-worker (employee C) on the same 
grade and equivalent full-time pay point (£19.00 compared with £18.76). 
 
Example 2: based on salaries above and below the Intermediate pay threshold: 

Employee A: works full-time with a salary of £38,000 
Employee B: works part-time with a take-home salary of £38,000 (based on a full-time 
equivalent salary of £ 46,867) 
Employee C: works full-time with a salary of £46,867 

Employee Hours  
Current 
salary 

Current 

Hourly 
rate* 

Increase 
Revised 
Salary 

Revised 
Annual 

Salary FTE 

Revised 
Hourly 
rate* 

A 37 £38,000 £19.67 2.0% £38,760 £38,760 £20.07 

B 25 £38,000 £24.27 2.0% £38,760 £47,804 £24.75 

C 37 £46,867 £24.27 1% £47,335 £47,335 £24.51 

*Annual salary divided by hours worked and 52.2 weeks per year 

 
In this example, both employee A and B have a salary of £38,000 regardless of hours 
worked, however the full-time employee’s current hourly rate is £19.67 compared with the 
part-time employee of £24.27. Therefore if the part-time employee were to receive a 2 per 
cent increase, on the basis that their take-home pay was less than £40,000, this would mean 
that their hourly rate, following the pay increase, would then be higher than their full-time 
equivalent co-workers on the same grade and equivalent full-time pay point (i.e. £24.75 
compared with £24.51). 
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What is the position on progression?  

3.61 Nothing in the policy is intended to interfere with existing pay progression 
arrangements or to constrain discussions between employers and staff on this issue. 
However, any progression increase should not result in an individual exceeding their 
recognised pay maxima. If for any reason that it does, then the balance up to the 
guaranteed amount must be paid as non-consolidated.   
 
3.62 Where there is no contractual commitment to pay progression, bodies may 
continue to pay progression if they choose to, subject to any established policy they have on 
pay protection and/or linking pay to performance (see paragraph 3.9). Decisions taken to 
pay progression should be based on business needs, maintaining headcount and 
affordability.  
 
3.63 It remains a matter for individual public bodies and their staff representatives to 
agree a pay settlement that is affordable. However, where there are affordability pressures, 
decisions may be required on whether to cap progression increases, or suspend progression 
in order to maintain headcount and services, and meet the policy requirements for lower 
paid staff within the agreed financial settlement. In taking such decisions, consideration is 
required to ensure that no direct or indirect discrimination is introduced or perpetuated. In 
addition, if there is any proposed change to existing progression arrangements, 
consideration should be given to the impact for future years to ensure the public body is 
able to meet its equality obligations. The pay policy encourages public bodies to continue 
work towards ensuring maximum journey times are no more than 5 years. Where there are 
affordability pressures, the public body must contact the Finance Pay Policy team and their 
sponsor division and Finance Business Partner at the earliest opportunity. 
 
3.64 Where necessary, public bodies must ensure they have sought legal advice as to 
the extent of contractual obligations in relation to paying progression. 
 
3.65 All proposals to cap or suspend progression will be considered by Remuneration 
Group. The supporting business case should include the rationale for the decision, taking 
into account affordability and legal advice. 
 
3.66 The cost of paying progression under existing arrangements continues to be costed 
outwith the pay policy limits (see paragraph 3.69) and, as with all pay increases, will require 
to be met fully from within the agreed budget provision. Where a public body proposes to 
make a change to existing progression arrangements, such as reducing journey times, the 
cost of introducing the change should be included within the 0.5 per cent flexibilities 
allowed to address pay inequalities. 
 
3.67 The cost of progression should be based on a full 12 month cost regardless of 
whether or not a public body awards increments to staff based on individual anniversary 
dates. Therefore, the cost should not be scaled down to the cost payable within the pay 
remit period if that is different. Any savings arising from paying staff on individual 
anniversary dates should take in to account the residual progression costs from the previous 
year. The savings may be noted for affordability of the pay remit but may not be used to off-
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set the costs of any proposals which seek to address pay inequalities, as detailed in 
paragraphs 3.71 to 3.75. 
 
What is included within the pay policy limits? 

3.68 All increases to pay must be included within the specified pay policy limits set out 
for 2021-22 unless they are specifically identified to address evidenced equality issues, and 
it is proposed to seek to use the flexibilities within the pay policy outlined in paragraphs 
3.71 to 3.75. Increases within the limits will include: 

• The basic award including the specified low pay measures (see paragraph 3.23). 

• The cost of any payment to staff on pay protection  
 
What are outwith the pay policy limits?  

3.69 The following costs are all outwith the respective pay policy limits for basic pay 
increases:  

• progression  

• flexibility to use paybill savings to address inequalities 

• introducing assistance with green transport initiatives  

• proposals which carry a notional cost (where there is no actual cost to the 
employer) 

• the ancillary increases to allowances, overtime, employer’s pension and National 
Insurance contributions as a result of the pay proposals.  

 
3.70 For costs that are outwith the pay remit refer to 3.21 and 3.22 .  

 
Does the pay policy provide flexibility for public bodies to use paybill savings to address 
inequalities? 

3.71 Public bodies will be able to use paybill savings, of up to an additional 1 per cent of 
baseline salaries (see paragraph 1.4), to address any or all of the following: 

• Considering affordable and sustainable changes to their existing pay and grading 
structures, or terms and conditions to address evidenced equality issues.  

• Address inequalities arising from recruitment and retention issues. 

• Addressing pay coherence and closer alignment to equivalent Scottish Government 
pay ranges and/or terms and conditions. 

 
What is required if a public body is seeking to use paybill savings to address inequalities? 

3.72 The following sets out some examples of the types of proposals that public bodies 
might submit to address inequalities:  

• Reducing any gender pay gap and/or the overall pay gap between the highest and 
lowest earners. 

• Applying “smoothing” increases to remove the risk of “leapfrogging” and reduce 
the impact of the stepped increases on existing pay and grading structures. 

• Reviewing and redesigning existing pay and grading structures, including: 
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▪ reducing progression journey times (removing minima and/or recalibrating pay 
steps)  

▪ recalibrating existing pay steps 

▪ reducing and/or removing overlaps between grades 

▪ See paragraphs 3.76 and 3.77 for further detail. 

• Applying higher increases to work towards standardising rates of pay (pay 
coherence).  

• Equalising contractual and working hours. 

• Removing / changing out-dated allowances. 

• Changes to wider HR policies, including: 

▪ increases to maternity, paternity and adoption leave 

▪ changes to recruitment/promotion policies to encourage greater uptake of 
individuals with a protected characteristic, where they are under-represented 
in a specific grade or grades  

▪ reviewing service related benefits such as reducing the qualifying time for 
maximum annual leave entitlement. 

• Future-proofing for the real Living Wage and National Living Wage. 
 
3.73 To assist public bodies in framing their proposals, the following sets out some 
guiding principles/benchmarks:  

• Public bodies should aim to have journey times of no more than 5 years for all 
grades. 

• The proposed changes should not result in terms and conditions becoming more 
generous than the majority of other public bodies, in particular the Scottish 
Government. 

• Any proposed increases to existing band maxima of more than the limits set out in 
the 2021-22 pay policy, should not result in the band maxima exceeding the median 
of the equivalent market maxima by more than 5 per cent. 

• Public bodies should aim to have a maximum qualifying time for annual leave 
entitlement of no more than 5 years. 

 
3.74 Where a public body provides clear evidence of equality issues, they must 
demonstrate each of the following points. 

• The cost does not exceed 0.5 per cent of baseline salaries (plus any carry forward of 
flexibilities from 2020-21) (see paragraph 1.4) 

• The proposals can be evidenced to show a tangible improvement (such as reducing 
the overall gender pay gap) 

• The cost of making the changes can be wholly funded from paybill savings. 
However, where a public body has difficulty in meeting the full cost from paybill 
savings, but meets the other criteria outlined, they are invited to contact the 
Finance Pay Policy team and their Sponsor team (where applicable) to discuss 
options 

• A risk assessment of being able to deliver the identified paybill savings  
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• The proposed changes are sustainable (i.e. they do not create pressure on future 
baseline paybills). 

 
3.75 See the worked example on using paybill savings to address equality issues 
(paragraph 3.132). 
 
What is required if a public body submits proposals for amending or restructuring their 
pay and reward system? 

3.76 If a public body is developing proposals that make any changes to their existing pay 
and grading structure it should take into account the following points: 

• The wider read across of their proposals for other public bodies. 

• The pay policy expectation is that any new pay range maxima should not result in it 
being more than 5 per cent above the median of the maxima in the relevant labour 
market. In most instances, the expectation is for the relevant labour market to be 
the other public bodies subject to the Public Sector Pay Policy.  Public bodies should 
ensure any job evaluation scheme they use enables them to fully utilise this data. 

• There is no similar expectation for the pay range minima. However, public bodies 
should ensure that any proposed increases to a pay range minima will not result in 
paying above the relevant market for that grade or build in future paybill pressures 
as a result of paying new recruits and/or promotees a higher starting salary.  

• Affordability and sustainability – public bodies undergoing pay system review, 
redesign and reconstruction are permitted to address structural costs in their remits. 
They are expected to confirm the changes are affordable and sustainable in the years 
following the implementation of the restructuring. To demonstrate this public bodies 
are expected to provide projected annual progression costs for the 3 years following 
implementation of the restructuring. 

 
3.77 Where a public body is considering proposals which include restructuring their 
existing pay and grading system. they should discuss them with the Finance Pay Policy team 
at the earliest opportunity. 
 
Can a public body align to another public body’s pay proposals or submit joint pay 
proposals? 

3.78 The 2021-22 pay policy continues to encourage smaller14 bodies to consider making 
a business case to align with another appropriate existing pay system (such as the Scottish 
Government or another Agency / Non-Departmental Public Body) which will be referred to 
as the host public body.  
 
3.79 Thereafter, a brief review of the alignment arrangements should be carried out 
every three years to ensure it remains fit for purpose and continues to allow the body to 
recruit, retain and motivate its staff.  

 

                                                
14 A smaller public body, for this purpose, is defined to be one which employs around 100 staff (FTE) or less. 
This limit is based on capturing all public bodies in the lowest quartile for the number of staff employed in 
each of the public bodies directly subject to the pay policy.  
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3.80 Public bodies wishing to put forward a case to align to another public body’s pay 
system should speak to the Finance Pay Policy team in the first instance, and in advance of 
their 2021-22 settlement date. 
 
3.81 While the alignment arrangements continue to be available only for the smaller 
public bodies, there is no restriction on larger public bodies seeking to submit joint remit 
proposals where there are clear business benefits of doing so. Where two or more bodies 
propose to submit a joint pay remit they should seek early discussions with the Finance Pay 
Policy team.  
 
What happens if a public body is legally committed to elements of the pay award? 

3.82 There may be rare occasions when a public body is contractually obliged to pay 
progression or where the pay award is legally linked to that of another group of staff (such 
as local government employees), for example after the transfer of staff or the creation of a 
new public body. Where this is the case and the commitment is not compatible with 
meeting the requirements of the pay policy, the public body should set out in its business 
case: the basis of the contractual obligations; whether or not they have sought legal advice; 
how it intends to resolve the situation; the potential impact with other employees and the 
timeframe for its resolution. 
 
3.83 Public bodies should note the basis of approval of pay remits in paragraphs 3.123 to 
3.125 and ensure they do not create any new contractual obligations. 
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Staff pay remit approvals process 
 
What is the pay remit process in 2021-22? 

3.84 Pay proposals will be assessed by the Finance Pay Policy team, and where relevant 
in conjunction with the Sponsor team using a risk-based approach to the pay remit process. 
Based on some key indicators, each public body will be assigned to one of three remit 
processes. The following chart summarises the 2021-22 risk assessment process:  
 

 
3.85 For the purpose of the 2021-22 risk assessment, the rating for the 2021-22 remit 
will be based on the following criteria: 

Risk Assessment*

Yes No

Yes NoYes No

Af fordabi l i t y  conf i rmed 

& no other issues t hat  

might  impact  on t he remi t

Af f ordabi l i t y  conf i rmed 

& no other issues t hat  

might  impact  on t he remi t

Yes No

Yes No

Out l ine proposals wi t h in 

pay  pol icy  f ramework?

Out l ine proposals wi t h in 

pay  pol icy  f ramework?

Yes

Is t he 2020-21 out t urn 

rated Red ?

Is t he 2020-21 out t urn 

rated Green?

Proposals requi re t o be 

considered by  

Remunerat ion Group

No

Proposals requi re t o 

be considered by  

Remunerat ion Group

Fast -t rack

process

St reaml ined 

process

Medium 

Risk

High 

Risk

St reaml ined 

process

Ful l  pay  

remi t  

process

The publ ic body  can go ahead and work up detai led proposals in conjunct ion 

wi t h  t hei r Staf f  Representat iv es/Trade Unions but  would requi re t o seek f ormal  

approv al  prior t o conclud ing f ormal  pay  negot iat ions.

The publ ic body  requi res t o hav e t hei r pay  proposals considered by  t he Scot t ish 

Gov ernment 's Remunerat ion Group prior t o engaging in f ormal  negot iat ions.

Low 

Risk

Fast -t rack

process

The publ ic body  can go ahead and engage in f ormal  pay  negot iat ions. The publ ic 

body  would t hen only  be requi red t o prov ide set t lement  inf ormat ion once t he 

pay  award was implemented.

* The Scot t ish Gov er nment 's pay  pr oposals r equir e to  be appr ov ed by  Scot t ish M inister s.

   Analogue bodies w ill be r ated low  r isk

Proposals requi re t o 

be considered by  

Remunerat ion Group
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Rating Criteria 

Low Risk 
 
 
 

Fast-track 
process 

The 2021-22 remit will be rated low risk if both of the 
following apply:  

• the 2020-21 outturn is rated Green.  

• the 2021-22 proposals are in line with pay policy and are 
affordable. 

Medium risk 
 
 
 

Streamlined 
Process 

The 2021-22 remit will be rated as medium risk if any of the 
following apply: 

• the 2020-21 outturn is rated either Green or Amber. 

• the 2021-22 remit is affordable but includes proposals to 
use the flexibilities to address inequalities which require 
Remuneration Group consideration. 

• the 2021-22 remit includes proposals for restructuring. 

High risk 
 
 
 

Full pay remit process 

The 2021-22 remit will be rated as high risk if any of the 
following applies: 

• the 2020-21 outturn is rated Red. 

• the 2021-22 remit proposals are outwith pay policy. 

• the 2021-22 remit proposals are not affordable. 

 
3.86 This process provides greater autonomy to public bodies and reduces the time 
required for approval of pay proposals. The process also underpins the pay policy 
expectation for public bodies to actively engage with their staff representatives / trade 
unions as early as possible in the pay round as part of a positive partnership approach to pay 
negotiations. Regardless of the risk rating, the pay policy expects public bodies and their 
trade unions to have constructive and collaborative pay scoping discussions prior to the 
public body submitting their outline proposals. 
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What should a public body provide for the risk assessment of their outline pay proposals? 

3.87 All public bodies will be required to complete an assessment proforma in which 
they are asked to provide:  

• 2020-21 Outturn information.  

• The 2021-22 baseline position.  

• Indicative costs for applying the basic pay increases, progression and where 
relevant, proposals under the flexibilities. 

• Forecast paybill savings and the likelihood of being able to deliver these savings, 
particularly if the proposals include using the flexibilities to address inequalities.  

 
3.88 Public bodies will also be asked to provide a brief outline of their pay proposals, in 
particular details of any changes proposed to existing pay and grading structures or terms 
and conditions to address pay inequalities.  
 
3.89 The sponsor division and Finance Pay Policy team will comment on the outline 
proposals. It will be the responsibility of the sponsor division to highlight any issues or 
affordability pressures and along with the Finance Business Partner approve the optimum 
funding envelope. The Finance Pay Policy team will advise on the risk rating of the proposals 
and provide guidance, if necessary, to ensure the proposals remain in line with pay policy. 
This rating will then provide the framework for public bodies to engage in formal pay 
negotiations with their Staff Representatives/trade unions. 
 
How will the outturn be assessed? 

3.90 The previous year’s outturn information is required be provided as part of the 
current year’s pay proposals. As noted in paragraphs 2.10 to 2.12, it is the responsibility of 
the Chief Executive or Accounting Officer to confirm the outturn is within the approved 
remit, and the assumptions made in respect of savings to fund the pay award were met.  
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3.91 The Finance Pay Policy team will rate the outturn for the previous year as follows: 

Rating Criteria 

Green 

The outturn will be rated as Green if all of the following apply: 

• the settlement information for 2020-21 has been provided and 
confirms the pay award was implemented within the approved remit. 

• the outturn is fully in line with the approved remit (it did not exceed 
the limits of the approved remit; all changes to pay structures were 
implemented as approved; all conditions placed on approval had been 
met; and where appropriate, all assumptions about paybill savings are 
still valid) and this has been confirmed by the Chief Executive. 

• any paybill changes are attributable to factors not directly related to 
the approved remit. 

Amber 

The outturn will be rated as Amber if any of the following apply: 

• the settlement information for 2020-21 has not been provided. 

• the outturn exceeded the approved limits, and there is insufficient 
information to determine that any other paybill changes are 
attributable to factors not directly related to the approved remit. 
However, the increase in paybill per head indicates proposals were 
implemented as approved. 

• the savings identified in the approved remit have not been fully 
realised but were sufficient to cover the costs of implementing any 
changes to address inequalities. 

Red 

The outturn will be rated as Red if any of the following apply: 

• the implemented pay award differed from the basis of the approved 
remit. 

• the outturn exceeded the approved limits; there is insufficient 
information to determine that any other paybill changes are 
attributable to factors not directly related to the approved remit 
and/or the increase in paybill per head is higher than the approved 
remit. 

• the savings identified in the approved remit have not been fully 
realised and were insufficient to cover the costs of implementing any 
changes to address inequalities. 

• the public body did not comply with any conditions placed on 
approval. 

 
3.92 If the outturn is rated as Red, the public body must provide an explanation as to 
why the outturn was exceeded and the current remit and outturn must be considered by 
the Remuneration Group.  
 
3.93 Where a public body has exceeded the approved remit and the increase cannot be 
explained by changes in staffing over the year, or has moved away materially from the basis 
of that remit, then the Remuneration Group may refer the outturn and the current remit 
proposals to Ministers. The Remuneration Group expect Ministers will take action where 
the explanation is not adequate. The potential consequences of significantly exceeding a 
remit in such circumstances are set out in paragraphs 3.126 to 3.131. 
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What is required under the fast-track (low risk) process? 

3.94 Where a public body has been assigned to the fast-track process then they are able 
implement the negotiated pay award without further recourse to the Scottish Government, 
if it is within the terms of the approved remit. If there are any changes to the approved 
remit then the public body should speak to the Finance Pay Policy team before concluding 
pay negotiations (see paragraphs 3.125 to 3.126).  
 
3.95 The public body would then be required to submit a settlement proforma within 1 
month of the pay award being implemented (see paragraphs 3.127 to 3.128). 
 
What is required under the streamlined (medium risk) process? 

3.96 Where a public body has been assigned to the streamlined process they would be 
required to obtain approval to their pay remit proposals prior to concluding formal pay 
negotiations and implementing the pay award.  The pay remit proposals will be rated as set 
out in 3.85 and this will determine who approves the pay remit (paragraphs 3.102 to 3.109).  
 
3.97 All public bodies are required to submit a settlement proforma within 1 month of 
the pay award being implemented (see paragraphs 3.127 to 3.128). 
 
What is required under the full pay remit (high risk) process? 

3.98 Where a public body has been assigned to the full pay remit process they would be 
required to submit their pay proposals, with the necessary supporting information, for 
approval by the Scottish Government’s Remuneration Group prior to engaging in formal pay 
negotiations. Where the Remuneration Group consider the proposals as novel or have the 
potential of a wider read-across to other public bodies, they may decide to refer them to 
Ministers. 
 
3.99 Once the pay remit has been approved the public body is able to engage in formal 
pay negotiations with its trade unions. It is then able to implement the negotiated pay 
award without further recourse to the Scottish Government if it is within the terms of the 
approved remit. If there are any changes to the approved remit then the public body should 
speak to the Finance Pay Policy team before concluding pay negotiations (see paragraphs 
3.125 to 3.126). 
 
3.100 All public bodies are required to submit a settlement proforma within 1 month of 
the pay award being implemented (see paragraphs 3.127 to 3.128). 
 
What if the proposals have been rated Red? 

3.101 If the current remit proposals are rated Red the public body will be required to 
revise its proposals to bring them in line with Public Sector Pay Policy before they can be 
given further consideration and before they can be submitted for approval. 
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Who approves the pay remit proposals? 

3.102 Ministers have decided some remits may be delegated to be approved by the 
Scottish Government’s Remuneration Group or senior officials depending upon their rating.  
 
Senior Officials 
 
3.103  Senior officials may approve proposals where the current remit is rated Green and 
the outturn is rated either Amber or Green. All other proposals will be considered by the 
Remuneration Group who will decide whether they can be approved or need to be brought 
to the attention of Ministers. This is summarised in the following table: 
 

Outturn Current remit proposals Decision 

 

 

Green or Amber 

 

 

Green 

Senior officials 

 

 

Red 

 

 

Green or Amber 

Remuneration Group 

 

 

Green or Amber 

 

 

Amber 

Remuneration Group 

 

 

Green or Amber or Red 

 

 

Red 

Requires further 
consideration as 

Remuneration Group 
would not be able to 

approve 
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3.104 Who approves the remit at senior official level will depend upon whether the public 
body is a NDPB, Public Corporation, Agency or Associated Department: 
 

Public body Portfolio approval Finance approval 

NDPB or Public Corporation 
Director of the relevant 
Sponsor Directorate15 

Director of Budget and 
Public Spending  

Agency 
Director General16 of the 
relevant Sponsor Directorate 

Director of Budget and 
Public Spending 

Associated Department Permanent Secretary 
Director of Budget and 
Public Spending 

 
3.105 Senior officials will consider the proposals and on the basis of the information 
provided will decide whether to approve the proposals, to seek further information or to 
refer them to Remuneration Group. 
 
Remuneration Group 
 
3.106 All proposals that require Remuneration Group consideration need to have the 
support of the relevant portfolio senior official.  
 

Public body Relevant senior official 

NDPB/ Public Corporation Director15 of the relevant Sponsor Directorate 

Agency Director General16 of the relevant Sponsor Directorate 

Associated Department Permanent Secretary 

 
3.107 The Remuneration Group will consider the proposals, which will include the Chief 
Executive’s foreword to the business case, the advice from the Sponsor team (where 
applicable), the Finance Business Partner (where applicable), the Finance Pay Policy team 
and the views of the portfolio senior official. On the basis of this information, the 
Remuneration Group will decide whether to approve the proposals, to seek further 
information or to refer them to Ministers. 
 
  

                                                
15 The Director may delegate this responsibility to a Deputy Director in specific circumstances where the 
Deputy Director has a closer working relationship with the public body, or when known leave commitments 
would result in the time required for senior official approval to be more than 2 weeks. 
16 The Director General may delegate this responsibility to the Sponsor Director when known leave 
commitments would result in the time required for senior official approval to be more than 2 weeks.  
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Ministers 
 
3.108 Examples of proposals that may be referred to Ministers include those where the 
outturn is rated as red and the Remuneration Group consider the supporting explanation to 
be inadequate; or where the current remit is novel or contentious; or where the remit is of 
particular interest to Ministers. Each decision will be made on a case-by-case basis but the 
Remuneration Group expects to approve most proposals under the delegated approval 
arrangements. If Ministerial approval is required, it will be the approval of the Cabinet 
Secretary for Finance and the relevant Portfolio Cabinet Secretary or Minister. 
 
3.109 The pay remit proposals for the Scottish Government’s main bargaining unit require 
to be approved by Ministers regardless of its rating. 
 
How long will approval take? 

3.110 Where a public body is required to submit a full pay remit the aim will be to 
approve this within 7 weeks.  

• This provides for up to 4 weeks for assessing the outturn and remit proposals and 
resolving queries with the Finance Pay Policy team and Sponsor team (where 
applicable). The aim is to conclude this assessment within a couple of weeks, but 
this will depend upon the complexity of the proposals, and the number of other 
remits submitted to the team at the time. Where possible the Finance Pay Policy 
team will try and advise on the likely length of time that might be required. 

• It could then take up to 3 weeks for the formal approval of proposals. During these 
3 weeks, the formal submission will be prepared and submitted to Remuneration 
Group for approval.  

 
3.111 Please note that if the proposals require to be approved by Ministers then this may 
take longer than 7 weeks. 
 
3.112 The Remuneration Group meets regularly throughout the year and the Finance Pay 
Policy team will be able to advise on meeting dates. If the deadline for the submission of 
papers is missed, the proposals will be put on the agenda of the next available meeting of 
the Remuneration Group. However, in exceptional circumstances, the submission may be 
put to the Remuneration Group in correspondence at the agreement of the Remuneration 
Group Secretariat and / or the Chair. 
 
3.113 To achieve the above timescales, it is important that the proposal each public body 
submits to the Finance Pay Policy team includes all the necessary information, and the 
public body responds timeously to any queries raised. The Finance Pay Policy team will aim 
to provide feedback on the  initial proposals within 5 working days.  
 
3.114 The following flow chart summarises the expected length of time which will be 
taken at each stage of the process: 
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Remit process

(1 )  Public bodies ar e ex pected to engage w ith their  Tr ade Unions in  pr epar ing their  dr af t  

       pr oposals pr ior  to  submit t ing their  assessment  pr ofor ma to the Scot t ish Gov er nment .

(2 )  The Scot t ish Gov er nment 's pay  pr oposals w ill fo llow  the st r eamlined pr ocess. 

      Analogue bodies w ill be r ated low  r isk.

(3 )  PB/ TUs must  infor m FPP of  any  issues ar ising dur ing pay  negot iat ions w hich may  r esult  

      in  any  implemented set t lement  dev iat ing f r om the basis of  the appr ov ed r emit .

The negot iat ing f ramework is considered approv ed and t he PB can engage in and 

conclude f ormal  negot iat ions wi t h  t hei r TUs 
(3)

. 

Once t he pay  set t lement  has been Implemented, PBs are requi red t o return t hei r 

set t lement  proforma t o t he FPP team wi t h in 1 month. Fai lure t o do so wi l l  resul t  

in a PB not  being assigned t o t he f ast -t rack process t he f ol lowing y ear.

The FPP team, and where relev ant , t he ST assess t he inf ormat ion 

prov ided, af f ordabi l i t y  and any  other known f actors  (See Risk 

Assessment  f low chart ) and adv ise on t he remi t  process
(2)

:

Publ ic Body  (PB) submi t s t hei r prev ious y ear's out t urn and oul t ine remi t  

proposals t o t he Finance Pay  Pol icy  t eam (FPP) and (where relev ant ) 

t hei r Sponsor Team (ST) 
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How will public bodies be notified of the outcome of the approval process? 

3.115 Once the pay proposals have been approved; a letter will be issued to the public 
body setting out the decision made and where appropriate any requirements or conditions 
made in respect of that decision. The public body can, if it wishes, request a meeting with 
Scottish Government officials to discuss the submission and the subsequent decision made. 
 
Who is required to submit a settlement proforma? 

3.116 All public bodies are required to complete a settlement proforma to confirm that 
the implemented settlement is wholly in line with pay policy. This confirmation will form an 
important part of the process to determine the risk rating for 2021-22 (see paragraph 0). 
 
What are public bodies who analogue or align to another public body expected to 
provide? 

3.117 All public bodies which align or analogue to another public body (referred to as the 
“host public body”) are dependent upon the host public body having an agreed settlement 
before they can determine the impact for their own staff. The public body should discuss 
the affordability of the host pay award with their Sponsor team prior to implementation. If a 
public body is not able to fully implement the host public body’s pay award then they should 
also discuss with the Finance Pay Policy team.  
 
3.118 Public bodies which align or analogue to another public body are expected to 
submit a completed settlement proforma once they have implemented the pay settlement. 
This will confirm that they have implemented the pay award in line with the host public 
body as well as providing the supporting pay and equalities information. 
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Staff pay discussions and negotiations 
 
When should a public body engage with its trade union(s)? 

3.119 The policy encourages all public bodies to have constructive and collaborative pay 
discussions with their relevant trade union(s) on the development of their overall pay and 
reward strategies, prior to submitting their assessment proforma and / or their remit for 
formal approval.  
 
3.120 However, while informal discussions can take place, public bodies must not enter 
into formal negotiations with their trade union(s) until their remit has been formally 
approved. Trade unions should note that points considered in informal discussions cannot 
be treated as agreed until the public body’s pay remit is approved. 
 
3.121 The approved pay remits sets out the public body’s maximum negotiating position 
within the pay policy limits, taking account of affordability, and this will set the parameters 
for detailed negotiations with their recognised trade union(s).  
 
3.122 If during pay discussions or negotiations any points arising regarding the application 
of the pay policy, public bodies and / or their trade unions are encouraged to speak with the 
Finance Pay Policy team to seek clarification.  
 
What is the policy on legal commitments? 

3.123 Approval of pay remits is on the basis that a public body does not enter into any 
legally-binding contractual agreements in trade union negotiations that effectively commits 
it to automatic costs in the future (i.e. beyond the duration of the approved remit). 
 
3.124 All existing legally-binding commitments should take into consideration 
affordability and potential financial constraints in current and future years. All public bodies 
are advised to take legal advice on the drafting of pay commitments to ensure these are 
affordable and consistent with the pay remit process. 
 
Can a public body make changes to its approved remit during negotiations? 

3.125 If, during negotiations, a public body is considering: entering into an agreement 
that exceeds the key pay metric percentages approved in its remit, or; deviating from the 
basis of approval, then the public body will need to contact the Finance Pay Policy team. The 
team will advise if the public body requires to revise its proposals and / or seek further 
approval from the Scottish Government. Changes proposed within the limits approved are a 
normal part of negotiations and should not need to be referred for further approval unless 
the Finance Pay Policy team consider them novel or contentious. 
 
3.126 Where a public body proposes to make any changes to its existing pay and grading 
structure, or any of its terms and conditions, at any time during the year and had not 
included the detail within the pay remit, they should contact the Finance Pay Policy team to 
discuss. The team will be able to advise if the changes require formal approval from the 
Scottish Government. Failure to notify the Finance Pay Policy team will result in the public 
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body’s outturn being rated Red and may result in further action as set out in paragraphs 
3.129 to 3.131. 
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Staff pay settlements 
 
What information is a public body required to provide once it has implemented its pay 
settlement? 

3.127 It is important that public bodies provide confirmation that they have implemented 
their pay settlement and met all the conditions made as part of their approved remit in the 
settlement proforma. The settlement proforma must be completed and returned to the 
Finance Pay Policy team within one month of a public body’s pay award being 
implemented.  
 
3.128 Public bodies should contact the Finance Pay Policy team if they require any 
assistance in providing any of the required information. 
 
What happens if a public body exceeds its pay remit? 

3.129 Ministers expect all public bodies to adhere to the basis on which their remit has 
been approved. If a public body exceeds the key pay metrics in the approved remit; or 
deviates from the basis on which the remit was approved; or negotiates changes to pay and 
conditions without detailing or costing them in the pay remit proposals, then they will be 
considered to have exceeded the approved pay remit.  
 
3.130 There may be circumstances that could not have been foreseen at the time the 
public body submitted its remit for approval. If this means the public body will exceed or 
deviate from its approved remit, they must contact the Finance Pay Policy team at the 
earliest opportunity. The Finance Pay Policy team will advise if the changes require to be 
considered by Remuneration Group. 
 
3.131 If Remuneration Group consider the issue needs to be brought to the attention of 
Ministers, it will then be the responsibility of the Sponsor team and Accountable Officer to 
justify the matter to the Portfolio Minister, and the Cabinet Secretary for Finance. Examples 
of this would be where the public body has significantly exceeded the approved remit, or 
has materially moved away from the basis of that remit. In such instances, the 
Remuneration Group expect Ministers will take action such as the capping of future pay 
remits or a governance review of the body. 
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Staff pay worked example  
 
Using the flexibility to use paybill savings to address equality issues   

3.132 The following example illustrates how the public body can choose to use the 
flexibility in the policy to use up to 1 per cent of identified paybill savings to address pay 
inequalities. 
  
The example is based on a public body with 140.0 FTE across 9 grades and includes seasonal 
staff.  

Current pay structure for staff (£) 

Grade Min Min+1 Min+2 Min+3 Min+4 Max 

A 17,965 18,465 18,965 - - 19,465 

Seasonal - - - - - 20,250 

B 20,250 20,750 21,250 21,750 - 22,250 

C 23,750 24,500 25,250 26,000 - 26,750 

D 29,000 30,000 31,000 32,000 33,000 34,000 

E 37,000 38,250 39,500 40,750 42,000 43,250 

F 46,000 47,500 49,000 50,500 52,000 53,500 

G 56,000 58,000 60,000 62,000 64,000 66,000 

H 70,000 72,750 75,500 78,250 81,000 83,750 

Staff profile (FTE)  

Grade Min Min+1 Min+2 Min+3 Min+4 Max 

A 1 4 2.5 - - 8.5 

Seasonal - - - - - 3.5 

B 2 8.5 9 4 - 6.5 

C 2 6.5 9.5 6.5 - 19.5 

D 1 5 2 1 1 5 

E 1 2.5 1 1 1 8.5 

F 1 2.5 1.5 0.5 0 4 

G 1 0 1 0 0 2 

H 0 1 0 1 0 1 
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Base salary costs (£) 

Total net baseline paybill for all staff, of which:  £4,211,315  

Below the Lower pay threshold of £25,000 £1,222,065  

Between the Lower and Intermediate pay thresholds: 
£25,000-£40,000 

£1,578,625  

Between the Intermediate and Upper pay thresholds: 
£40,000-£80,000 

£1,326,875  

Above the Upper pay threshold of £80,000 £83,750  

 

Summary of the proposals and costs for the proposed award as a percentage of baseline 
paybill: 

Increase applied Cost 
Percentage of 
base salaries 

Applying progression under existing arrangements £68,000 1.61% 

Applying the real Living Wage(1)      £0 0% 

£800 for those earning a full-time equivalent salary 
of £25,000 or less(1) 

   £50,978(2)(3) 1.21% 

2% increase for those with full-time equivalent 
salaries between £25,000 and £40,000 

  £35,395(4)(5)   0.84% 

1% increase for those with full-time equivalent 
salaries between £25,000 and £80,000 

  £13,069(5)   0.31% 

£800 basic pay increase for those earning £80,000 
and above  

 £800  0.02% 

Flexibilities – see breakdown below     £29,540 0.70% 

Total   £197,782 4.70% 

(1) The Grade A minimum has been increased by £800 which is more than the real Living Rate. 
(2) The £800 is pro-rated for part-time employees 
(3) This includes £4,578 to provide a top-up staff in Grade C on pay points (Min+2 and Min+3) which are just 
above the Lower pay threshold (£25,000). 
(3) This includes £828 to provide a top-up staff in Grade E on pay points (Min+3 and Min+4) which are just 
above the Intermediate pay threshold (£40,000). 
(5) The cost of the percentage basic award is after applying the progression increase   
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In this example it has been assumed that the public body has a carry forward of 0.3% of 
flexibilities providing a maximum pot of 0.8% of which it is proposed to use 0.74%.  
 
The flexibilities are costed as follows:  

Flexibility  Cost (£) 
Percentage of 
baseline paybill 

The cost of providing a £800 uplift on the Grade C 
pay maxima(1) 

6,890 0.16% 

The cost of providing a 2% uplift on the Grade E pay 
maxima(2) 

4,109 0.10% 

Removing Min+3 pay point in Grade B and 
equalising pay steps 

7,667 0.18% 

Removing Min+3 pay point in Grade C and 
equalising pay steps 

10,875 0.26% 

Total 29,540 0.70% 

(1) This is costed under the flexibilities as the maxima is 58% of the pay range above the £25,000 Lower pay 
threshold. (see worked example at paragraph 3.39). 
(2) This is costed under the flexibilities as the maxima is 52% of the pay range above the £40,000 
Intermediate pay threshold. (see worked example at paragraph 3.50).  

 

Proposed pay structure after applying just the basic pay increases (£)   

Grade Min Min+1 Min+2 Min+3 Min+4 Max 

A 18,765 19,265 19,765 - - 20,265 

Seasonal - - - - - 21,050 

B 21,050 21,550 22,050 22,550 - 23,050 

C 24,550 25,300 25,755 26,520 - 27,285 

D 29,580 30,600 31,620 32,640 33,660 34,680 

E 37,740 39,015 40,290 41,158 42,420 43,683 

F 46,460 47,975 49,490 51,005 52,520 54,035 

G 56,560 58,580 60,600 62,620 64,640 66,660 

H 70,700 73,478 76,255 79,033 81,800 84,550 
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Proposed pay structure after applying basic pay increases and flexibilities (£)   

Grade Min Min+1 Min+2 Min+3 Min+4 Max 

A 18,350 19,265 19,765 - - 20,265 

Seasonal - - - - - 21,050 

B 21,050 21,717 22,383 - - 23,050 

C 24,550 25,550 26,550 - - 27,550 

D 29,580 30,600 31,620 32,640 33,660 34,680 

E 37,740 39,015 40,290 41,565 42,840 44,115 

F 46,460 47,975 49,490 51,005 52,520 54,035 

G 56,560 58,580 60,600 62,620 64,640 66,660 

H 70,700 73,478 76,255 79,033 81,800 84,550 

 

Staff profile after applying the pay award (FTE)  

Grade Min Min+1 Min+2 Min+3 Min+4 Max 

A 1 0 4 - - 11 

Seasonal - - - - - 3.5 

B 0 2 8.5 - - 19.5 

C 0 2 6.5 - - 35.5 

D 0 1 5 2 1 6 

E 1 0 2.5 1 1 9.5 

F 0 1 2.5 1.5 0.5 4 

G 0 1 0 1 0 2 

H 0 0 1 0 1 1 
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4. Chief Executives 
 

Please note this section should be read in conjunction with sections 1 and 2. 
 

Key pay policy priorities and key metrics for Chief Executives in 
2021-22 

 

What are the key metrics that will be used to assess Chief Executive pay proposals? 

4.1 The key features of the 2021-22 pay policy are set out in paragraph 1.4. Each 
proposal will be assessed on the following: 

• affordability and sustainability - the financial impact of the pay remit proposals will 
be considered by the Sponsor team, public body, or policy team 

• application of the increases within the pay thresholds and the Scottish Chief 
Executive Pay Framework 

• comparability with the increases for other staff in the public body 
 
What costs must be included in the pay proposal? 

4.2 The pay proposal must include the cost of all proposed increases in pay (basic 
award and progression) and benefits as well as with the consequential increases to 
allowances, overtime rates, employer’s pension and National Insurance contributions that 
directly relate to the pay remit proposals.  
 
What is the increase for Chief Executives earning below the Upper pay threshold? 

4.3 For those Chief Executives currently earning less than £80,000, a maximum 1 per 
cent basic award may be made. The policy position is that this payment is in addition to any 
progression increase (where eligible).  
 
What is the increase for Chief Executives earning above the Upper pay threshold?  

4.4 For those Chief Executives currently earning £80,000 or more, the basic award is 
limited to a maximum of £800. The policy position is that this payment should be in addition 
to any progression increase (where eligible).  
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What is the position on progression for Chief Executives? 

4.5 Where a Chief Executive is eligible for pay progression this is limited to a maximum 
of 1.5 per cent and the increase should not result in the Chief Executive’s pay exceeding 
their pay range maxima.  
 
4.6 In calculating any award, the expectation is that progression, where eligible, will be 
considered first prior to applying the basic award.   
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Scottish Chief Executives Framework 
 

What is the Scottish Chief Executives Framework? 

4.7 In order to ensure consistency and fairness between the remuneration of Chief 
Executives, in public bodies covered by the pay policy, and senior staff employed in Scottish 
Government Agencies and Associated Departments, who are civil servants (and members of 
the Senior Civil Service), the salary and pay range of a Chief Executive must fall within the 
pay bands in the Scottish Chief Executive Framework.  
 
4.8 While there is an element of read-across between the Scottish Chief Executive Pay 
Framework and the Senior Civil Service Pay Framework, Chief Executives of NDPBs and 
Public Corporations are not civil servants and are neither subject to the Senior Civil Service 
Pay Framework nor its operation. 
 
4.9 The Scottish Chief Executive pay bands are uplifted annually in line with the pay 
policy and the Framework for 2021-22 is as follows: 

Scottish Chief Executive Framework 2021-22 (base pay) 

Pay Band Minimum Maximum Ceiling 

3 £111,621 £151,684 £222,550 

2 £92,266 £130,872 £175,098 

1A £76,137 £110,152 £140,134 

1 £65,550 £99,654 £128,531 

 
4.10 The salary and pay range of a Chief Executive is expected to lie within the minimum 
and maximum of the relevant Scottish Chief Executive Pay Band.  
 
4.11 In exceptional circumstances the Chief Executive’s pay range may extend beyond 
the maximum in the relevant Pay Band but this is only where there is robust market 
evidence in support of this.  
 
4.12 In all cases, the proposed pay range maximum must be within the ceiling of the 
relevant Pay Band within the Scottish Chief Executive Pay Framework and is expected to 
remain so. The minimum, maximum or ceiling of the Pay Band should not be taken as the 
Chief Executive’s pay range. 
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How does the Scottish Chief Executive Framework operate? 

4.13 The Scottish Chief Executive Framework operates on the basis of base pay with 
salary and pay ranges excluding any non-consolidated performance payment (bonus), 
pension and the cash value of any non-salary rewards. Some job evaluation systems also 
refer to total cash reward which might include a non-consolidated performance payment or 
bonus, pension and the cash value of any other non-salary rewards, but this should not be 
used in determining the market median for this purpose. However, the business case may 
set out differences in pension contributions, etc. if this is considered relevant.  
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Chief Executive remuneration packages  
 

How should a Chief Executive be paid? 

4.14 Chief Executives are expected to be paid through payroll with tax deducted at 
source in the same way as other employees. Payments must comply with the Tax Planning 
and Tax Avoidance section of the Scottish Public Finance Manual:  

www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Finance/spfm/taxavoidance 
 
What if a Chief Executive is considering a public appointment or Non-Executive 
Directorship? 

4.15 If a Chief Executive (or other senior employee) of a body covered by the Public 
Sector Pay Policy is considering accepting a public appointment or Non-Executive 
Directorship in addition to their existing role, then factors to be taken into account by the 
Chair / Board and Sponsor team of the employing body include: conflict of interest; time 
commitment; and remuneration. Such matters, including (where relevant) the need to liaise 
with the Sponsor team of the public body to which the individual might be appointed, are 
outlined in more detail in the Public Bodies Information Update 109 which is available on the 
Scottish Government website at: 
    www.gov.scot/publications/public-bodies-information-update-109-public-sector-pay-
policy/  
 
What needs to be taken into account when developing a new remuneration package for a 
Chief Executive? 

4.16 The following paragraphs are relevant where a new Chief Executive post is being 
created or where a review is being undertaken for an existing Chief Executive post (whether 
a change of incumbent or not). It also covers the appointments of a temporary or interim 
Chief Executive. 
 
4.17 A review of an existing Chief Executive’s remuneration package can include, for 
example, the introduction of or changes to non-pay rewards, such as a car, etc. or revisions 
to pension arrangements (for example: increases in employer’s contributions) where these 
are not mandatory. 
 
When should a review of a Chief Executive’s remuneration package be considered? 

4.18 While it is normally good practice to review remuneration arrangements on a 
regular basis, the Scottish Government would not expect a review of the Chief Executive’s 
remuneration package to be undertaken unless there has been a significant change in the 
role and responsibility of the post. 
 
4.19 The fact that a Chief Executive may have reached the maximum of the existing pay 
range or has fallen behind the market is not sufficient justification to review the pay range. 
Nor should the existing remuneration be used solely as the basis for establishing the new 
minimum of a proposed pay range.  
 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Finance/spfm/taxavoidance
http://www.gov.scot/publications/public-bodies-information-update-109-public-sector-pay-policy/
http://www.gov.scot/publications/public-bodies-information-update-109-public-sector-pay-policy/
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What should the business case contain? 

4.20 When developing a remuneration package for a Chief Executive, the following 
elements must be considered and covered in the business case, along with supporting 
evidence. This is summarised in the following table. 
 

Element Points to cover in business case Paragraphs 

Job evaluation score Job evaluation system used, date and results; 
date of increase in role / responsibility (where 
relevant) 

 

While the evaluation report need not be part of 
the Business Case, the Finance Pay Policy team 
will still require sight of it 

4.22 and 4.23  

Determination of Pay Band 
in Chief Executive Pay 
Framework 

Advice from the Finance Pay Policy team if new 
appointment or changes to the public body itself 

 4.22 to 4.24 

Comparator labour market Relevancy and justification of labour market 
selected; comparator organisations used; 
median of salaries in that labour market, date of 
sample 

 4.27 and 
4.28  

Internal referencing with 
the senior management 
team 

Set out the pay differential over senior 
management team; if differences are proposed 
set out justification / rationale 

4.29 

Proposed pay range Minima and maxima; further justification 
required if this exceeds the maximum in the 
Framework; must be less than the ceiling in the 
Framework 

 4.30 to 4.34  

Proposed starting salary Must be within lowest quartile, or clear 
justification for higher starting point 

4.35 and 4.36  
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Element Points to cover in business case Paragraphs 

Progression methodology Set out proposals, taking into account equalities 
obligations; anticipated journey time, etc.  

 

Journey times cannot be guaranteed and spine 
points should not be explicit in any pay range 

4.37 to 4.39 

For new appointments to 
existing posts expectation 
for a 10 per cent reduction 
in remuneration package 
over outgoing 

Confirmation this has been achieved or 
justification as to why not 

4.40 to 4.43 

Bonus arrangement Presumption against 4.44 

Pension Details and confirmation in line with other staff 4.45 to 4.47 

Car (or related allowance) Presumption against.  
If proposing, provide details and justification. 

4.49 to 4.51 

Life insurance or other 
health benefits 

Presumption against.  
If proposing, provide details, justification or 
confirmation in line with other staff 

4.52 to 4.53 

Relocation expenses Details and confirmation in line with other staff 4.54 

Value for money Comment required 4.55 

Affordability and 
sustainability 

Confirmation required 4.56 

 
What elements need to be considered when developing a remuneration package for a 
Chief Executive? 

4.21 There are a number of elements to consider as part of a remuneration package for 
a Chief Executive, but the first steps entail: 

• Determining the Pay Band in the Scottish Chief Executive Pay Framework 

• Identification of the relevant labour market (to determine the range maximum and 
setting of the pay range) 

 
What is required to determine the Scottish Chief Executive’s Pay Band? 

4.22 In order to determine the appropriate Pay Band in the Scottish Chief Executive Pay 
Framework you first need to establish the weight of the post. A formal job evaluation of the 
role and responsibilities of the Chief Executive post should be undertaken. The outcome of 
the job evaluation should provide an evaluation score which will inform which Pay Band in 
the Scottish Chief Executive Pay Framework the post might sit. 
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4.23 Normally, the job evaluation will be carried out by the public body, though where 
this is not possible the Scottish Government may be able to assist. In such circumstances, 
advice should be sought from the Finance Pay Policy team. If you are considering engaging 
external contractors to carry out this work, then the expectation is that you will notify your 
Sponsor team and the Finance Pay Policy team of your intention beforehand. 
 
4.24 The Finance Pay Policy team must be consulted in determining the identification of 
the appropriate Pay Band and approval will include the Pay Band as well as the 
remuneration. Note: it is not the proposed salary, proposed pay range or current Tier of the 
body (in relation to the Chair and Members Daily Fee Framework) that determines the Chief 
Executive’s Pay Band in the Scottish Chief Executive Pay Framework, but the job weight 
evaluation score of the role and responsibility of the Chief Executive post. 
 
What is the pay policy position on pay ranges and spot rates?  

4.25 The pay policy expectation is that a Chief Executive should be remunerated by way 
of a pay range (allowing individuals to progress, through the delivery of agreed objectives 
and by gaining experience, towards the maximum of the pay range which should reflect the 
market rate for the job). This is principally for two reasons. First, it provides that annual pay 
rises are, in part, based on performance; and secondly, provides a further incentive for a 
Chief Executive to perform well as they increase their knowledge and experience of the role.  
 
4.26 Only in exceptional circumstances would the appointment of a new Chief Executive 
on a spot rate be considered for approval. In such cases the spot rate should reflect the 
market rate for the job which is expected to be the median of base pay of similarly weighted 
posts in the relevant labour market (see paragraphs 4.27 and 4.28). 
 
What is the relevant labour market for determining the pay range? 

4.27 The business case must include clear and convincing market evidence to support 
the proposed pay range. Normally this would be the Scottish public sector labour market 
which includes Scottish public body Chief Executives in the same Pay Band. The Finance Pay 
Policy team can provide a list of comparable Chief Executives of Scottish public bodies and 
remuneration information. 
 
4.28 Public bodies may provide additional evidence where the labour market, from 
which the Chief Executive might be recruited, is wider in scope than the Scottish public 
sector labour market. In such circumstances, a public body must explain the appropriateness 
and relevance of that market data. Market comparisons should be made on the basis of 
similarly weighted posts. Before gathering such information, public bodies should discuss the 
scope of the proposed labour market with the Finance Pay Policy team. Normally, market 
data would exclude London-based posts. 
 
What is expected in regard to the remuneration of other senior roles within the public 
body? 

4.29 When developing pay range proposals, the public body must consider the 
relationship and pay differentials between the remuneration of the Chief Executive and 
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members of the senior management team (or the most senior level of Director below the 
Chief Executive). 
 
How should the proposed pay range for a Chief Executive be determined? 

4.30 The proposed pay range should be within the relevant Pay Band, taking into 
account the operation of the Scottish Chief Executive Pay Framework.  
 
4.31 The pay policy expectation is that the proposed pay range should lie within the 
minimum and maximum of the relevant Pay Band in the Scottish Chief Executive Pay 
Framework, taking in to account other factors such as the relevant labour market and the 
job weight and salary of other senior staff within the public body. It is not expected for the 
minimum and maximum (or ceiling) of the proposed pay range to be simply the minimum 
and maximum of that Pay Band in the Framework.  
 
4.32 Where the proposed pay range maximum is above the maximum of the relevant 
Pay Band in the Scottish Chief Executive Pay Framework, the business case will need to set 
out a robust case for offering remuneration at such a level and this must be supported by 
market evidence, including a note of any recruitment and retention aspects. In all cases, the 
proposed pay range should not exceed the ceiling of the relevant Pay Band in the 
Framework. 
 
4.33 Under no circumstances should the minimum, maximum or ceiling of the Pay Band 
be taken as the Chief Executive’s pay range. 
 
4.34 The pay policy expectation is that the maximum of the proposed pay range should 
be no greater than the median of base pay of similarly weighted posts in the relevant 
labour market. 
 
What factors must be considered when setting the salary? 

4.35 A public body must indicate the anticipated starting salary. The starting salary may 
be at any level between the minimum and the lowest quartile (25th percentile) of the 
approved pay range. If the proposed starting salary is beyond the lowest quartile then the 
public body should set out in its business case the proposed salary and why such a salary is 
considered necessary. 
 
4.36 Where a review is being proposed for an incumbent Chief Executive reflecting a 
significant change in the role and responsibility of that post (perhaps following a merger of 
bodies or additional responsibilities as a result of legislation, etc.), then the assimilation 
point on the proposed pay range should take into account the Chief Executive’s experience 
in that higher-weighted role (from the point when the significant change in the role and 
responsibility of that post commenced). 
 
What is the position on progression when setting a proposed pay range? 

4.37 Under the pay policy, future basic awards and progression cannot be guaranteed. 
When developing remuneration proposals it should be noted that no commitment to levels 
of future annual increases (basic award or progression) should be given. Future annual 
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increases will remain subject to the pay policy in place at that time and will require Scottish 
Government approval. Currently progression increases are limited to a maximum of 1.5 per 
cent for Chief Executives. 
 
4.38 No contractual obligation or expectation to annual increases should be created nor 
implied: spine points should not be a feature of any Chief Executive’s pay range as 
progression to such points cannot be guaranteed. Public bodies must ensure any contractual 
documentation is clear in this regard and the Finance Pay Policy team must be consulted on 
the remuneration clauses in draft contracts or letters of appointment (see paragraph 4.63).  
 
4.39 A public body must outline the approach to progression and journey time 
anticipated in determining the proposed pay range and demonstrate how this is affordable 
and sustainable in future. 
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Are you still required to achieve a 10 per cent reduction in the remuneration package? 

4.40 Since 2010, the pay policy has included the expectation that the remuneration of a 
new Chief Executive appointment will be at least 10 per cent lower than that of the outgoing 
Chief Executive. This expectation is predicated on the ability to fill the post with a suitable 
candidate having regard to external market levels, value for money and recruitment and 
retention issues.  
 
4.41 The whole remuneration package (salary, pay range, non-consolidated performance 
payment and any other non-salary rewards) should be considered as part of this 
expectation. This may be achieved by removing any existing bonus arrangement. Some of 
this reduction may be achieved simply by appointing a new Chief Executive on a salary less 
than that of the outgoing. 
 
4.42 There may be a case to apply a lesser reduction where there is evidence the role of 
the Chief Executive post has increased significantly; where the post was reviewed recently; 
or where the outgoing Chief Executive had only been in post for a short period of time. Such 
issues should be discussed with the Finance Pay Policy team in the first instance.  
 
4.43 The business case and submission for approval must clearly set out how this 
reduction is to be achieved or why a lesser reduction is being sought. 
 
What is the policy position on non-consolidated performance payments (bonuses)? 

4.44 All non-consolidated performance payments continue to be suspended in 2021-22. 
In addition, there is a presumption against provision for non-consolidated performance 
payments in all new Chief Executive contracts or following a review. 
 
What is the policy position on pension arrangements for Chief Executives? 

4.45 The pay policy expectation is that the pension arrangements for the Chief Executive 
should be in line with those for other staff of the public body. 
 
4.46 Any proposal to offer employer pension contributions beyond those required under 
the pension scheme, in order to increase the benefit for the postholder would require 
consideration by the Remuneration Group. 
 
4.47 There is a presumption against making payments to individuals in lieu of employer 
pension contributions, where they have withdrawn from or opted not to join the company 
pension scheme, whether as a result of annual or lifetime limits or for other reasons. All 
payments to individuals must comply with the Tax Planning and Tax Avoidance section of the 
Scottish Public Finance Manual: 

 www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Finance/spfm/taxavoidance 
 
What is the policy position on non-salary rewards? 

4.48 There may be a number of additional elements to the remuneration package 
offered to a Chief Executive over and above base pay. These are referred to as non-salary 
rewards. Where other staff employed by the public body benefit from such rewards, the 
arrangements which are to apply to the Chief Executive should be in line with these. Details 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Finance/spfm/taxavoidance
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of any such rewards must be included with any remuneration proposals when seeking 
Scottish Government approval. 
 
What is the policy position on cars? 

4.49 There is a presumption against the provision of a car (or related allowance). 
 
4.50 However, where a Chief Executive is required to travel extensively as part of their 
duties, it may be cost effective to make arrangements regarding a dedicated car (for 
example; lease car, car allowance, etc.). In all cases, the provision or introduction of a car (or 
related allowance) will require Scottish Government approval. Approval will be given only 
where a clear financial benefit and a business need can be demonstrated. 
 
4.51 Where a public body already has an agreed scheme for the provision of cars (or 
related allowance) for staff, any proposed arrangement should be in line with that scheme. 
Otherwise, a public body must set out in the business case a comparison of costings and 
implications of personal tax and insurance costs, that supports the proposed arrangement. 
This should also include other options considered, for example; a pool car and the 
arrangements in place for other staff.  
 
What is the policy position on life insurance and other health benefits? 

4.52 There is a presumption against the provision of life cover or private medical plans, 
etc. 
 
4.53 However, in the rare circumstances where a public body offers its staff life cover or 
a private medical plan or similar, the Chief Executive should be eligible to become a member 
of the scheme. In such circumstances, public bodies must still provide details of the scheme 
when seeking Scottish Government approval of the remuneration proposals. In the absence 
of any existing scheme, approval will not normally be given for such arrangements. Please 
discuss any other life cover / health related proposals with the Finance Pay Policy team. 
 
What is the policy position on relocation expenses? 

4.54 Eligibility for, and the levels of relocation expenses, should be in line with those for 
other staff of the public body. In the absence of such a scheme, relocation expenses should 
be in line with that for the Scottish Government. Exceptionally, relocation expenses beyond 
such arrangements may be paid but only where this is necessary to secure the best 
candidate. In such circumstances, public bodies must consult the Finance Pay Policy team 
before reaching agreement with the incoming Chief Executive. 
 
What is the policy position on affordability and sustainability?  

4.55 The remuneration (pay range, salary and any other financial and non-salary 
rewards) must demonstrably provide value for money in the use of public resources and be 
no more than is necessary to attract, retain and motivate staff, on a sustainable basis, to 
deliver public functions. 
 
4.56 Long-term affordability of the proposals is important and the public body must 
confirm it considers the proposals are affordable and sustainable. Proposals are expected to 
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be affordable within existing resources. However, where additional resources are required, 
these must be set out clearly. In all cases, the Sponsor team must confirm the affordability 
and sustainability of proposals, seeking the views of the relevant Finance Business Partner 
where appropriate. 
 
What is expected in regard of equalities legislation? 

4.57 Public bodies must take into account their obligations under equalities legislation 
when determining a pay range for the Chief Executive and must include confirmation of this 
when submitting any proposals for approval. 
 
What about temporary Chief Executives? 

4.58 Any proposals to appoint a temporary, interim or acting Chief Executive (for 
example, a member of staff on temporary promotion) must first be discussed with the 
Finance Pay Policy team prior to implementing such an arrangement. The Finance Pay Policy 
team can advise on remuneration arrangements for such appointments and whether 
approval might be required. 
 
4.59 If the proposed temporary Chief Executive is to be an internal candidate, then the 
proposed salary should be based on the public body’s existing temporary responsibility 
allowance or temporary promotion scheme. If there is no temporary responsibility 
allowance or temporary promotion scheme in place, the arrangement should mirror that for 
Scottish Government staff. In such instances there is no requirement to deliver a 10 per cent 
reduction in the overall remuneration package for a temporary post. 
 
4.60 Should a fixed-term appointment be considered appropriate, then the approval 
process for new appointments, as outlined earlier in this section, should be followed and 
approval by the relevant senior officials or the Remuneration Group will be required. The 
business case will need to set out the term and period of notice on termination and whether 
any compensation on termination may be payable. The relevant Finance Business Partner 
will still be required to confirm the value for money aspects of the proposal. 
 
4.61 Remuneration arrangements for a temporary Chief Executive may differ to those for 
the outgoing Chief Executive and should not necessarily have a bearing on those of any 
future permanent Chief Executive. 
 
What to do if you want to vary a new remuneration package after it has been approved 
 
4.62 If, during negotiations with a prospective candidate, consideration is given to a 
remuneration package that differs from the one approved, a public body must seek the 
advice of the Finance Pay Policy team before any agreement is reached. The Finance Pay 
Policy team will advise whether approval by the relevant senior officials or the 
Remuneration Group will be required. No commitment should be given to the prospective 
candidate until appropriate Scottish Government approval has been obtained. Sufficient 
time should be built in to the recruitment process to accommodate such an eventuality. 
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Do you have to seek approval for the terms in a new contract? 

 
4.63 It is a requirement of approval that a public body must consult the Finance Pay 
Policy team on the remuneration clauses in the draft contract before it is agreed. The public 
body must take particular care to ensure the letter of appointment does not give rise to any 
contractual expectation which goes beyond that in any contract or the remuneration 
package as agreed by the Remuneration Group. 
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Chief Executives approvals process 
 

What must you do to seek approval of proposals? 

4.64 The relevant Scottish Government approval must be obtained prior to 
implementing any pay proposals and prior to advertising, negotiating a remuneration 
package or appointing a Chief Executive. Please ensure sufficient time to obtain this is built 
into any timetable. 
 
4.65 Where no change is proposed, the public body simply confirms details of the 
current remuneration package on the Chief Executive proforma and submits that jointly to 
the Finance Pay Policy team and the Sponsor team. 
 
4.66 If proposals are simply to apply the annual uplift in line with pay policy, then a 
completed Chief Executive proforma, signed-off by the Chair of the public body should be 
sent jointly to the Finance Pay Policy team and the Sponsor team. Any proposals that go 
beyond that, will need to provide further information in line with the approval route set out 
in the following chart. 
 
4.67 The Staff Pay Remits approval approach (fast-tracked, streamlined, full remit) 
should not determine how the pay proposals for the Chief Executive are approved.  Chief 
Executive pay proposals should follow the steps outlined in this chapter.  
 
Who is going to approve your remuneration proposals? 

4.68 The Finance Pay Policy team will assess all remuneration proposals and confirm the 
relevant approval route. The approval route will depend on the circumstances of your 
proposals as set out below and in the following chart. 
 
4.69 The extent to which a new appointment requires actual Ministerial approval is 
dependent on the legislative arrangements for that particular public body. However, in all 
cases, Scottish Government approval of the proposed remuneration package is required 
before the post is advertised; contracts agreed; or the appointment is made. Potential 
remuneration packages should not be discussed with prospective candidates until Scottish 
Government approval has been given. 
 
4.70 Approval will also be required if any changes to a public body’s staff handbook are 
being proposed which will have the effect of amending or revising any aspect of those 
elements of a Chief Executive’s reward package covered by the pay policy. 
 
What is the process for approval? 

4.71 Where the proposed annual award is wholly in line with pay policy and the Sponsor 
team has confirmed affordability, the proposals will be ‘signed-off’ by the Finance Pay Policy 
team.  
 
4.72 Where a progression increase is proposed, if the Sponsor Director (or Deputy 
Director, if they have a closer working knowledge of the Chief Executive) is content with 
performance and the progression is therefore justified, the proposals are then deemed to be 
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approved and the Sponsor team should notify the public body. This notification should be 
copied to the Finance Pay Policy team. Any increase should not be implemented until this 
notification has been received. The Finance Pay Policy team will also notify the 
Remuneration Group at the next meeting.  
 
4.73 For those proposals which are to be considered for approval by senior officials, the 
Sponsor team should send the proforma and a short note to senior officials (the Sponsor 
Director or Deputy Director and the Director of Budget and Public Spending) after they have 
confirmed affordability. For their part in the approval, the Sponsor Director is required to 
confirm to the Director of Budget and Public Spending that they are content with the 
proposals (including performance, if relevant). The Director of Budget and Public Spending 
will then confirm formal approval. Either Director has the option of referring the proposals 
to the Remuneration Group. Once approved, the Sponsor team will notify the public body. 
This notification should be copied to the Finance Pay Policy team. Any increase should not 
be implemented until this notification has been received. The Finance Pay Policy team will 
also notify the Remuneration Group at the next meeting. 
 
4.74 Any proposals for a new Chief Executive appointment to a new public body or a 
review of an incumbent Chief Executive’s remuneration package must be approved by the 
Remuneration Group.  
 
4.75 The relevant senior official is responsible for putting forward the submission for any 
proposals which are required to be considered by the Remuneration Group. This submission 
must include details of the proposals, supporting business case and a confirmation of 
affordability. The Finance Pay Policy team should also be asked to contribute advice to this 
submission. The Remuneration Group will either approve the proposals or they may refer 
the approval to Ministers where they consider there is likely to be significant Ministerial 
interest. 
 
4.76 If proposals are outwith the pay policy, they cannot be approved, even by the 
Remuneration Group. The public body must review any such proposals, following advice 
from the Finance Pay Policy team. If the proposals have already been implemented, then a 
submission must be provided by the Sponsor Director to the Remuneration Group together 
with an explanation for why this has occurred. 
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How long should any approval take? 

4.77 Allow for up to five working days for consideration by the Finance Pay Policy team. 
If the issue is complex and is likely to take longer, then the Finance Pay Policy team will 
advise the sponsor body and Sponsor team. 
 
4.78 If the proposals are referred to the Remuneration Group, then these are normally 
considered at the next available Remuneration Group meeting. The Finance Pay Policy team 
will be able to advise on the date of the next meeting. 
 
4.79 Under exceptional circumstances, some items may be taken in correspondence. The 
Remuneration Group may refer some items to Ministers. Where the latter occurs, the 
minute from the Chair of the Remuneration Group must be annexed to the submission to 
Ministers. Any submission to Ministers must go to the Cabinet Secretary for Finance as well 
as the Portfolio Minister. Referral to Ministers will require further time. 
 
What might happen if the pay policy is not followed? 

4.80 If any payments are made without approval being obtained, this could result in 
punitive action being taken by the Scottish Government, such as the recovery of any 
overpayments, the capping of future increases or a governance review of the public body. 
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5. NHS Scotland Executive and Senior Management posts 
 
Please note this section should be read in conjunction with sections 1, 2  and 4. 

 
Key pay policy parameters for 2021-22 
 
Who does this cover? 

5.1 This section covers NHS Scotland Executives and Senior Management posts in all 
Grades A to I (referred to in this policy as “NHS Executives”).  This group of staff is covered 
by way of a collective pay proposal: individual appointments, remuneration and terms and 
conditions are made in line with the Scottish Government’s health policy. 
 
5.2 The details in section 4 for Chief Executives also apply to NHS Executives with the 
exception of pay progression which is set out below. 
 
What is the position on progression? 

5.3 The pay policy intention is that the cost of all progression increases for NHS 
Executives must be delivered within an overall baseline paybill cap of 1.5 per cent. The 
progression increase may vary for individual NHS Executives within this cohort, subject to 
performance and the increase should not result in any NHS Executive exceeding their pay 
range maxima.  
 
5.4 In calculating any award, the expectation is that progression, where eligible, will be 
considered first prior to applying the basic award. 
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Daily Fees for Chairs, Board 
Members and Public 
Appointments  
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6. Chairs, Board Members and Public Appointments 
 
Please note this section should be read in conjunction with sections 1 and 2. 
 

Key pay policy parameters for chairs, board members and public 
appointments for 2021-22 
 
What is the pay policy position on the remuneration of public appointments? 

6.1 This section applies equally to the introduction of remuneration for public 
appointments or where an annual uplift, review or change to that remuneration is 
proposed. 
 
6.2 Not all public appointees are remunerated. Public appointees benefit personally in 
a number of non-financial ways, for example: in the enhancement or application of 
professional expertise; general networking and personal development; or the opportunity 
to contribute to policy-making in an area of personal interest. The main objective in offering 
remuneration for such posts is to increase diversity. Remuneration may be proposed where 
it is particularly important to have representation from as wide and diverse a range of 
candidates as possible or where there is specific need for appointees to be drawn from 
otherwise under-represented groups.  

 
6.3 Where a post is remunerated, it should be noted that any remuneration payable is 
not intended to meet in full the market rate that could be commanded by the individuals 
concerned. 
 
What is a daily fee and what is it for?  

6.4 Where Ministers have agreed that an appointee should be remunerated, the Daily 
Fee Framework for Chairs, Board Members and Public Appointments must be used to 
determine the appropriate daily fee. The appropriate daily fee may be expressed in terms of 
daily, half-day or hourly rates for calculating payments, but changes to the number of days 
worked should not result in changes to the level of daily fee paid. The cost of any 
remuneration is met from the public body’s existing administration costs or from the budget 
of the appointee’s “owning” Directorate where the appointment is not linked to a specific 
public body.  

 
6.5 Any daily fee should take into account provision for reasonable time spent by 
individuals in undertaking their agreed duties effectively, though there must be clear prior 
agreement on which activities are to be remunerated. A daily fee (or proportion thereof) 
can therefore cover activities other than attendance at board meetings, functions or events 
and for example may include time spent preparing for meetings, time travelling to and from 
meetings, etc. 

 
6.6 The daily fee and the related activities covered by it should be agreed between the 
public body, the Finance Pay Policy team, and the Sponsor team (or owning Directorate 
where the appointee is not linked to a public body), recorded formally and embodied in the 
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letters of appointment issued to the appointee. The agreement must abide by the general 
requirements of the pay policy and may be reviewed from time to time or at the request of 
the public body or Sponsor team. There must also be a formal and proportionate 
arrangement in place for the claiming of daily fees which should be subject to audit by the 
public body. 
 
What about appointments that are not linked to a public body? 

6.7 The Daily Fee Framework applies to all public and ministerial appointments, 
regardless of whether they are linked to a public body or not. The guidance contained in this 
section is therefore relevant for public and ministerial appointments funded both by public 
bodies and by all other means. 
 
What are the key metrics and thresholds for 2021-22? 

6.8 The key features of the 2021-22 pay policy are set out in paragraph 1.4. Each 
proposal will be assessed on the following: 

• affordability and sustainability - the financial impact of the pay remit proposals will 
be considered by the Sponsor team, public body, or policy team 

• application of the increases within the pay thresholds 

 
What are the daily fee thresholds for 2021-22? 

6.9 Equivalent £40,000 and £80,000 per annum thresholds apply to the daily fees for all 
public and Ministerial appointments. For 2021-22, the Intermediate pay threshold is £154 
and Upper pay threshold will remain at £307.  
 
What are the pay policy parameters that can be applied? 

6.10 For daily fees that are below £154, an increase of up to 2 per cent can be applied. 
For daily fees above £154 and below £307, an increase of up to 1 per cent can be applied. 
For daily fees that are £307 and above a capped increase of up to £3 can be applied. 
 
6.11 There is an expectation that daily fee pay proposals for all public and Ministerial 
appointments will cover one year only.  
6.12 Where a public or Ministerial appointee is already paid a daily fee in whole pound 
amounts, the proposed daily fee may be rounded (under standard accountancy practices) to 
the nearest whole pound. Where such rounding results in an increase in a daily fee of less 
than 1 per cent, then the post may move to being paid daily fees on the basis of pounds and 
pence. This arrangement would not be applicable to those earning £307 or more as a round 
figure of £3 is being added. 

 
What is the position on progression? 

 
6.13 There is no progression for appointees receiving a daily fee. 
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Chairs and Members: Framework 
 

What is the Daily Fee Framework? 

6.14 To ensure consistency and comparability across public bodies, a number of 
remuneration tiers have been developed within the Daily Fee Framework. Appropriate rates 
of remuneration should be determined within this framework.  
 
6.15 In general, Tier 1 bodies include a small number of the most significant Scottish 
NDPBs and public corporations; Tier 2 includes the majority of executive NDPBs and 
significant ad hoc bodies and appointments; Tier 3 includes the smaller NDPBs, advisory 
bodies and most short-life and ad hoc groups, etc. 

 
6.16 The Daily Fee Framework tiers are uplifted annually in line with the pay policy and 
the Framework for 2021-22 is as follows: 
 
Chairs & Members Daily Fee Framework 2021-22 (gross daily fees) 
 

Chairs Tier Minimum Maximum Ceiling 

Tribunal £340 £561 £711 

Tier 1 £338 £498 £555 

Tier 2 £219 £372 £441 

Tier 3 £152 £236 £323 

 

Members Tier Minimum Maximum Ceiling 

Tribunal (specialist skills only) £265 £390 £510 

Tier 1 £242 £360 £453 

Tier 2 £184 £272 £342 

Tier 3 £100 £192 £275 

 
What are the tier parameters? 

6.17 Each tier consists of a minimum, maximum and a ceiling. There are different rates 
for chairs and members reflecting the different levels of responsibility. The pay policy 
expectation is that a daily fee should lie within the minimum and maximum of the relevant 
tier in the Daily Fee Framework. The daily fee should only exceed the maximum if it is 
demonstrated that this is required to recruit or retain chairs and/or members with the 
necessary skills, knowledge, experience or calibre for the role they are to undertake. Daily 
fees are limited to and must not exceed the ceiling of the relevant tier. 

 
6.18 The daily fee rates in the framework are considered gross daily fees in that they 
must include any contribution made by the public body towards any pension (if offered). A 
daily fee must not be increased to cover the chair or member’s own contributions to any 
pension. 
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6.19 It is usual practice for the daily fee for a chair to be set at a higher level than the 
daily fee for members, in recognition of the additional responsibilities placed upon chairs. 
There are no rules as to how high the level of differential between the chair and members’ 
daily fees should be. Where there is a deputy chair, their daily fee would usually be 
somewhere between that for the chair and members. The main exception to this is where 
the deputy chair was required to have specialist skills, then they would fall within the 
relevant members tier. 

 
How is the Tribunal tier different? 

6.20 The ‘Tribunal’ tier within the chair and members Daily Fee Framework covers the 
daily fees for Scottish Tribunal NDPBs and other tribunal-type bodies (where approval of the 
Remuneration Group has been obtained to allocate to this tier). The expectation is that 
Tribunal members would be allocated in the following way: 

• Chair of the public body – Tribunal chair tier 

• Specialist members (for example: those required to have professional qualifications 
or specialist knowledge, such as legal and medical members) – Tribunal member 
tier 

• Non-executive board members of public body and layperson members – Tier 1 
member tier 

 
6.21 A member of a Tribunal who acts as a convener of a tribunal hearing may receive a 
higher daily fee than other members so long as that daily fee remains within the appropriate 
member tier in the Daily Fee Framework.  

 
6.22 Tribunal tiers in this section currently apply to the devolved tribunals. Those 
tribunals which are to be transferred in to the ‘Scottish Tribunals’ - as created by the 
Tribunals (Scotland) Act 2014 - will undergo an independent role evaluation. As such, the 
pay policy specifically for those tribunals may be subject to change. 
 
What is the process for allocation to a tier? 

6.23 Most appointees covered by this Technical Guide are associated with an 
established formal public body. The appointees are generally assigned the same tier as the 
public body they are associated with.  
 
6.24 Each standard public appointment is allocated to one of the tiers by reference to 
the significance of the body - based on its size (staff numbers) and the resources managed 
(budget / grant), as well as consideration of its likely public profile.  
 
6.25 When a new public body or public appointment is being established, the Sponsor 
team must discuss with the Finance Pay Policy team which tier in the Daily Fee Framework 
might be appropriate. The Finance Pay Policy team must also be consulted if a case is being 
made to move a public body to a different tier in the Daily Fee Framework.  
 
6.26 Ad hoc appointments are generally short life appointments with specific tasks or 
functions, with an anticipated end date and are also quite often small in size, ranging from 
just one member to a dozen or so. This includes, but is not limited to, appointments to 
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Tribunals, advisory committees or to lead Reviews, Inquiries etc. Each ad hoc public body or 
appointment is allocated to one of the tiers by reference to its creation reason, the role 
specific knowledge and experience required, the expected interaction with Ministers, as 
well as consideration of its likely public profile. 

 
6.27 Advice on the appropriate tier of a public body and a public or Ministerial 
appointment must be sought from the Finance Pay Policy team. Details must be provided of 
the criteria listed above for standard and ad hoc appointments to allow the Finance Pay 
Policy team to provide appropriate advice. 

 
How to determine the daily fee of a Chair or Member of a public body? 

6.28 The first consideration should be whether there is any need to pay a daily fee. In 
addition to the Scottish Government policy to reduce the number of public appointees, it is 
also the policy to consider reducing, where possible, the daily fees paid to appointees. It is 
therefore open to the Sponsor team to decide whether a payment need be made (apart 
from expenses) or to set a level of remuneration below the minimum of the tier.  
 
6.29 If it is considered a daily fee is required but the relevant tier is still to be determined, 
Sponsor teams need to contact the Finance Pay Policy team, who will conduct an 
assessment based on set criteria.  
 
6.30 If it is considered a daily fee is required, Sponsor teams need to consider the 
appropriate level of fee, taking into account the pay policy expectations and the Daily Fee 
Framework. When determining the proposed daily fee, comparisons to the daily fees paid to 
appointees in the same tier should be considered (the Finance Pay Policy team can provide 
assistance and information on daily fees paid). Only if it is anticipated the appointee will be 
recruited from further afield should the levels of remuneration offered elsewhere be 
considered. 
 
6.31 When considering daily fee proposals for Scottish public and Ministerial 
appointments, it is sometimes reasonable to consider rates paid to comparable appointees 
in England and Wales undertaking similar duties and responsibilities. 
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Chairs and Members: additional information 
 

Can a daily fee be paid monthly or annually? 

6.32 In relation to fees, letters of appointment may refer to a monthly or annual amount, 
as long as it is based on the approved daily fee multiplied by the ‘authorised’ number of 
days worked per month / year. The authorised number of days is the number of days stated 
in the letter of appointment expected to be worked (per month / year) as a result of the 
appointment. 

 
6.33 It may be more convenient to remunerate appointees monthly (sometimes the fees 
are expressed as an annual amount), but problems may arise if the person works more, or 
less, than the authorised number of days. 

 
6.34 If the remuneration is paid monthly, at a fixed amount based on an authorised 
number of days per month and the appointee commits more days per month, then the 
Sponsor team may recompense them for this.  

 
6.35 Conversely, if the remuneration is paid monthly at a fixed amount, but an appointee 
works fewer days a month in relation to their appointment, then clearly the Sponsor team 
should review the arrangement. 

 
6.36 If a public body or Sponsor team fixes the (monthly or annual) remuneration irrespective 
of the number of days actually worked and appointees feel they are not being remunerated 
sufficiently for their time commitment, then this is not necessarily an issue about the level of 
the daily fee but possibly more about being recompensed appropriately for their time 
commitment. This would therefore be a budgetary matter for the Sponsor team rather than a 
daily fee issue for the Finance Pay Policy team – it is not in itself justification for increasing the 
daily fee but rather a matter of reviewing the time commitment. Changes to the number of days 
worked should not result in a change to the daily fee paid. 
 
Are appointees classed as employees? 

6.37 Unless expressly provided for in legislation appointees are not employees of the 
public body nor of the Scottish Government (and likewise are not paid a salary). As such, 
they do not qualify for the rights and entitlements that are normally associated with the 
status of ‘employees’. Public bodies and Sponsor teams should therefore exercise care when 
drafting letters of appointment or advertisements to avoid references to salary or 
employment, or give an impression of such, as this may create expectations of other 
benefits (such as annual leave, sick pay, redundancy, etc.). Appointees can still be an 
“employee for tax purposes” when daily fee payments are paid through payroll because of 
the broad definition of “employee” for these purposes, but that does not make them an 
employee for any other purpose.  
 
How are Chairs and Members to be paid? 

6.38 Daily fee payments made to appointees must comply with the tax planning and tax 
avoidance section of the Scottish Public Finance Manual: 
www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Finance/spfm/taxavoidance 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/Finance/spfm/taxavoidance
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6.39 In line with the Scottish Public Finance Manual, all appointees must be paid 
through a payroll system with tax deducted at source. Where there is no payroll system in 
place, then the Scottish Government payroll system may be available for use, but would be 
considered on a case by case basis through a clear commissioning process or charging 
model. For further information, please contact Scottish Government Pay Services: 
HR.Help@gov.scot. As daily fees are not usually pensionable, public bodies and Sponsor 
teams are reminded the payroll system used should ensure no employer’s pension 
contributions are made. 

 
6.40 Where the appointee is employed elsewhere and their main employer allows such 
duties within work time, then it may be appropriate to reimburse the employer for the time 
commitment, rather than the individual receiving a daily fee. In such circumstances the daily 
fee may be paid direct to the employer. When such an arrangement is being considered and 
the appointee is a partner of, or shareholder in the ‘employer’ or is ‘employed’ through a 
private service company, then you must contact the Finance Pay Policy team for advice 
before any payment is made. 
 
What about offering a pension? 

6.41 Given the relatively short duration of some appointments, the limited number of 
days on which appointees actually serve on bodies and the generally non-executive nature 
of their duties, approval is not usually given to offering pension arrangements to 
appointees. 
 
6.42 However, in exceptional circumstances, pension arrangements may be considered, 
but the approval of the Remuneration Group must be obtained before proposals are 
implemented. Any such proposals must be supported by a business case which clearly 
demonstrates; why offering a pension is necessary, including whether it is necessary as a 
matter of law, the detail of the proposed pension arrangements (as they are not employees, 
appointees may not be eligible to join the public body’s pension scheme and a bespoke 
scheme may have to be set up) as well as confirmation of affordability. 

 
6.43 Where it is approved that a pension may be offered, the level of daily fee must not 
be increased to cover the individual’s resulting pension contributions. The daily fees in the 
Daily Fee Framework are gross in that they include any contribution made by the public 
body towards any pension. So in the rare circumstance where a pension is provided, the 
daily fee figure used when considering the Daily Fee Framework should be the ‘net’ daily fee 
receivable by the individual plus the amount of contribution made by the public body 
towards the pension.  

 
6.44 Where pension arrangements are a result of previous practice, Sponsor teams and 
public bodies must not assume this is justification for their continuation. Each case must be 
reconsidered on its merits prior to each appointment round. 
 

mailto:HR.Help@gov.scot
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What about expenses? 

6.45 Expenses may be paid to appointees. The basic principle is no appointee should be 
out of pocket as a result of expenses arising from their appointment, provided such costs 
are considered reasonable. 
 
6.46 Appointees may be reimbursed for the reasonable costs of travel and, when 
appropriate, accommodation associated with their public duties. The tax associated with 
these expenses should be in accordance with HMRC guidance. To ensure consistency across 
public bodies, appointees’ terms of appointment should provide that travel expenses should 
be paid at standard Scottish Government travel rates and have regard to the Scottish 
Government’s Travel Management policy on air and rail travel. 
 
What about other tax matters? 

6.47 Responsibility for ensuring compliance with all relevant HM Revenue and Customs 
requirements concerning any payments made to appointees lies with the public body itself. 
Individual appointees must also satisfy themselves as to their own tax liabilities resulting 
from their appointment. 
 
6.48 In certain circumstances, where an individual has been making sufficient National 
Insurance contributions to be considered to be an “employed earner” and meets other 
applicable qualifying criteria, they may be entitled to statutory family-related benefits (for 
example, Statutory Maternity Pay). 
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What to do when making a public appointment where the individual is already a senior 
employee of another public body 

 
6.49 Issues to be considered by Sponsor teams prior to the appointment of a chair or 
member where the individual is already a chief executive (or other senior employee) of 
another public body covered by the Scottish Government Public Sector Pay Policy includes 
conflict of interest; time commitment; and remuneration. Such matters, including (where 
relevant) the need to liaise with the Sponsor team of the public body to which the individual 
might be appointed, are outlined in more detail in the Public Bodies Information Update 109 
which is available as a downloadable document on the Scottish Government website at:  
www.gov.scot/publications/public-bodies-information-update-109-public-sector-pay-policy/ 
 
  

http://www.gov.scot/publications/public-bodies-information-update-109-public-sector-pay-policy/
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Chairs and Members: approval 
 
What must you do to seek approval of proposals? 

6.50 The relevant Scottish Government approval must be sought prior to implementing 
any proposals to: 

• make any annual uplift 

• change the tier of a body or appointment 

• introduce, review or change the remuneration package, for example: 

▪ the daily fee 

▪ other matters, such as pension arrangements 

 
6.51 Where no change is proposed, confirmation of details of the current daily fees is all 
that is required to be submitted to the Finance Pay Policy team. 
 
6.52 If proposals are simply the annual uplift in line with pay policy, then a chairs and 
members proforma should be either completed by the Sponsor team and sent to the 
Finance Pay Policy team; or, completed by the public body and sent to the Finance Pay 
Policy team, copied to the Sponsor team. The Staff Pay Remits approval approach (fast-
tracked, streamlined, full remit) should not determine how the pay proposals for the chair, 
board members and public appointments are approved.  These pay proposals should follow 
the steps outlined in this chapter. 
 
6.53 For proposals that go beyond the annual uplift, further information will be 
required. For example, if proposals entail a change in remuneration or tier (for example, 
following a review) or the introduction of a benefit (for example, pension or car) then a 
supporting business case will need to be prepared. For new appointments, details of the 
proposals and supporting business case would be prepared by the Sponsor team. 
 
What should a business case contain? 

6.54 Proposals for setting or reviewing a daily fee must be supported by a business case 
which should include: 

• the need for paying a daily fee and/or reasons for introducing or reviewing it, which 
should include diversity and recruitment / retention issues 

• details of the criteria needed to assign a tier 

• the proposed daily fee, taking into account the pay policy expectations around the 
Daily Fee Framework (minimum, maximum and ceiling of the relevant tier) 

• the remuneration of comparable appointees in Scotland and elsewhere (where 
relevant) 

• (for Chairs) the remuneration of the last occupant of the post 

• (for Members) the remuneration of other Members and the differential with the 
Chair’s daily fee 

• the ancillary activities expected to be covered by the daily fee (for example, 
preparation time and travel time, etc.) 
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• affordability and sustainability 

 
6.55 Apart from annual uplifts, the level of daily fee for existing appointees is not 
expected to require adjustment during the period of appointment. However, where there 
are significant recruitment or retention difficulties; or a significant change in the role and 
responsibility; proposals to review the existing daily fee rates may be submitted to senior 
officials or the Remuneration Group, dependent on the extent to which the proposals 
remain in line with pay policy. 
 
Who is going to approve your remuneration proposals? 

6.56 Where the proposed annual award is wholly in line with pay policy, provided 
affordability has been confirmed by the Sponsor team, the proposals will be ‘signed off’ by 
the Finance Pay Policy team. The Sponsor team will then notify the public body / the public 
appointee(s). Any increase should not be implemented until this notification has been 
received. 

 
6.57 Proposals for the introduction of, or changes to tiers and daily fees for existing or 
new bodies, where these are wholly in line with pay policy, may be approved by senior 
officials. For those which are to be considered for approval by senior officials, once the 
Sponsor team has confirmed affordability, the Sponsor team should send the proforma and 
short note to senior officials (the sponsor Director or Deputy Director and Director of 
Budget and Public Spending). For their part in the approval, the sponsor Director is required 
to confirm they are content with and support the proposals. The Director for Budget and 
Public Spending will then confirm formal approval. Either Director has the option of 
referring the proposals to the Remuneration Group. Once approved, the Sponsor team will 
notify the public body / the public appointee(s). Any increases or changes should not be 
implemented until this notification has been received. The Finance Pay Policy team will also 
notify the Remuneration Group at the next meeting. 
 
6.58 More significant changes, such as the introduction of a benefit (for example, 
pension or car) will require consideration by the Remuneration Group. The sponsor Director 
is responsible for putting forward the submission for any proposals which are required to be 
considered by the Remuneration Group. This submission must include details of the 
proposals, supporting business case and a confirmation of affordability. The Finance Pay 
Policy team must be asked to contribute advice to this submission. The Remuneration 
Group will either approve the proposals or they may refer the approval to Ministers where 
they consider there is likely to be significant Ministerial interest. Once approved, the 
Sponsor team will notify the public body / the public appointee(s). Any increases or changes 
should not be implemented until this notification has been received. 
 
6.59 The Finance Pay Policy team will assess all daily fee proposals and confirm the 
relevant approval route. The approval route will depend on the circumstances of your 
proposals as set out below.  
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Chair and Members – approval route 
 

Current or new Chair 
or Member 

Daily fee proposal 

Approval 

(in all cases, affordability 
must be confirmed by the 
Sponsor team) 

Existing body 

No Change / Annual increase  

(in line with pay policy) 

Sponsor team once the 
Finance Pay Policy team 
have ‘signed-off’ the 
proposals 

Existing body 

Current and previous annual 
increases  

(in line with pay policy) 

Sponsor team once the 
Finance Pay Policy team 
have ‘signed-off’ the 
proposals 

Existing body 
Change to any other aspect of 
current remuneration package (e.g. 
introduction of car, pension, etc.) 

Remuneration Group 

Existing body - review 
of Tier or daily fee 
rates  

Setting tier and daily fees – in line 
with pay policy expectations 

Senior Officials (who may 
refer to the Remuneration 
Group)  

Existing body - review 
of Tier or daily fee 
rates 

Setting tier and daily fees – goes 
beyond pay policy expectations (i.e. 
above maximum in Framework / 
profile used to justify a higher tier) 

Remuneration Group 

New body or new 
Appointment not 
linked to a public 
body 

Setting tier and daily fees – in line 
with pay policy expectations 

Senior Officials (who may 
refer to the Remuneration 
Group) 

New body or new 
Appointment not 
linked to a public 
body 

Setting tier and daily fees – goes 
beyond pay policy expectations (i.e. 
above maximum in Framework / 
profile used to justify a higher tier) 

Remuneration Group 

 
6.60 If proposals are outwith the pay policy, they cannot be approved, even by the 
Remuneration Group. The public body (or Sponsor team) must review any such proposals, 
following advice from the Finance Pay Policy team. 
 
How long should the process take? 

6.61 Allow for up to five working days for consideration by the Finance Pay Policy team. 
If the issue is complex and is likely to take longer, then the Finance Pay Policy team will 
discuss this with the sponsor body and Sponsor team. Allow for up to a week for proposals 
to be considered by relevant senior officials. 
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6.62 If the proposals are referred to the Remuneration Group, then these are normally 
considered at the next available Remuneration Group meeting - the dates of which are set 
out on the Scottish Government Public Sector Pay webpages: 

www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/public-sector-pay/RemunerationGroup 
 
6.63 Under exceptional circumstances, some items may be able to be taken in 
correspondence. Referral to Ministers will require further time. 
 
  

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Government/public-sector-pay/RemunerationGroup
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What might happen if the pay policy is not followed? 

6.64 Where daily fees have been introduced without approval or increased beyond that 
for which approval had been obtained previously, the sponsor Director will be required to 
explain the matter to the Remuneration Group. Such actions could result in punitive action 
being taken by the Scottish Government, such as the recovery of any overpayments, the 
capping of future increases or a governance review of the public body. 
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7. Sponsor Team role and responsibilities   
 
What is the role of the Sponsor team?  

7.1 Sponsor teams have a key role to play in promoting the Scottish Government’s 
policy on public sector pay in making sure their public body is aware of what is required of 
them and they deliver on those requirements as set out in the policy. 
 
7.2 Sponsor teams provide a crucial link between public bodies and the Scottish 
Government: 

• in making sure staff and members of their public body know what Ministers expect 
of them. 

• in monitoring whether performance of their public body meets Ministers’ policies 
and priorities and taking action in the event of any shortcomings.  

• in making sure the circumstances and concerns of their public body are understood 
within the Scottish Government. 

 
7.3 In relation to Public Sector Pay Policy, this means the Sponsor team has the 
responsibility to raise the circumstances and concerns of their public body in 
communications with the Finance Pay Policy team, the Remuneration Group and Ministers.  
 
What is a Sponsor team required to do before a public body submits any pay proposals for 
approval? 

7.4 The Sponsor team: 

• should familiarise themselves with Public Sector Pay Policy and what is expected of 
their sponsor body.  

• must make sure they know when their sponsor body’s proposals are due to be 
submitted. 

• should monitor the progress their public body is making in developing its pay 
proposals and work with them (if necessary) to make sure they are on target to 
submit proposals as scheduled. 

• should inform the Finance Pay Policy team at the earliest opportunity if the 
proposals will not be submitted as scheduled.  
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What is a Sponsor team required to do once their public body submits their pay 
proposals?  

7.5 This stage is usually referred to as the assessment period and the Sponsor team: 

• will be copied into all communications by the Finance Pay Policy team and will be 
invited to attend any meetings. 

• must check the existing and the projected paybill costs and staffing numbers are 
consistent with the budget allocations and their knowledge of the sponsor body. 
Any queries should be raised with the public body at the earliest opportunity, 
copied to the Finance Pay Policy team.  

• must consider the affordability and sustainability of the proposals including any 
proposed savings - particularly those resulting from changes in staffing or terms 
and conditions - given their knowledge of the public body and its current and future 
budget and workload.  

• must seek the views of their Finance Business Partner. The Finance Pay Policy team 
will forward a copy of their initial assessment to their Finance Business Partner so 
they are aware of any pay policy issues.  

• should maintain awareness of the progress of the remit, the queries that have been 
raised and any significant issues with the proposals.  

• the Sponsor team should engage senior officials as early as possible in the process 
particularly if there are issues. 

 
7.6 If there are outstanding issues on any proposals after 4 weeks from the initial 
submission, the Sponsor team should escalate the proposals to their senior officials.  
 
7.7 Once the Finance Pay Policy team sign-off the proposals and give them a final rating 
they will forward to the Sponsor team for their rating along with the Finance Business 
Partner (Staff remits). It will then be the Sponsor team’s responsibility to put the proposals 
forward for formal approval from senior officials or to Remuneration Group or Ministers as 
appropriate. 
 
What does the Sponsor team require to consider when preparing a submission seeking 
approval to their public body’s pay proposals? 

7.8 In preparing the submission, the Sponsor team should take in to account the 
following:  

• set out the rationale for the recommendation.  

• where relevant, include detail of any sponsorship issues that the “Approvers” 
require to be aware of as part of their consideration. 

• include the views of the Finance Pay Policy team and their Finance Business Partner 
and provide sufficient time for their contributions. The normal expectation would 
be at least 3 working days. 

 
7.9 If the proposals require to be approved by Remuneration Group or Ministers: 

• the Finance Pay Policy team will provide a template for the submission 
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• proposals should normally be submitted from the Portfolio Director, where this is 
not the case the views of the Portfolio Director should be included. 

• the Sponsor teams should make sure they meet the Remuneration Group deadlines 
and provide sufficient time to consult the Finance Pay Policy team on the draft.  

 
Does the Sponsor team require to notify Ministers of the approval?  

7.10 If the sponsor body’s remit proposals have been approved at either senior official 
level or by the Remuneration Group and the proposals are straightforward, it is not 
necessary to notify the Cabinet Secretary for Finance. It is a matter for the sponsor division 
to decide whether they require to notify their own Cabinet Secretary and/or Portfolio 
Minister.  
 
What action will be taken if there are unresolved queries at the end of the assessment 
period? 

7.11 If, at the end of the 4 week assessment period, there are still unresolved queries or 
the staff remit is rated Red, the Finance Pay Policy team will escalate proposals to the 
Portfolio Director and the Director of Budget and Public Spending.  
 
7.12 If the public body’s pay proposals have been rated Red, the pay remit cannot be 
approved under any circumstances and the public body will be required to bring their 
proposals in line with policy before it can be put forward for approval.  
 
What is required once the pay proposals have been approved? 

7.13 The Finance Pay Policy team will normally advise the public body of the outcome of 
the assessment of the staff pay remit. The exception to this would be where the remit 
includes proposals which require Remuneration Group consideration or there are 
sponsorship issues. 
 
7.14 The Sponsor team should notify the appropriate personnel in their public body of 
all decisions for the Chief Executives and/or Board Members taking account of the 
sensitivities with handling personal data (see paragraphs 2.53 to 2.56).  
 
7.15 All public bodies are expected to provide settlement information within 1 month of 
implementing the staff pay award. Although the Finance Pay Policy team will contact the 
public body directly if they have not submitted settlement information in line with the policy 
requirements, it is the Sponsor team’s responsibility to make sure their public body is aware 
of the requirement in their approval letter. 
 
7.16 It is also the Sponsor team’s responsibility to make sure the public body makes 
progress on any requirements or conditions imposed by senior officials, the Remuneration 
Group or Ministers (for example a review of its pay and grading structure) and to keep the 
Finance Pay Policy team, the Remuneration Group and Ministers informed as appropriate. 
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What is the role of the Sponsor team with regards to chairs, board members, and other 
Ministerial appointments? 

7.17 When a new public body or Ministerial appointment is being considered, or change 
to an existing daily fee, the Sponsor team or the appointee’s “owning” Directorate must;  

• engage with the Finance Pay Policy team at the earliest opportunity, before any 
discussion of daily fees with wider audiences. 

• supply information about the public body or role of the Ministerial appointment to 
the Finance Pay Policy team to allow an appropriate tier in the Daily Fee 
Framework to be assigned. 

• prepare a submission with detailed evidence seeking approval if a daily fee outwith 
the assigned tier from the Framework is needed. 

 
7.18 When an annual uplift for chairs, board members or Ministerial appointees is 
proposed the Sponsor team must; 

• engage with the Finance Pay policy team to ensure that proposals are within the 
pay policy. 

• assess uplift proposals for any affordability issues. 

• include the Finance Pay Policy team in any confirmation of proposed uplifts. 
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8. Glossary of terms used in the Public Sector Pay Policy 
documents 

 

Term Definition 

Assimilation point The position of a salary on a proposed/revised pay range which 
reflects the number of years’ experience an individual has at the 
recognised weight for the post. 

Baseline paybill The cost of employing staff for the full 12 months of the pay 
remit year before implementing the pay award. It should include 
mandatory increases in employer’s pension or National Insurance 
contributions (NIC) but exclude the costs of increases in pay and 
benefits for which approval is being sought. The baseline paybill 
may also include other paybill increases that are not directly a 
result of the proposed pay award such as the changes to 
paternity pay and leave entitlement (or holiday pay) etc. 

Baseline salaries These are the base salaries before implementing the pay award. 
As such they exclude allowances, overtime, employer’s pension 
or National Insurance contributions (NIC). 

Base pay or basic pay This is an individual’s net annual salary. It excludes on-costs 
(pension contributions and payroll tax), the monetary value of 
any non-consolidated performance payment (bonus), and other 
non-salary rewards, etc.  

Basic award This is normally, the inflation or cost of living element of the pay 
award. It is one element of a standard remit. The basic award has 
different meanings in different pay systems. For public bodies 
with a step or spine based system it refers to the revalorisation 
of steps/spines. For those without step or spine based 
mechanisms for pay progression the basic award will normally be 
defined as the consolidated increase to the pay range minima, 
maxima, milestones and/or individual employee’s base salaries 
within the pay range. 

Bonus See non-consolidated performance payment. 
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Term Definition 

Business case A document which contains additional information and evidence 
to support the proposals that are being made. 

Buying-out The offering of a one-off non-consolidated payment in return for 
agreeing to the removal of a particular pay or non-pay reward. 

Ceiling The absolute limit for salary / pay range maxima in the Scottish 
Chief Executive Pay Framework or for a daily fee in the Daily Fee 
Framework. 

Consolidated pay Pay which is taken into account for pension and tax purposes. 

Consolidated 
performance 
payments 

Payments that reward exceptional or outstanding performance 
and are consolidated into individual employees’ basic pay. 

Current salary This is an individual’s salary prior to any uplift including 
progression (where eligible). 

Daily fee The amount a Chair or Member is remunerated per day. This can 
be expressed as an annual sum, but changes to the number of 
days worked should not result in a change to the daily fee. The 
fee may be paid in a half-day or hourly amounts. 

Daily Fee Framework The Framework within which the daily fee of a Chair or Member 
of a Scottish public body is expected to sit. It contains minima, 
maxima and ceilings for the four tiers of public bodies. 

Financial proforma Excel spreadsheets that set out: what was actually paid as a 
result of the last pay award; the costs of the increase in pay and 
benefits proposed and details of the pay and reward structure as 
well as details of current and projected staffing. 

Gross daily fee The daily fee for a Chair or Member inclusive of any pension 
contribution made by the public body. 

Hourly rate The hourly rate should be calculated on the same basis as the 
National Minimum Wage as defined by HM Revenue and 
Customs.  

Host public body This is the public body which another (usually smaller) public 
body aligns or analogues to for its annual pay award. 

Term Definition 

Increase for staff in 
post (ISP) 

This is the cost of the proposed increase in pay and benefits to an 
average member of staff as a percentage of the baseline paybill. 

Increase in paybill per 
head 

The result of comparing the paybill per head for the current 
remit with the paybill per head for the last remit. It is expressed 
as a percentage of the paybill per head for the last remit. 

Intermediate pay 
threshold  

This is set at £40,000 for 2021-22. 
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Journey time The time (in years) taken by an individual on a pay range to move 
(subject to satisfactory performance) from the minimum to the 
maximum of that pay range.  

Lower pay threshold  This is set at £25,000 for 2021-22. 

Lowest quartile This is the value of the middle number between the smallest 
number and the median of the pay range ie the lowest quarter if 
the pay range and. It is also known as the 25th percentile.  

Market median The value of the midpoint of comparator salaries in the relevant 
market for similarly weighted posts. 

Market rate The market median in the relevant market for similarly weighted 
posts. 

Maximum / maxima The highest point on a pay range, sometimes known as the rate 
for the job this includes staff who are on spot rates of pay. Staff 
are not normally paid above the maximum of their pay range. 
Where a member of staff is paid above the maximum and eligible 
for a pay increase, the award should be non-consolidated. There 
should also be arrangements to move such staff onto their pay 
range maximum within a defined time scale. Such staff are often 
referred to as “red-circled”. 

Median The value of midpoint in a series. 
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Term Definition 

Minimum / minima The lowest point on a pay range. Staff are not normally paid 
below the minimum of their pay range. Where a member of staff 
is paid below their pay range minimum there should be 
arrangements to move them onto their pay range minimum 
within a defined time scale. Such staff are often referred to as 
“green-circled”. 

Net Paybill Increase This is the percentage increase to the baseline paybill as a result 
of the pay proposals. The New Money is the monetary value of 
the proposed increase in pay and benefits added to the existing 
paybill. 

Non-consolidated 
performance 
payments 

These are normally payments such as bonuses or performance 
payments which are awarded in addition to the annual pay 
award. They are awarded to staff, at an individual, team or 
organisational level, and would normally be based on 
performance in the preceding year. Such payments are re-
earnable and as they are not consolidated into basic pay they do 
not have associated future costs. Non-consolidated payments 
would be taxable but not pensionable.  The current pay policy 
position is that all non-consolidated performance payments are 
suspended. 

Non-salary Rewards Remuneration other than pay, pension or tax. It covers for 
example, car, health insurance, etc. 

Notional cost These are costs which have a benefit to the individual but with 
no actual cost to the employer. This could for example include 
changes to the working week, annual leave or public holiday 
entitlement.  

Pay coherence This is the move towards greater consistency in rates of pay for 
roles with the same job weighting as well as standardisation of 
terms and conditions in public bodies covered by the pay policy. 
The policy expectation is for the Scottish Government to be the 
main benchmark for salary levels and for terms and conditions.  
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Term Definition 

Pay ranges The pay scale for each grade or role within a public body, with a 
minimum and a maximum or target rate and through which staff 
progress as they develop in knowledge, skills, experience and 
performance. It is not normal for staff to be paid at a level either 
below the pay range minimum or above their relevant pay range 
maximum. 

Pay remit Pay proposals made by public bodies that seek approval for 
increases in pay and benefits for staff. 

Paybill The full annual cost of employing the staff subject to the pay 
remit, including employer’s pension and National Insurance 
contributions (NIC). 

Paybill per head (PPH) This is calculated by dividing the total paybill by the number of 
staff (full time equivalent). 

Paybill savings Savings in the Paybill that can be used to part fund a pay award.  

• Permanent savings such as savings resulting from the 
removal of outdated allowances; reductions in overtime costs 
and reductions in staffing. These will all have an impact on 
future baseline paybills.  

• In-year non-recurring savings such as recyclable savings or 
deferring filling vacant posts which result in a saving only in 
the year in which they are implemented.  

Progression The movement an individual makes from the minimum of a pay 
scale to the maximum or target rate. For example if a pay range 
had 6 spine points an individual would expect to progress from 
minima to target rate in 5 years. The policy expects the 
movement to be dependent on performance or competency.  

Progression journey 
times 

The number of years it takes to move from the minimum of a pay 
range to the maximum or target rate. 

Public sector labour 
market 

The labour market data provided by the Finance Pay Policy team. 
This covers the public bodies in Scotland subject to Scottish 
Government policy on public sector pay.  
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Term Definition 

Recyclable savings Savings which are a consequence of a more highly paid member 
of staff being replaced by a lower paid individual (see Paybill 
Savings). 

Relevant labour 
market 

The Scottish public sector labour market or a more appropriate 
specific or specialist labour market for specific workforce groups, 
specialisms or locations. 

Salary Sacrifice 
Scheme 

HM Revenue and Customs define a salary sacrifice as “when an 
employee gives up the right to receive part of the cash pay due 
under his or her contract of employment. Usually the sacrifice is 
made in return for the employer’s agreement to provide the 
employee with some form of non-cash benefit. The ‘sacrifice’ is 
achieved by varying the employee’s terms and conditions of 
employment relating to pay”. 

Scottish Chief 
Executives Pay Band 

The category (1, 1A, 2 or 3) within the Scottish Chief Executive 
Pay Framework to which a Chief Executives is allocated following 
a job evaluation exercise. It reflects equivalent Senior Civil 
Service bands. There is not necessarily any relationship between 
the pay band of a Chief Executive and the tier of the body to 
which they are appointed. 

Scottish Chief 
Executive Pay 
Framework 

The framework of minima, maxima and ceiling within which the 
pay of a Chief Executive of a Scottish public body sits. 

Real Living Wage 
(rLW) 

This is the minimum hourly rate an individual must earn, before 
tax, to afford a basic but acceptable standard of living. The rate is 
£9.50 per hour for 2021-22.  

Settlement date The date on which any annual pay award salary would normally 
be implemented 

Spot rates These are staff who are on a single pay point which is set at the 
rate for job. Staff who are on spot rates of pay should be treated 
in the same way as staff who are on their pay range maximum. 

Submission The paper to senior officials, the Remuneration Group or 
Ministers which seeks approval for the proposed increases in pay 
and benefits. 
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Term Definition 

Target rate The point in a pay system that reflects competence in a role 
and/or the market rate for the role, often the maxima of the pay 
range. 

Tier The category (1, 2, 3 or Tribunal band) within the Daily Fee 
Framework to which a public body is allocated for the purposes 
of assessing daily fees. There is not necessarily any relationship 
between the pay band of a Chief Executive and the tier of the 
body to which they are appointed. 

Total increase for 
staff in post (TISP) 

This is the full cost of the proposed increase in pay and benefits 
to an average member of staff, regardless of whether or not they 
add costs to the paybill, as a percentage of the Baseline Paybill. 

Turnover The movement of staff out of and in to the organisation in a year. 

Upper pay threshold  This is set at £80,000 for 2021-22.  
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9. Pay Policy Quick Reference 
 

Guaranteed Pay Increases and Thresholds 

• Cash underpin of £800  for those earning a full-time equivalent salary of £25,000 or less. 

• Basic pay increase of 2 per cent for those with a full-time equivalent salary of more than 
£25,000 and up to £40,000. 

• Basic pay increase of 1 per cent for those with a full-time equivalent salary of more than 
£40,000 and up to £80,000. 

• Limits the basic pay increase for those earning £80,000 or more to £800. 

 

Low pay measures 

• Requirement for employers to pay the real Living Wage (£9.50 per hour). 

• Cash underpin of £800  for those earning a full-time equivalent salary of £25,000 or less. 

 

Addressing inequalities 

• Provides the flexibility for employers to use up to 0.5 per cent of paybill savings to address 
evidenced equality or pay coherence issues. 

• Employers will also be able to carry forward any unused paybill savings from 2020-21, 
potentially taking total flexibilities for 2021-22 to a maximum of 1 per cent. 

 

Other Elements 

• Retains the position on progression as a matter for discussion between employers and their 
staff and/or representatives (limited to a maximum of 1.5 per cent for Chief Executives). 

• Introduces discretion for individual employers to consider working towards standardising to a 
35 hour working week if and when it is practical to do so. 

• Continues the commitment to No Compulsory Redundancy. 

• Maintains the suspension of non-consolidated payments (bonuses). 

• Continues the expectation to deliver a 10 per cent reduction in the remuneration package for 
all new Chief Executive appointments. 
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Scottish Chief Executive Pay Framework 2021-22 (base pay) 

Pay Band Minimum Maximum Ceiling 

3 £111,621 £151,684 £222,550 

2 £92,266 £130,872 £175,098 

1A £76,137 £110,152 £140,134 

1 £65,550 £99,654 £128,531 

 

 

Chairs & Members Daily Fee Framework 2021-22 (gross daily fees) 

Chairs Tier Minimum Maximum Ceiling 

Tribunal £340 £561 £711 

Tier 1 £338 £498 £555 

Tier 2 £219 £372 £441 

Tier 3 £152 £236 £323 

 

Members Tier Minimum Maximum Ceiling 

Tribunal (specialist skills only) £265 £390 £510 

Tier 1 £242 £360 £453 

Tier 2 £184 £272 £342 

Tier 3 £100 £192 £275 
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10. Contacts 
 
Who should you contact for help? 

10.1 If you need help at any stage in the process or require information on any aspects 
of the policy and its application, please contact your designated contact in the Finance Pay 
Policy team in the first instance to discuss or to set up a meeting.  
 
10.2 All emails should be sent direct to the Finance Pay Policy mailbox:   

FinancePayPolicy@gov.scot 

  
10.3 We would ask that Public bodies include the recognised abbreviation for their 
organisation in the subject heading in all correspondence so that they can be easily 
identified within the Finance Pay Policy mailbox.  
 
Where can you find further information? 

10.4 Further information on public sector pay can be found at:  
 www.gov.scot/policies/public-sector-pay/ 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:FinancePayPolicy@gov.scot
http://www.gov.scot/policies/public-sector-pay/
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